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International migration is one of the key issues of the present globalized age. 
Enormous technological progress, along with the IT revolution, has little changed 
the causes of migration from the developing world, i.e. conflicts and poverty, 
arising from the huge economic gap between the developing and industrialised 
world. The dynamics of fundamental political, economic and social transfor-
mations, rapid population growth, large-scale urbanization and environmental 
damage catalyse migration processes. Another background factor encouraging 
forced migration are the Middle East conflicts, which often play a more im-
portant role than poverty. The roots of potential conflicts can also be seen in 
the artificial, political borders between countries, which do not reflect natural, 
ethnic boundaries. The tension between fragmentation and globalization in the 
Middle East may well assume a dramatic form in the future. According to most 
Arab specialists, migration results from agricultural and rural decline, a process 
which commenced, with various intensity, in nearly all Arab countries in the 
1970s. The causes of migration have not changed for decades, but its scale, 
distribution and direction have specific characteristics, which must be analysed 
and evaluated on an individual basis.
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Introduction

international migration is one of the key issues of the present globalized 
age. enormous technological progress, along with the it revolution, has lit-
tle changed the causes of migration from the developing world, i.e. conflicts 
and poverty, arising from the huge economic gap between the developing 
and industrialised world. the dynamics of fundamental political, economic 
and social transformations, rapid population growth, large-scale urbaniza-
tion and environmental damage catalyse migration processes. another back-
ground factor encouraging forced migration are the Middle East conflicts, 
which often play a more important role than poverty. the roots of potential 
conflicts can also be seen in the artificial, political borders between coun-
tries, which do not reflect natural, ethnic boundaries. The tension between 
fragmentation and globalization in the Middle east may well assume a dra-
matic form in the future. according to most arab specialists, migration re-
sults from agricultural and rural decline, a process which commenced, with 
various intensity, in nearly all arab countries in the 1970s. the causes of mi-
gration have not changed for decades, but its scale, distribution and direc-
tion have specific characteristics, which must be analysed and evaluated on 
an individual basis.

Migration can be divided into several types: permanent settlement, tem-
porary labour migration, illegal migration, refugees and homeless people, 
asylum seekers, family reunion immigrants. Migrants include travelling stu-
dents and tourists who stay longer in the host country than their residence 
permit allows and apply for jobs or request asylum. some arab countries are 
both source and destination countries (egypt, Yemen, Morocco, Jordan and 
lebanon).

in terms of geography, arab migration can be split into a number of areas: 
the Maghreb, the Mashrik, the persian gulf and peripheral areas. since the 
1940s, a dense network of contractual relationships has developed, including 
migration. In the first few post-war decades, migration was perceived as part 
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Introduction

the respective eU association agreements concerning euro-Mediterra-
nean co-operation did not allow for free movement of people, i.e. labour, in 
the euro-Mediterranean economic area. at present, the european Union is 
showing interest in organised, pre-defined migration in certain professions 
that have good opportunities on the european labour market. the purpose of 
such a migration scheme should be to retrain arab labour in order to meet the 
needs of the source country when returning home. some arab migrants also 
started to look for new destination countries (Canada, australia) but many 
Western countries have tightened their migration, visa and asylum policies 
after the 9/11 attacks.

At present, migration in the Arab world is being influenced by globaliza-
tion. the neo-liberal economic approach increases economic inequality be-
tween the centres and peripheries, and restricts the role of the nation state 
and its elite in managing economic and, in many cases, political processes. 
in the Middle east, globalization of the geographical migration area is linked 
to social fragmentation and instability, caused by a continuous decline of the 
nation state. the Middle east nation states are also stepping up pressure on 
“insufficiently loyal” minorities, i.e. ethnic groups that reject centralization 
efforts of the national governments and demand broader autonomy (Kurds, 
Kabylians, sudan’s black population).

the opportunities to implement islamic universalism in practice have in-
creased, using violent (terrorist) and non-violent methods (information tech-
nology), and this was reflected in linking Islamic migration with potential 
security threats. in my view, this trend is very alarming from a long-term per-
spective. Since 9/11, Arab countries have been blaming the EU for trying to 
criminalize migration, using the example of the schengen information sys-
tem (SIS) and the Eurodac programme, designed to collect and check finger-
prints. following the terrorist attacks, the Usa adopted even tighter measures. 
since the mid-1990s, Western authors have often attempted to criminalize mi-
gration in their theoretical works, increasingly associating migration with the 
penetration of islamist, terrorist structures into Western countries. this is an 
example of a changing attitude: in the 1960s and 1970s, migration used to be 
seen as a phenomenon related to socio-economic or environmental processes. 
at present, interest in its strategic and security aspects is increasing.

every researcher aiming to study arab migration has to deal with a lack 
of accurate information available in the host and source countries, due to 

of a pan-arab strategy focused on achieving political unity and economic in-
tegration. Maghreb migration was directed by the traditional colonial bonds 
to france, where the Maghreb migrants, especially algerians, had a privileged 
position on the labour market. in the past few years, Maghreb has become 
a transit and destination area for sub-saharan migrants heading for europe. 
the state plays a crucial role in the Middle east migration system. state-spon-
sored migration was characteristic of the area until 1973. in this period, gov-
ernment structures in the gulf countries were developed, with massive sup-
port from egypt and the industrialised countries. after 1967, palestinians 
fled to the neighbouring countries on a massive scale. The remaining workers 
tended towards the israeli labour market or migrated to the gulf countries.

from the mid-1970s to the mid-1980s, migration usually concerned un-
skilled workers. in the mid-1980s and especially after the second gulf War, 
oil prices declined and, at the same time, major development projects were 
accomplished in the oil-rich Gulf countries affiliated in the Gulf Coopera-
tion Council (gCC). in the late 1970s, asian labour started to aim for the 
gulf oil countries.

in the second half of the 1980s, another major phase began, in which 
mainly highly skilled labour with good language skills was needed. labour 
started to move from the construction industry into other areas (mainly ser-
vices), where demand for labour with specific skills was rising. The First Gulf 
War started a period of massive labour transfers. the number of palestinian 
and Yemeni migrants in the Gulf countries decreased significantly.

in the 1990s, workers were returning and the economies of all countries 
– whether labour migration source or destination countries – had to adapt to 
the new situation. The first group of countries made efforts to reform their 
economies in order to eliminate dependency on the wage transfers of the mi-
grating workers (liberalization, privatization, pro-investment policy, regional 
integration, euro-Mediterranean partnership). the latter mainly sought to re-
place immigrant labourers with domestic labour. after the gulf War, cheaper 
and easy-to-manage asian migrants were favoured, and their stays were leg-
alised on the basis of short-term employment contracts.

Many experts agree that a situation in which both the source and the host 
country benefited from migration (a win-win strategy) would be an ideal one. 
to achieve this, the best possible strategic co-operation among the countries 
was needed.
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also paid to the peripheral arab areas (sudan, Yemen) and israel. the mi-
gration and demographic characteristics of the palestinian territories and is-
rael differ significantly from other regions and countries due to the specific 
interpretation of the refugee and migrant statuses. given the scope of the 
topic, including these areas in the study would change the entire composi-
tion of the work.

in view of the considerable dynamics of migration movements in the glo-
balized age, the Mediterranean and arab migration project needs more thor-
ough research. the topic is also highly relevant for the Czech republic, in 
particular since joining the eU, as the schengen area borders were shifted to 
the Mediterranean region. The filter of several national borders, which pro-
tected the country from migration from the south has, to a large extent, dis-
integrated in the schengen area, which will be open to arab migration. Mon-
itoring of arab citizens settled in europe with permanent or long-term eU 
residence, who will be allowed to travel between the Member states within 
the schengen area, might be another security issue.

the Czech republic is still a minor migration source. it should be consid-
ered a transit country rather than a typical european host country, which is 
given by a lower standard of living and lower salaries compared to other eU 
Member states. the numbers of Mediterranean, Muslim and arab migrants 
are insignificant and have not caused any anxieties to date. However, this 
might dramatically change in the mid-term, in view of the expected economic 
growth and improving standard of living. spain, italy and some other euro-
pean countries have experienced a similar transformation. recently, Medi-
terranean migration has reached austria and distant scandinavia. germany 
also faces major problems related to Mediterranean migration. in the near fu-
ture, various security factors related to migration (terrorism, drug and people 
smuggling, organised crime) will be relevant for the Czech republic.

Migration should be controlled in terms of its professional structure and 
the numbers that can be absorbed by the host country’s labour market. illegal 
migration and the organised crime that often goes hand-in-hand with it should 
be severely combated. We must take into account that illegal migration flour-
ishes in countries with widespread grey and black economies.

Jaroslav Bureš

non-systematic monitoring and registration of basic labour data. Censuses, 
for example, are conducted on an irregular basis. visa, passport and customs 
authorities as well as foreigner police also proceed in a highly unsystematic 
way when collecting the data needed. they prefer aggregated data to spe-
cific information and, in some cases, keep the data secret for political rea-
sons. Many researchers deduct essential migration data from various statis-
tical sources, designed to quantify other characteristics. Under the influence 
of the euro-Mediterranean partnership and limited liberal reforms that some 
countries were enforcing in the mid-1990s, the approaches to collecting es-
sential quantitative statistical data changed. nevertheless, the situation dif-
fers from country to country.

on-site research is a suitable method for studying migration trends as, in 
many cases, statistical data have not been officially published and distrib-
uted, but can be consulted on site. apart from the ministries in charge of mi-
gration (ministries of planning, labour resource, migration etc.), most coun-
tries have specific institutes that collect migration records and are open to 
researches in the field.

a study by the institute of international relations (iir) describes and eval-
uates the historical roots of Middle eastern and Mediterranean migration, 
which is, the authors say, a suitable method of understanding contemporary 
migration trends in the arab world and in the Mediterranean region. special 
attention has been paid to the specific Islamic, Arab view of migration, whose 
evaluation of phenomena and their causes has changed over the centuries.

The study of the Institute of International Relations represents a modified, 
extended and updated, funded research report for the Ministry of foreign 
affairs of the Czech republic titled “Migration Movement from the arab 
World: Causes, Consequences and Perspectives” which was drafted by a team 
of experts led by Dr Jaroslav Bureš (IIR) from 2003 to 2004.

The study consists of four “case studies” focusing on the Maghreb, Egypt, 
the levant countries and the gCC countries. its objective was to conduct a de-
tailed analysis of the specific characteristics of migration and its cultural and 
historical context, and to predict the character and direction of future migra-
tion processes. only marginal attention was paid to iraq, although it is cur-
rently a highly relevant topic and would have deserved much more attention. 
this is given by the considerable length of the study and the lack of reliable 
information available to the authors in the given period. Minor attention was 
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the Maghreb countries have become the key source of arab migration to 
the eU and are considered one of the main zones of demographic imbalance 
worldwide. other critical lines separate the Usa from south america and 
the eU from eastern europe. the demographic growth gap between europe 
and the southern Mediterranean region is twice as wide as between the Usa 
and south america, or Japan and the other asian countries. this gap is even 
more serious as it is not limited to demography. low demographic growth 
and the high standard of living in europe and, on the contrary, high demo-
graphic growth and poverty in the southern Mediterranean region, sharply 
contrast with the objectives set by the barcelona declaration.

the 1989 Marrakech treaty started the process of subregional Maghreb 
integration within a new grouping – the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA). How-
ever, the new group was stagnating because of political issues such as the 
Western Sahara conflict, Islamist resistance in Algeria and sanctions against 
Libya. This chapter focuses on three Maghreb countries – Morocco, Algeria 
and Tunisia, often called the “Little Maghreb”. The countries in this region 
share similar characteristics: Islamic religion (Maliki School of Law – Mad-
hhab), common languages (arabic, french and berber), and a common co-
lonial past (french colonial administration). the eU also often approaches 
these countries as a group. france, and to a lesser extent spain and italy, sig-
nificantly influence the EU position vis-à-vis this region. The “Latin Arch” 
countries (france, italy, Malta, spain and portugal) have been showing inter-
est in talks with the Maghreb as part of the dialogue 5+5 initiative launched 
in the early 1990s and currently coordinated with the international organi-
zation for Migration.1 the little Maghreb countries share similar migration 
characteristics, resulting from similar historical developments. in the 19th 

1 World Migration 2003, Managing Migration Challenges and response for people on the Move, 
volume 2, ioM World Migration report series, geneva 2003, p. 247.
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nies, which aimed to restrict migration of Maghreb labour to france. a law 
was adopted in 1924 for this purpose. however, it was not enforced and mi-
gration did not decline. during World War ii, france re-introduced conscrip-
tions (for the army and civilian professions).

for two reasons, the end of World War ii marked a milestone in the de-
velopment of Maghreb migration. as at the end of World War i, there was 
a growing need to revive an economy devastated by the war and to make up 
for the loss of the country’s own labour supply. in 1945, a long cycle of unin-
terrupted economic growth started, often called the “Thirty Glorious Years”. 
the end of the growth period also marked the end of Maghreb migration. the 
National Immigration Office (Office National de l’Immigration, ONI) was re-
sponsible for recruiting the immigrants. since algeria had the legal status of 
a colony and was part of france, its citizens had priority over citizens from 
the tunisian and Moroccan protectorates. for Moroccans and tunisians, mi-
gration remained limited to men and accounted for only about 7% of total 
Maghreb migration. The 1950s were a period of national liberation conflicts, 
and the development of migration was limited. in the early 1960s, migration 
movements revived. in 1963 and 1964, paris signed bilateral migration agree-
ments with the three Maghreb countries. tunisia and Morocco signed similar 
agreements with belgium, the netherlands and germany. the recruiting ac-
tivities of the french labour mission (oni) were limited to tunisia and Mo-
rocco. from 1962 to 1974, the number of Maghreb workers tripled. in terms 
of geography, Moroccan migrants were scattered over the largest territory, 
settling in switzerland, scandinavia, france, spain, gibraltar, italy and aus-
tria. the tunisians headed mainly for france, germany and belgium. the 
algerians concentrated on france, and their share in total Maghreb migra-
tion decreased from 85% in 1962 to 62% in 1974.

the migration process was extraordinarily dynamic. the number of mi-
grants increased from 40,488 in 1946 to 1.11 million in 1975, and remained 
unaffected by the declarations of independence in all three countries. during 
this period, the highest number of emigrants came from algeria (710,000), 
followed by Morocco (260,000) and tunisia (140,000).

Most emigrants were men without families who, at first, stayed within the 
Maghreb countries. the practice of exchanging emigrants within the area di-
minished, and the pressure to unite families increased. at that time, emigrants 
of european origin who had settled down in the Maghreb were leaving.

century, they were occupied by france and had acquired the typical features 
of its colonial system by the outbreak of World War i.

as many frenchmen were enlisted and lost their lives during World War i, 
there was an urgent need to substitute them both in the military service and 
in civilian professions. the increased demand for labour at that time resulted 
in the first “voluntary” migration from the Maghreb. Until the mid-1920s, an 
immigrant was called travailleur colonial (colonial labourer) in france. af-
ter World War II, the official term “French Muslim working in the metropol-
itan territory”2 was used to highlight their different identity.

in the 19th century, intensive migration started within the Maghreb area for 
political (from algeria to Morocco and tunisia) or economic reasons (from 
Morocco to algeria and tunisia). the latter had been the case until france 
established a protectorate in Morocco as colonial agriculture required a reg-
ular supply of seasonal workers in the harvest period. there are two historic 
periods: before World War ii and from 1945 to independence.

Many people moved from the Maghreb to france before World War i and 
also up to the end of World War ii. during the 1912 census, 5,000 peo-
ple from the Maghreb were recorded who had left their home countries for 
france. Most of them settled in paris, Marseilles or in the north and were 
involved in trafficking. During World War I, 150,000 Algerians and 40,000 
Moroccans were mobilised. in april 1916, the Colonial labour organiza-
tion service (service de l’organisation des travailleurs Coloniaux) was es-
tablished to conduct occasional recruitments. the service registered about 
130,000 Maghreb citizens.3

after the war, algerian migration soared from 30,000 in 1921 to 73,000 
in 1936. Most migrants came from the poor mountain areas of Kabylie. Mo-
rocco witnessed a rising outflow of people, too. The number of Moroccans in 
france rose from 15,000 in 1925 to 21,000 in 1930. at that time, there were 
disputes between the metropolitan government and the local french colo-

2 Holm, Ulla: The Implication of the Concept of the French State-Nation and “Patrie” for French 
Discourses on (Algerian) Immigration, Working Papers 35/2002, Copenhagen Peace Research 
Institute, pp. 12–13.
3 Migration internationale actes, royaume du Maroc, premiér Ministre, Ministre Charge de la 
population, séminaire 1996, Centre d’Études et recherches demographiques, rabat (Cered), 
pp. 144–145.
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before the declaration of independence, Maghreb migrants favoured 
france, but, from the early 1960s on, they also headed for other european 
countries (germany, belgium, the netherlands). a number of migration 
agreements with european countries were signed (Morocco signed an agree-
ment with germany, belgium and the netherlands and tunisia concluded 
an agreement with germany). in the following decade, Moroccan emigrants 
heading for europe favoured the benelux countries. the number of emigrants 
arriving in benelux increased from 3,000 in 1959 to 35,000 in 1974.

this period was brought to an end in 1974 when, after the beginning of the 
oil crisis, france voluntarily withdrew to isolation in order to protect itself 
against the Maghreb migration. in 1975, germany, belgium and other euro-
pean countries closed their borders to Maghreb migrants. at the same time, 
the algerian administration decided to ban migration to france. these events 
put an end to a 60-year-long period of continuous migration, which intercon-
nected the Maghreb and European societies and was beneficial for both sides.

Decline of Migration to Europe in the 1970s and 1980s

After the first oil shock of 1973, migration and its directions changed both 
in terms of quantity and quality. Maghreb migration was divided into three 
basic forms: legal, illegal and seasonal. the number of migrating women 
and young people was growing. Urban residents in particular, who did not 
have so much difficulty in assimiliating in a different culture, were heading 
for europe. the family reunion process, which started in the 1960s and con-
cerned mainly Moroccan families (58.5%), gained momentum. in the 1970s, 
the number of seasonal migrants increased, primarily Moroccans, followed 
by tunisians.6 each year, approximately 12,000 seasonal migrants arrived. 
after Western european countries closed their borders, illegal Maghreb mi-
gration soared.

the migration dynamics in Morocco, tunisia and algeria began to change 
in the early 1970s, on different scales and in different ways. at the very be-
ginning of this period, tunisia adopted a policy to reduce the country’s birth 
rate through family planning programmes. it is interesting and somewhat 

6 For details see Migration Internationale Actes, Royaume du Maroc: op. cit., pp. 154–158.

the most frequent migration target was france, or israel for the Jewish 
community. this exodus started when Morocco and tunisia declared inde-
pendence in 1956 and ended in 1967 after the third arab-israel War broke 
out. in the end, out of two million Jews, only 40,000 stayed.4

after the declaration of independence, there was a massive drift of non-
arab europeans, and the period of european presence in the Maghreb termi-
nated. in tunisia, for example, the proportion of non-tunisians in the popu-
lation dropped from 10% in 1946 to only 0.5% in 1984.5

after the political, colonial dependence terminated, a new type of eco-
nomic subordination developed, which had a direct impact on the continu-
ity of migration pressures. as the number of wage labourers increased and 
new norms and values extending Maghreb’s dependence on france and other 
eeC countries were introduced, migration changed the traditional social bal-
ance in the Maghreb.

from the declaration of independence up to the 1970s, Maghreb migration 
showed several specific features. It was driven by the continuous growth of 
european economies and their demand for a high number of cheap workers to 
increase the competitiveness of the individual countries. as the unemployment 
rates in the Maghreb were high, the economies on both sides benefited from 
migration. After the declaration of independence, and under the influence of 
the war and french presence in algeria, Maghreb emigration to france accel-
erated. from 1967 to 1975, the Maghreb community in france almost tripled. 
the number of emigrants from tunisia and Morocco increased eightfold and 
fourfold respectively. in the early 1950s, algerian migrants predominated in 
france, accounting for 90% of the total number of arriving immigrants. in or-
der to prevent a chaotic influx of immigrants, France signed agreements gov-
erning labour matters with Morocco, tunisia (1963) and algeria (1964).

4 in algeria, the number of foreigners (including Jews with french citizenship) dropped from 
over 1 million during colonial domination to 120,000 in the first few years of independence; 
500,000 foreigners and Jews lived in Morocco (220,000 in 1956, but, in 1971, their number fell 
to 100,000 foreigners and 31,000 Jews). in tunisia, the number of europeans and Jews dropped 
to 40,000 and 15,000 in 1966, respectively, although ten years earlier 250,000 foreigners and 
58,000 Jews were registered. 
5 Al-Faḍlī, M. A.: Sukkān al-jumhūrīya at-tūnīsīya, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A.: Sukkān al-‘ālam al-
‘arabī, Maktabat al-‘Abīkān, Ar-Riyāḍ 2003, p. 676.
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icies. the strategy, aimed at redistributing oil rent to meet social needs, did 
not address the issue of demographic growth in the Maghreb. in 1997, the 
birth rate amounted to 3.41; in the first half of the 1990s, demographic growth 
was 2.3% and currently it is on the decrease.

in the 1970s, there was a clear dividing line between two economic growth 
models in the Maghreb. The first was a liberal model based on market regu-
lation, favoured by Morocco and Tunisia. The second, influenced by social-
ist ideologies, relied on centralised control of the economic and social pro-
cesses by the state (algeria). the differences between the concepts remained 
vague up to the 1980s. after the Maghreb permanent Consultative Committee 
was set up, efforts were made to co-ordinate economic policies of the little 
Maghreb countries. however, due to political and ideological disputes, they 
did not produce any significant results.

in Morocco and tunisia, liberal policies were adopted almost from the 
very beginning. Not having sufficient oil rents, these countries were forced 
to take measures to attract investment in export industries. Legal financial in-
frastructure was developed by the 1970s to attract investment that would help 
achieve higher growth. however, Morocco (in the late 1970s) and tunisia (in 
the early 1980s) were affected by external financial instability and domestic 
tensions. the situation led to proposing further programmes focused on struc-
tural organization, which were defined in accordance with the requirements 
of the international financial institutions and were designed to provide for the 
needed influx of foreign investment. In general, Morocco and Tunisia were 
showing strong economic activity in the 1970s and 1980s. their annual per 
capita GDP growth amounted to 1.4–2.7% in the period from 1965 to 1980, 
and 1.3–4.7% in the period from 1980 to 1992. Their reforms were accompa-
nied by higher unemployment. the average unemployment rate of Morocco 
and tunisia was 9% in the early 1970s and 16% in the late 1980s.

in algeria, the growth regulation system, typical of the 1970s, was re-
placed by market-oriented economic policy. algerian economic growth was 
influenced by the central regulatory role of the state, which formed the indus-
trialization base. Industrialization, financed by the oil and oil derivate indus-
tries, was the strategy of choice. the ratio of investment to gdp was fairly 
high, amounting to 50% of gdp in the late 1970s, and, unsurprisingly, alge-
ria’s growth amounted to 6% in the late 1960s. due to a gap between the the-
oretical and real productivity levels, and underestimation of cultural and social 

ironic that this prudent and pioneering policy should be introduced by tuni-
sia, the least populous country in the region. the key promoter of the proj-
ect was President Habib Bourguiba (1956–1987), who took an interest in the 
emancipation of women and the future of the entire population. Within sev-
eral decades, the results of tunisia’s proactive policy became tangible. While 
the birth rate in tunisia amounted to 7.0 in the mid-1960s, a value common 
in other arab countries, it dropped to 5.5 in the mid-1970s. ten years later, 
in the mid-1980s, the birth rate was still decreasing and, in the early 1990s, it 
amounted to 3.4, which was an acceptable result. nowadays, tunisia, along 
with the Uae, has the lowest population growth rate (1.8%), similar to the 
european average.7 according to Un data, the Maghreb is likely to face se-
vere population ageing in the next four decades.8

in the 1960s, Morocco institutionalised its own population strategy, de-
signed to curb demographic growth. in 1965, a royal memorandum was de-
clared, which contained a general birth control plan. the plan was imple-
mented in the following decades, producing, as in tunisia, encouraging 
results. the total birthrate dropped, although there was a slight delay com-
pared to tunisia. the birthrate fell to 5.9 in the mid-1980s, and 3.17 in the 
early 1990s and in 1997.9 the results could have been even better were it not 
for some hesitation and inconsistency.

Algeria, the largest and, given its oil and gas fields, richest country, took 
a completely different course. from the early 1970s on, the policy of the 
governing fln was aimed at accelerating demographic growth, based on 
the principles announced after the declaration of independence in the 1960s. 
The FLN promoted a policy confirmed at the World Population Conference 
in bucharest in 1974, which pointed out that the best remedy against current 
demographic trends is development. algeria did not start promoting demo-
graphic growth control until the 1980s. the turnaround was announced at the 
end of the 1970s in response to the failure to fulfil economic and social pol-

7 Martin, J.: the population time bomb, the Middle east, november 2003, p. 9.
8 Aging Populations, Sources: United Nations (DESA); JAM Research. By 2050, the number of 
senior citizens per 1,000 is expected to rise three to four times compared to the current number, 
which is 4–6.
9 Guerraoui, Driss: Les Grands Defis Economiques de la Méditerranée, Encyclopedie de la Médi-
terranée, 10 edM, editions toubkal, Casablanca 2001, p. 86.
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tunisia, which is much closer to italy, never had a high share on the ital-
ian labour market. in 1993, there were approximately 53,711 tunisians in 
italy, about half of the number of Moroccans. from 1984 on, tunisian mi-
grants headed for libya.11 further migration was strongly driven by the emer-
gence of the first communities of Moroccan migrants in Western Europe in 
the early 1960s. nevertheless, there were many illegal Maghreb migrants 
coming to europe.

Policies of the Maghreb Countries concerning International Migration

although algeria assumed a rather conservative position until the early 
1970s, all three countries supported migration as they profited on two fronts: 
migration helped to reduce tensions on the labour market and improved fi-
nancial budgets.

in the early 1970s, a period of steep economic growth and increased job 
creation started in algeria. as a result of growing oil prices, the budget was 
enhanced by foreign currency influx. Within the French-Algerian relation-
ships, migration turned into a strongly disputed topic. in the context of tense 
bilateral relationships with the former colonial power, the algerian govern-
ment decided to stop migration to France in 1973. Algeria justified its step 
as a reaction to a series of murders of members of the algerian minority in 
france. another possible reason was the decision of the government to na-
tionalise all foreign companies involved in oil production. from that mo-
ment on, algerian migration acquired a strong ideological feel and the al-
gerian government started to campaign for the gradual return of algerian 
emigrants. in 1976, algeria’s national Charter declared the return of all al-
gerian emigrants as the main target of the socialist revolution. in the 1970s 
and 1980s, algerian migration changed its direction as many guest workers 
found jobs in the oil-rich gulf countries and in libya. in 1983, the total num-
ber of emigrants amounted to 650,000 but, due to a higher standard of living 

11 for details on tunisian migration see abderrazak bel haj Zekri: tunisian emigration to West-
ern europe: recent trends and future prospects, Mediterranean Conference on population, Mi-
gration and Development, Palma de Mallorca, 15.–17. 10. 1996.

factors, radical attempts were made to change the political system at the turn 
of the 1980s and 1990s. as a result of the oil price slump, the rentier economy 
collapsed and a crisis set in 1986, leading to the events of october 1988 and, 
eventually, to the victory of the fis islamists in parliamentary elections.

the 1970s and 1980s were marked by massive efforts of the european 
countries to stem Mediterranean migration. their decision was driven by 
the consequences of the first oil crisis, which started in 1973. In that year, 
the development of relationships between the Maghreb and europe was se-
verely disrupted. This put an end to the “golden age” of Maghreb migra-
tion, which peaked between 1962 and 1974, when the migration levels from 
the Maghreb to europe tripled.10 Irrespective of this change, official and un-
official Maghreb migration to Europe continued, while family reunions ac-
counted for the major part of official migration. Feminization, good social 
mobilization and improved social integration through naturalization were 
among the dominant trends. from 1975 to 1992, the number of emigrating 
Maghreb citizens amounted to approximately 47,000: algeria (14,000), Mo-
rocco (26,000) and tunisia (7,000). from 1982 to 1992, the annual average 
numbers in Morocco and tunisia dropped to 16,000 and 2,000, respectively. 
algerians had a preferential status in france as they were granted french na-
tionality both by french and algerian authorities.

In 1970 and 1980, a strong Maghreb migration diversification process was 
taking place, arising from a split in the direction of Moroccan migration in 
europe. at that time, the family reunion process started in those countries 
that had been receiving guest workers in the 1960s. the other two countries 
– Spain and Italy – started to accept higher numbers of Maghreb migrants. In 
italy, for example, the number of Moroccan migrants increased from 7,490 
(1971–1975) to 58,867 (1986–1990), i.e. almost eight times. The increase 
was based on residence permits issued by the italian Ministry of the interior 
in 1981. in the late 1980s, the Moroccan community in italy, a rather distant 
country, grew to 100,000. illegal migration played an important role in italy 
and spain. at the same time, Moroccan immigrants started to settle in alge-
ria, burkina faso, Canada, libya, the Usa and the gCC countries.

10 For details see Fadloullah, A.: Les flux migratoires des pays du Sud vers l’Europe occidentale 
in de azevedo, r.C. (ed.), Migration et coopération au developpement, Conceil de l’europe: 
strasbourg 1994. 
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can emigrants to the country (opération de transit). both the Migration Min-
istry and hassan ii foundation were involved in a broad range of activities, 
including strengthening bank networks in the destination countries of Moroc-
can migrants. in 2001, Morocco joined an international, integrated UnesCo 
system for migration research, training and archive activities. to that end, 
a migration and human rights chair was set up at the hassan ii University in 
Casablanca in co-operation with UnesCo. Morocco closely cooperateswith 
the ioM (international organization for Migration) on an “observatory of 
the Moroccan Community Living Abroad” project. Its objective is to collect 
and document migration trends, and to develop an integrated research sys-
tem to collect and disseminate information on Morocco around the world.

tunisia’s migration policy had long traditions. in 1963, the tunisian gov-
ernment signed the first migration agreements with France, which was a step 
anticipating future development. In 1967, the Office for Vocational Train-
ing and Employment of Tunisians Abroad (Office de l’emploi et de la For-
mation professionelle) was established to deal with the possibilities of stabi-
lising tunisians on the domestic and international labour markets. over the 
years, the office changed its status and mission and is currently called the Of-
fice of Tunisians Abroad (Office des Tunisiens à l’étranger). From 1970 on, 
the tunisian government started systematically to support migration of tu-
nisian labour.15 The Office of Tunisians Abroad, which reports to the Min-
istry of social affairs, developed a widespread administrative and technical 
network abroad. it operates 17 regional delegations, located at major places 
of tunisian migration. it employs 58 social counsellors and ten social work-
ers at embassies and diplomatic missions worldwide. it supervises the oper-
ation of 16 forums for women and second generation tunisians, located in 
the Usa and europe at places where many tunisian families live. it supports 
the foundation and operation of 383 Tunisian companies. The office pro-
motes strengthening of social and cultural relationships between tunisia and 
the emigrants abroad. the aim is to preserve emigrants’ identity and to sup-
port their integration into the host society. in their host countries, emigrants 
should promote dialogue and co-operation between the destination country 
and tunisia. great attention is being paid to families in order to form stable 

15 For details see Al-Faḍlī, M. A.: Sukkān al-jumhūrīya at-tūnīsīya, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A.: 
op. cit., p. 677.

in algeria, was on the decline in the 1990s.12 in general, from the 1970s on, 
algeria’s government neither addressed the complex migration issue nor de-
veloped the instruments needed for a proactive policy. a number of institu-
tions was merely set up to monitor and control migration, without conduct-
ing a profound analysis of economic and social dependence.

having no oil and gas reserves, Morocco and tunisia had completely dif-
ferent issues to deal with. therefore, they had to approach migration as an 
economic phenomenon that improved the budgetary balance and helping to 
reduce unemployment and social tension, although they shared algeria’s ide-
ological position, and considered migration a necessary evil.

in august 2001, Muhammad vi introduced a directive to his government, 
addressing, among other things, migration. regarding the migrating com-
munity, he declared a broad and integrated global policy, promoting the in-
tegration of new elites into politics, science, technology, culture and sport.13 
The new mechanism was designed to strengthen the influence of immigrants’ 
money transfers and their focus on direct productive investment and national 
development. Morocco set up a specific ministry for the issues of the Moroc-
can expatriate community.

in 1989, King hassan ii refused the right of Moroccan emigrants to vote 
in the host country.14 in his view, Moroccans should not get involved in 
france’s domestic matters. election voting was considered a betrayal of ori-
gin and identity. The administrative procedure of repatriation was simplified, 
and customs reductions were introduced. Under the influence of the deterio-
rating economic situation, both countries took a responsible approach to the 
problem, trying to steer the development in the right direction. at present, 
there is an interest in strengthening the immigrants’ cultural identity and re-
lationships to their home countries. To this end, a number of specific institu-
tions were established. the home countries started to show interest in direct 
investments from their emigrants. in Morocco, the hassan ii foundation was 
founded to deal with the administrative issues of the Moroccan community 
abroad. the Muhammad v foundation organises summer returns of Moroc-

12 Al-‘Issawī, F.: Sukkān al-Jumhūrīya al-jazā’irīya, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A.: op. cit., 2003, 
p. 729. 
13 World Migration 2003: op. cit., p. 224.
14 Nouvel Observateur, 12–18 January 1989.
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home country thanks to the benevolence of legislation.18 the Maghreb coun-
tries consider illegal immigration primarily an issue of the host countries, 
rather than the source countries. in their view, migration is one of the means 
to achieve balance on the Moroccan labour market. at best, they try to regu-
late migration according to demand, but no efforts are made to stop it.

last but not least, european measures concerning Maghreb migration 
should be mentioned. a major change occurred in 1974, in consequence of 
the “first oil crisis” at the end of 1973, i.e. measures aimed at more stringent 
enforcement of restrictive strategies, which originated in france and some 
other countries in the 1960s.19 Within two years (1974 and 1975), most eu-
ropean countries, in particular those that were accepting Maghreb migrants 
(France, the Benelux countries, Germany) only allowed official entry to fam-
ily members of the Maghreb migrants. in the 1980s, several anti-migration 
regulatory campaigns were launched, although they were in contradiction 
with the strong and real demand for cheap labour across various industries 
(agriculture, public works, textile industry and services).

in the 1980s, coordination between the individual european countries was 
improving, which finally led to the conclusion of the Schengen Agreement 
in 1985. the fact that most of the main Maghreb migrant recipient countries 
joined schengen was crucial. the schengen countries shared a joint outside 
border, which was to provide better protection against illegal Maghreb mi-
gration. The objective of the decision from 1974–1975 was to stop migration 
movements from outside europe. the fall of the berlin Wall brought other 
alternatives to the European countries and influenced the migration move-
ments. An influx of migrants from Eastern Europe was expected. Although 
this was not a massive movement, eastern european emigrants started to 
compete with Maghreb and turkish labour in Western europe, in particular 
in terms of their education. While the eU is developing a common strategy 
on illegal migration, the arabs are attempting to achieve protection even for 
illegal migrants. they criticise the eU for refusing to grant right of residence 

18 giubilaro, donatella: Migration from the Maghreb and Migration pressures: Current situa-
tion and future prospects, ilo 1998, international labour organisation, www.ilo.org/public/
english/protection/migrant/papers/migmagh/index.htm.
19 for example, the annual quota for algerian emigrants in france was reduced from 35,000 
in 1962 to only 12,000 in 1971.

social and cultural entities in Western countries. strengthening relevant legis-
lation represented another essential task. since 1992, for example, a tunisian 
woman may marry a foreigner and transfer his nationality to her children pro-
vided her husband gives prior consent. the fact that migration is a key issue 
in tunisia is indicated by a speech of the tunisian president, who said that 
the right to migrate was an integral part of human rights and a factor of sta-
bility and cooperation on both coasts of the Mediterranean sea.16 tradition-
ally, tunisia has supported the adoption of an international charter to guar-
antee the rights of migrating labour.

there are another two tunisian institutions dealing with migration: the 
Ministry of vocational training and employment and the tunisian techni-
cal Cooperation agency, which controls the migration movements of skilled 
and unskilled tunisian guest workers. they facilitate the acceptance and so-
cial and professional integration of the guest workers in their host coun-
tries.17 in 2000, a bilateral agreement with italy was signed for that purpose. 
a computer database is available, containing data on 5,000 tunisian migra-
tion candidates who are waiting for their opportunity. at present, twelve bi-
lateral social security agreements have been signed, out of which eight are 
with european countries, and further agreements are being prepared. the 
government manages special programmes to inform immigrants about tuni-
sia’s successes. it advises them of investment opportunities, advantages and 
incentives in various industries.

Tunisia was the first Mediterranean country to sign an Association Agree-
ment with the eU, which mentions the migration issue. on the grounds of the 
Association Agreement, a working group on social matters was set up. Its first 
meeting took place in 2001 in brussels. its task is to encourage improvements 
in guest worker circulation, to provide for equal treatment of guest workers 
and to help them integrate into society.

at present, the source countries are trying to promote internationally the 
“ethnic minority” idea, addressing not only those migrants who have been 
granted host country citizenship but also illegal immigrants residing in the 

16 borowiec, a.: europe tightens arab Migration rules, the Washington times, 14 november 
2001, www.tunisiaonline.com/pressbook/wash-times111101.html.
17 World Migration 2003: op. cit., p. 232.
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for a long time, algeria and tunisia considered foreign migration policy 
a “necessary evil”. In the 1980s, Tunisia became aware of the adverse effects 
of decreasing income from returnees from libya and europe and the insig-
nificant development of migration to the GCC countries. As the EU closed 
its borders, tunisian authorities were forced to start promoting other migra-
tion destinations (e.g. Canada).

at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s, Morocco also realised that the unlim-
ited influx of income from migrating labourers could not be expected to con-
tinue, but read the issue more in relation to redirecting the capital transfers 
from Moroccans living abroad into highly productive investment. at that 
time, proposals were made to create a fund for emigrants to help them inte-
grate into the economy on returning to Morocco.

irrespective of the migration policies and strategies of the Maghreb coun-
tries, migration, and particularly illegal migration continued.

out of all the Maghreb countries, tunisia and Morocco were most pro-
gressive when organising work abroad and guest worker returns. in 1975, the 
Office for Social and Professional Re-Integration of Labour was set up to su-
pervise Tunisian labour offices abroad. These offices encourage Tunisian em-
igrants to return and invest their savings in their home country. to this end, 
the government issued a special decree (marsūm) remitting customs duties 
and some taxes to all permanently returning guest workers, and granting them 
and their families housing and schooling advantages. in order to regulate mi-
gration flows, the Tunisian government signed an agreement with Italy, spec-
ifying a migration quota. at present, tunisia is negotiating with spain with 
the aim of signing a similar agreement. in a speech in 1993 in the european 
Parliament, Tunisian President Zīn al-‘Ābiddīn bin ‘Alī urged adoption of 
the Maghreb-European Charter on Migrant Rights (Mithāq maghāribī ‘arabī 
ḥawla ḥuqūq al-muhājirīn), designed to form a framework for lawful co-ex-
istence of Mediterranean migrants without segregation.21 at various forums, 
the Maghreb politicians complain about unequal treatment of arab and eu-
ropean migrants, the latter being favoured in various areas. in 1999, tunisia 

21 Mihannī, As-Sayyid al-Hādī, wazīr shu’ūn al-ijtimā‘īya, muḥādarat, nadwat ad-dawlīya ath-
thālitha ‘ashara: Ishkālīya al-hijra fī Al-Mutawassiṭ: at-tawajjuhāt al-mustaqbalīya, At-Tajammu‘ 
ad-dustūrī ad-dīmūqrāṭī, Manshūrāt markaz ad-dirāsāt wa at-takwīn, Tūnis 3.–4. 12. 2001, p. 55.

(droit de cité) to migrants, even though this would not involve the right of 
citizenship (droit de citoynneté).20

the 1970s and 1980s brought four major changes in the character of 
Maghreb migration. the idea of a possible return of the Maghreb’s migrants 
from europe and the illusion of the permanent prosperity of the european 
countries ended. economic problems were accompanied by growing unem-
ployment. internal social changes in the Maghreb countries signalled tension 
and crises. southern europe offered new possibilities for Maghreb migrants.

the key factor was the failure of the eU governments to understand the 
immediate development needs of the Maghreb countries. in the middle and 
long run, the Maghreb politicians consider cooperation with the eU unattract-
ive as it is likely to cause problems (business bankruptcies, unemployment, 
fall of customs income, etc.). for these reasons, they consider migration ir-
replaceable and favourable in economic terms as it helps to reduce pressure 
on the labour market and unemployment. the emigrants’ money transfers 
strengthen an otherwise deficit budget during a transitional period of reforms 
aimed at creating a free trade zone in the euro-Mediterranean area.

Migration Policy of Maghreb Countries

The formulation of migration policies of the Maghreb countries reflected the 
macroeconomic impact of emigrants’ money transfers. algeria’s position was 
influenced by the political and ideological approaches of the leading party, 
rather than by economic calculations based on the need to accumulate capi-
tal for state purposes. in particular, this situation was typical of the 1970s and 
1980s and resulted from the weakness of specialised institutions, which saw 
emigration more as an administrative problem than a farsighted mission. in 
the mid-1990s, the approach underwent some changes in relation to the es-
tablishment of a ministerial section (1996) focused on the algerian commu-
nity abroad. For the first time, its real importance for foreign policy formu-
lation was acknowledged.

20 Kchachani M.: le Migration clandestine. enjeux et perspective, annuaire 2000. Mediterranée 
et modernité. Quels Défis au XXIe siècle? gerM, editions le fenec, Casablanca 2001, p. 294. 
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Economic Dependence of Demographic Growth

in the 1980s, efforts were made to converge the demographic policies of all 
Maghreb countries, in particular after algeria was forced to change its ap-
proach, which influenced the development in the following decade. In the 
1990s, demographic transition became a reality and even conservative alge-
ria experienced a steep decline in demographic growth. primarily, this devel-
opment was caused by later marriages and increasing use of contraceptives. 
no revolutionary demographic growth control approaches were applied at the 
pan-arab level, as the population conference held in Cairo in 1994 showed. 
the almost thirty-year long development of the approaches helped to change 
the demographic structure in the Maghreb countries, which, in this respect, 
have moved ahead of the arab Mashrik countries. the demographic growth 
changes anticipated social and economic development. 24

the demographic policy, promoted at present by all three countries in 
a more or less explicit and formal way, aims to reduce demographic growth. 
tunisia leads the others in this respect. algeria, on the other hand, despite its 
oil wealth, faces the hardest economic situation for three reasons. first of all, 
problems are caused by the country’s very high demographic growth, which 
has continued over a relatively long period, along with all its negative im-
pacts. after two decades of centrally controlled economy, algeria has to carry 
out painful economic restructuring. so far, the political crisis, which culmi-
nated in brutal violence in the mid-1990s, has not been fully overcome. not 
only the Islamists, but also Berbers and secular citizens are dissatisfied. The 
precarious political situation could impair the economy of the country.

From 1990 to 1993, GDP growth amounted to only 2.2–2.5%. In the mid-
1990s, algeria launched talks with the World bank and the iMf as well as 
eU partners, in particular france. in 2001, negotiations with the eU about 
new Association Agreements were concluded; their strategic aim is to create 
a free trade zone between the eU and the southern Mediterranean region. 
although algeria introduced structural economic changes in the mid-1990s, 
it continued to face serious social problems. in the 1990s, the unemploy-
ment rate amounted to 20% and primarily included young people. tunisia’s  

24 for details see Courbage,Y.: Migration internationale et transition démographique au Magh-
reb, les Cahiers du Ceri, no. 8.

joined the international organisation for Migration, and its mission and re-
gional seminars were launched in tunisia.22

traditionally, protection of human rights of the immigrants has been a pri-
ority of Morocco, the largest migration source among the Maghreb countries. 
at various forums, the Moroccan government has promoted the adoption of 
an international convention to protect immigrants and their families, which 
the industrialised countries refused to ratify. there was an interest in immi-
grants being represented in elected institutions.23

the algerian government was less generous in this respect, although it 
also supports returning and integration of immigrants into society. algerians 
are also rewarded for returning to their home country: their taxes and customs 
duties are remitted and they receive support when building or buying a home. 
it must be pointed out that, at present, the eU supports this policy by various 
means, because it helps to reduce the number of immigrants in the Member 
states and at the same time is advantageous for the Maghreb countries when 
saved money transfers are invested.

Currently, the Maghreb countries are investigating the possibilities of us-
ing the skills and knowledge of students and experts who studied or study in 
Western countries, for example in some priority industries (communications, 
information technology, cybernetics, electronics). Some countries – India, 
Taiwan and South Korea – have already developed systems for transferring 
and systematically using information provided by their citizens – specialists 
who have gathered experience in Western research centres. Under the euro-
Mediterranean partnership programmes or at national levels, various “brain-
drain to brain-gain” projects have been prepared.

Another issue is internal migration from poor rural areas to cities; for 
these reasons, it will be necessary to support the development of those pe-
ripheral areas with foreign help (water, electricity, communications, health-
care and education).

22 Chouba, samia: op. cit.
23 Morocco Calls industrialised Countries to protect immigrants, Morocco, politics 24 novem-
ber 1998, www.arabicnews.com/ansub/Daily/Day/981124. 
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During the family reunion period, i.e. after the first oil shock of 1973, the 
number of children and women among Maghreb immigrants rose. after the 
schengen agreement was adopted in the mid-1980s, illegal employment of 
Maghreb immigrants, without proper social security, was on the increase, in 
particular in southern european countries such as italy, portugal and spain.25 
immigrants worked in the illegal or semi-legal grey economy and were very 
popular as they were cheap, undemanding and flexible. Smuggling of little 
children as wage labourers to some eU Member states is the darkest chapter 
of illegal migration. This profitable business is in the hands of well-organised 
gangs. at the beginning of the 21st century, there were 639 vagrant Maghreb 
children from 1 to 18 years in Spain and Italy; many of them were wander-
ing the streets and fell victim to organised crime and drug smugglers.26 Many 
of them managed to come to the Spanish enclaves in Morocco – Melilla and 
Ceuta. each year, thousands of them are returned to Morocco, but the coun-
try shows little interest in the situation.

Occasionally, the influx of illegal migrants from the Maghreb brought 
about xenophobic moods; in 2000, for example, they culminated in violent 
clashes between immigrants and local spanish residents in el Jido. this was 
a spontaneous response to the social situation rather than racial attacks.

Tunisian migration started rather late – in the 1960s when the country 
signed labour agreements with france, belgium, the netherlands and ger-
many, related to the lack of labour in those countries. from 1976 to 1995, 
the number of tunisians abroad doubled and amounted to 600,000 in 1995. 
in 2000, their number rose to almost 700,000, out of which 85% lived in eu-
rope.27 in 1993, most tunisians lived in france (339,795), accounting for 76% 
of all migrants in the country. after france came the following countries: 
italy (68,705), libya (42,272), germany (31,000), algeria (37,000), saudi 
arabia (18,000), belgium (11,000), Morocco (6,000) and other arab coun-

25 Mihanī, S. H.: op. cit., As-Sayyid al-Hādī: op. cit., pp. 38–39. 
26 Saddās, Fatḥīya: Ishkālīya al-hijra fī Al-Mutawassiṭ: at-tawajjuhāt al-mustaqbalīya: op. cit., 
p. 249.
27 Chouba, samia: improving Cooperation between Countries of origin and Countries of des-
tination: What Concrete Measures should be taken? Conference on “irregular Migration and 
Dignity of Migrants: Cooperation in the Mediterranean Region, Proceedings, Athens, 3–4  
october 2001, June 2002.

unemployment rate was also very high (15–20%). Its age structure was sim-
ilar to that of algeria. in the 1990s, very young people were most vulnerable 
to migration. in the short and middle run, the performance of the eU associ-
ation agreements is expected to highlight social tensions. labour productiv-
ity growth and industrial restructuring appear to be essential tasks.

each country had different migration epicentres. in Morocco and alge-
ria, migrants from poor rural and mountain areas were heading for towns 
and cities; in Tunisia, migration started in towns, gradually gaining intensity 
and spreading to rural areas in the south. towns, whether regional metropo-
lises or mid-size towns, played a crucial role and became foreign trade cen-
tres. this development was supported by high urbanization levels as, in the 
1980s, urban population in all three countries exceeded the critical threshold 
of 50%. this was also related to the precarious social situation. While in the 
early 1960s, migrants from Casablanca accounted for 5% of all emigrants, 
in the 1980s they made up 15–20%. In Tunisia, a quarter of emigrants came 
from the country’s capital.

There are two prevailing scenarios. The first one concerns traditional mi-
gration regions – rural and semi-rural areas of Morocco and Algeria and their 
formal and informal structures based on traditional solidarity sources (family, 
group) in europe. as in the Maghreb, these structures started to function and 
were successful in helping to maintain migration. attention was also paid to 
new migration centres in towns, i.e. regional and central metropolises, where 
migration sources originated from new social environment forms connected 
with urban life (acquisition of education and vocational qualifications), which 
were european-oriented.

Present Migration Movement

It is extraordinarily difficult to identify Maghreb migration abroad from the 
early 1990s on, as most migration was of an illegal character. according to 
oeCd data from 1995, the number of Maghreb citizens in the eU Member 
states and switzerland amounted to 2.053 million. however, this number did 
not include dual citizens, who made up 11.3% of the total number of 18.2 
million foreigners residing in the Member states. according to french sta-
tistics from 1999, only 540,000 applicants were granted french citizenship. 
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became the graveyard of unfulfilled hopes of African, Moroccan emigrants, 
disparagingly referred to as dos mouillé in french or zuhūr mubalala in ar-
abic (wetbacks). arab sources mention thousands of drowned victims while  
spanish sources talk about hundreds. the spanish Ministry of the interior 
keeps accurate statistical records of the number of detained ships and per-
sons.30

Melilla and Ceuta, spanish enclaves in africa, pose a major problem, com-
plicating political relationships between spain and rabat, and, despite being 
severely guarded, form a gateway for illegal migration from africa. neither 
of the enclaves is a part of integrated europe. illegal migration is associated 
with organised crime as it is related to the activities of well-organised peo-
ple-smuggling rings and, at times, drug smugglers. therefore, the spanish 
government announced a programme called plan sur, designed to improve 
illegal migration monitoring, using sophisticated electronic surveillance sys-
tems, a specially trained guardia Civil coastal unit, speedboats and helicop-
ters.31 in addition, spain has signed readmission agreements with Morocco. 
in 1999, the spanish government signed an agreement undertaking to provide 
temporary Moroccan migrants with equal working conditions and social ben-
efits to local labour and promising to integrate them into society.

Credit Chamal, introduced in 1995, is another crucial scheme. With finan-
cial assistance from the eU, groupement professionnel des banques du Ma-
roc (gpbM), a consortium of Moroccan banks, launched productive invest-
ment activities in the northern provinces of Morocco, which suffer from high 
migration to spain. another target was to facilitate the repatriation of return-
ing immigrants. the eU covered 40% of the project implementation costs 
by an interest-free loan, payable in 10-20 years. in the past, similar projects 
were in place, designed to provide the local population in northern Morocco 
with alternative sources of livelihood to the defeated narcotics industry. ac-
cording to the evaluation of the Moroccan side, this large-scale investment 
scheme produced only modest results. only 820 jobs were created due to the 

30 in 1998, for example, 557 ships and 2,995 people were detained. Ministry of the interior, 
Note on illegal migration by boat to the coast of Spain, 1996–1999, Madrid, General de Ex-
tranjeria, Madrid.
31 for details see pugh, Michael: europe’s boat people: Maritime Cooperation in the Mediter-
ranean, Chaillot Papers 41, July 2000, pp. 33–36.

tries (10,000).28 in 1974, the family reunion process started in france and ger-
many. In the 1990s, illegal migration rose to significant levels and, in case of 
tunisia, was also directed to france and italy. the main reasons were work 
(56%) and family reunion (17.8%). seasonal migration of tunisians, primar-
ily to meet the needs of french agriculture, was negligible, amounting to ap-
proximately 1,600 people a year on average.

the number of Moroccan migrants amounted to about 1.36 million in 
1998. out of these, 1.354 million lived and worked in europe and 290,000 
in the arab world. there were small enclaves in latin america (71,000) and 
africa (5,000).29 the main reason for migration was geographical and lin-
guistic affinity, connections from colonial times, job offers and domestic eco-
nomic pressures. Most Moroccans headed for france (795,000), the neth-
erlands (180,000), belgium (170,000), italy (130,000), spain (80,000) and 
germany (65,000) while the remainder were scattered in other eU Mem-
ber states. in the arab countries, Moroccan migration was distributed as fol-
lows: algeria (100,000), libya (90,000), tunisia (15,000) and saudi ara-
bia (11,000). according to surveys, economic reasons were crucial for 70% 
of migrants, followed by family reasons (12%), studies (9%) and social rea-
sons (6%). the most important economic reasons were interest in a higher 
wage (43%), unemployment (31%), better living conditions (19%) and bet-
ter work conditions (6%).

At present, the government and scientific community in Morocco monitor 
illegal migration, which started to rise after the eU adopted a number of re-
strictive measures following May 1991 and september 11th 2001. in 1991, the 
spanish border was closed to Moroccans and, in accordance with the schen-
gen agreement, Madrid introduced visa requirements for Moroccans and 
tightened the conditions for granting visas. Moroccans, longing for the euro-
pean paradise, were trying by all means to pass the schengen border illegally. 
for the most part they used long, light boats, pateras in spanish, disparagingly 
called qawārib al-mawt (boats of death) by the arabs. the strait of gibraltar 

28 Zekri, abderrazak bel haj: tunisian emigration to Western europe: recent trends and fu-
ture prospects, Mediterranean Conference on population and development, palma de Mallorca, 
15–17 October 1996. Strasbourg 1996.
29 Akādīmiya al-mamlakat al-maghrībīya, silsilat an-nadawāt, Hijra al-maghāriba ilā al-khārij, 
An-Nātzūr, māyū 1999. 
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vasion of mainly Moroccan immigrants in italy was an extraordinary event. 
While the annual increase in the number of tunisian (5.4% of the total num-
ber) and egyptian (2.6%) immigrants to italy in the 1990s was negligible and 
both groups’ share of the total number of immigrants was falling, the oppo-
site was the case for Moroccan immigrants. from 1991 to 1998, their number 
grew by approximately 50,000 to 131,000. Moroccans had the largest share 
of total legal migration to italy (10.3%). to reach italy, Maghreb migrants 
went through tunisia to sicily or other parts of the italian peninsula further 
to the north. sometimes, migrants passed through Malta and more recently 
sardinia, from where emigrants also leave for other eU countries.

in the early 1990s, the family reunion process started to decline in the tra-
ditional destination countries due to repressions and the declining interest of 
the immigrants, but was gaining momentum in italy. Moroccans take more 
advantage of legal family reunion opportunities in italy than tunisians. the 
highest number of family reunion applications is filed in Northern Italy, as 
its welfare system is more generous and the standard of living higher than in 
the central and southern parts of the apennine peninsula. another interesting 
point is the professional breakdown of migrants in italy. less skilled work-
ers tend to settle in the south, while highly skilled labour, university gradu-
ates and technicians settle in the north. the majority of the Maghreb migrants 
in south european countries are men. another characteristic was increasing 
unemployment among Maghreb immigrants, which was traditionally high-
est in the 15–24 age group and among women. Traditionally, unemployment 
has been much higher among immigrants than in domestic populations. north 
africans working in europe tend to have lower education, which applies es-
pecially to the last migration destination countries. the importance of tem-
porary and seasonal work in europe has been rising. Maghreb guest workers 
often work in agriculture, in the construction industry and, in northern italy, 
in smaller, industrial, mainly metallurgical businesses.

recently, Maghreb migrants’ interest in north america and australia has 
been on the increase; since the 1990’s, Algerian elite migrants especially have 
been heading for these destinations. Compared to other directions, the num-
ber of immigrants in these countries remains low. algerians are very conser-
vative as they did not substitute other destination countries for france even 
after paris cancelled some of their administrative advantages. neither spain 
nor italy have become destination countries for the algerians.

scheme, and 81 projects implemented (fishing, leather processing, boat re-
pair, textile factories).32 the investment came at the time of major cuts in pub-
lic sector jobs, which impaired the real impact of the Credit Chamal scheme. 
nevertheless, this appears to be the only way to reduce migration pressures 
on the Mediterranean border of the schengen area in the long term, as re-
pressive methods only produced temporary results.

Maghreb Migration to Italy

in 1986, a massive rise in the number of Maghreb immigrants to italy started. 
this was due to several basic factors.33 first of all, restrictive measures, such 
as complicated visa procedures, were introduced in the traditional destination 
countries of Maghreb migration. At first, Italy was seen as a transit country 
to emigrate to other countries, which had closed their borders to the influx of 
immigrants. however, it turned into a destination country in the early 1990s. 
the interest in italy was supported by ineffective restrictive legislation mea-
sures of the host country, which did not precisely define entry and residence 
conditions. another factor was the increased demand in some sectors, which 
helped to create a functioning migration network. Under the pressure of other 
european countries, italy and spain had to adopt legislation restricting labour 
from non-Member states.

after spain closed its borders, Moroccan and, to a lesser extent, tuni-
sian and egyptian migrants headed for italy. tunisian migration in italy had 
a long tradition. From the 1960s on, Tunisian sailors and fishermen had been 
settling in sicily. italy was the second destination country after france, and 
44 % of tunisian immigrants live to this day in the south, especially in sic-
ily. the 1980s and 1990s saw an immense increase in the number of tunisian 
and especially Moroccan immigrants. given its scope and dynamics, the in-

32 boussetta, M.: financement europeen et emigration clandestine l’experience du credit chamal, 
La Migration clandestine, adres du colloque organisté à la Faculté de Droit-Agdal, Rabat les 29–
30 avril 1999, AMERM Rabat 2000, pp. 203–210.
33 giubilaro, donatella: Migration from the Maghreb and Migration pressures: Current situa-
tion and future prospects, ilo 1998, international labour organisation, www.ilo.org/public/
english/protection/migrant/papers/migmagh/index.htm.
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market, and educated, skilled workers are given preference, which has nega-
tive impacts on the source Maghreb countries. the Maghreb migrants made 
up 28.95% of the total number of immigrants in the hexagonal (69,290) and 
their number was higher than the number of migrants coming from europe, 
asia, sub-saharan africa and america. their exact number is not known as 
there were many ways in which these migrants got into the country illegally. 
in March 1996, for instance, a network of human smugglers, which had been 
significantly assisted by a senior police director, was cracked.

another class is represented by Maghreb refugees whose number, however, 
varies from year to year. in 1991 there were 191 of these, but in 1994 there 
were as many as 2,385 such refugees, which reflected the increased instability 
in their countries. the algerian community in france formed as early as the 
1920s and in 1993 consisted of 614,000 people. in 1988, civil unrest broke out 
in algeria, driven by the dissatisfaction of the local inhabitants with the eco-
nomic, political and social situation in the country. a rebellion in the capital 
erupted in 1992 when the government annulled the results of a general election 
won by the islamist party. the heightened crisis drove many people tempo-
rarily out of algeria and forced them to seek refuge, mostly in france, where 
a numerous community of their countrymen was already established. Many of 
these people fled Algeria because of political concerns, as they, often members 
of a democratic movement, feared revenge from the islamists or algerian au-
thorities. in his study, h. bouderbala points out that the refugees included is-
lamists, army deserters, intellectuals, scientists, leftist activists and supporters 
of women’s emancipation, who faced death threats from the radical islamists 
of the gia (groupe islamists armée). these political refugees were granted 
support by the international Committee for the support of algerian intellec-
tuals (Comité internationale du soutien aux intellectuels algériens). another 
group of people had to leave algeria because of government repressions or 
islamist terrorism and because they felt threatened. some sought only tempo-
rary asylum, but others wanted to settle down in france permanently.36

the situation of the algerian community in france was rather precari-
ous, even though many of its members had dual citizenship. emigration was 
defined by bilateral agreements and, in 1994, the French Parliament passed 

36 Bourdebala, H.: Vers une typologie des figures de l’exile Algérie; a speech at the Miginter con-
ference, poitiers, february 2000. 

Maghreb migrants in France

Maghreb migrants in france are among the oldest and most numerous mi-
grant groups in europe. from the perspective of the host country, the recent 
history of migration from this region can be divided into four phases. between 
the end of World War II and the late 1960s, there was a problem-free influx 
of migrants, which was not in any way controlled or regulated by the french 
government. the second phase came in the 1970s, when restrictions were im-
posed on migrants: opportunities for migrants to enter and settle in the coun-
try were limited. A law was passed that made it more difficult for the migrants 
to obtain residence permits, while another law allowed reunification of fam-
ilies, in a show of humanism of the french administration. the concealed 
agenda of reunification was to emphasize cultural differences. It was at this 
time that Arab migration was seen for the first time as a threat to French iden-
tity. The migrants were referred to first as Arabs and then as Algerians to em-
phasize that they were members of an unanchored, nomadic, Mediterranean 
people, and descriptions of them were often qualified by the adjective “ille-
gal” to evoke stronger, more negative emotions34. the third phase began in the 
early 1980s when the socialists took over in france and migration policy was 
reformed, and it became more difficult for the authorities to expel immigrants 
(the so-called “October Law”). The immigrants were granted the right to es-
tablish their own organizations and to oversee working conditions. it needs to 
be said, though, that immigration was beneficial to France, as it allowed for 
stabilization of the local social system. in the 1960s, for instance, the govern-
ment received 22.5 million francs from the algerian immigrants.35 it can be 
proved by factual data that restrictive policies regarding migrants are adopted 
at times when economic and social conditions in the host country deteriorate 
and public opinion towards migrants takes a negative turn. the term “migrant 
worker” came into use in the 1960s. The extreme Right protested against mi-
gration and equated the adjectives “illegal” and “criminal”. They professed 
to protect the secular character of the state and their “Christian Fatherland”. 
their main aim was to prevent migrants from obtaining french citizenship.

Currently, there is an evident tendency to impose restrictions on the labour 

34 Holm, Ulla: op. cit., pp. 16–17. 
35 As-Sayyid Idrīs al-Fāḍilī: Ishkālīyat al-hijra fī Al-Mutawassiṭ: op. cit., pp. 94–95.
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thorities responded positively to one in six algerian applications. in 1999, 
the number of applications grew by 16% and the number of refugee statuses 
granted doubled, accounting for 9% of the total number of applications.39 
Most of the algerian refugees in france were granted the status of “pauper 
refugee” (ludju ramadee in arabic), which meant they had no rights for pro-
tection provided by the state, particularly social welfare. in general, it can 
be said that in the mid-1990s the algerians lost their hitherto exclusive posi-
tion arising from the Évian accords, and restrictions were introduced against 
them. Many, mainly young algerians still dream of getting a job in france 
like their fathers and grandfathers did, but times have changed and the re-
strictions have become stricter again after 9/11.

The lone Maghreb migrants in France – called zoufria, which is an ara-
bic distortion of the french les ouvriers (workers) – who established families 
in the host country after the borders closed in 1973, gradually sent less and 
less money to their original, extended families in the home country.40 some 
members of the algerian community began to live their own lives, separated 
from the traditional North-African environment. This was reflected in a more 
tolerant interpretation of the sacred texts, as well as in the institution of an  
“unofficial”, mostly lay imam, as the french islamic scholar p. roy describes.

seasonal workers represent another category of Maghreb migrants to 
France – 96% of them are employed in agriculture (10,339 in 1994). In 
the mid-1990s, Maghreb workers made up half of the seasonal labourers 
in France, and their numbers kept growing. There are also significant num-
bers of Maghreb seasonal labourers employed in italy and the netherlands. 
in general, it can be said that the number of Maghreb migrants grew in the 
1990s due to increased illegal migration and the influx of family members 
(family reunion).

the long-term experience allows us to summarize thus:
• Moroccan migration is predominantly to Europe;
• Moroccans are the largest migrant nationality in europe (56%)
• france remained the main european target country for Maghreb mi-

grants (around two-thirds of refugees);

39 ibid, p. 33.
40 Kouidri, M.: Du Refus de l’Exil à l’Emigration Clandestine: Le Cas de l’Algérie, La Migra-
tion Clandestine, aMerM, rabat 2000, p. 188. 

a law that allowed the expulsion even of migrant-refugees with dual citizen-
ship. in 1994, the situation in algeria became critical. the french embassy 
had to reduce its staff and the granting of visas was handled – with consid-
erable delay – by the immigration centre in Nantes, France. Many Algerians 
paid with their lives for this. the total number of visas granted to algeria 
was reduced from 800,000 in 1990 to 50,000 in 1997. in 1997, respond-
ing to the high number of civilian casualties, the french authorities agreed 
to speed up the granting of visas, even for those who lacked the appropri-
ate documents if their lives were under threat. refugee status, however, was 
granted only exceptionally.37 it was quite evident that the french were quite 
prepared to protect their citizens in algeria, but rather unwilling to take se-
riously the problem of algerian refugees. asylum seekers had to prove not 
only that their lives were under threat, but also that the algerian forces were 
unable to ensure their safety – and this was not easy. The French authorities 
preferred to grant short-term refugee status, i.e. residence permits for peri-
ods shorter than ten years. the situation was so critical that refugee status for 
algerians was discussed by the Un Commission for refugees, which sub-
sequently recommended granting refugee status even to refugees who had  
to flee the country not only under Government pressure, as defined in the asy-
lum legislation of some receiving countries (including france), but also un-
der militant islamist pressure. What should be regarded as decisive, accord-
ing to the recommendations, was the inability of the government to protect 
its citizens.38

In 1997, the French Parliament passed a more flexible law, which required 
that asylum seekers prove only threat to their lives or their freedom in their 
country of origin. during these proceedings, it was examined whether a par-
ticular case was in contradiction with the european Convention on the pro-
tection of human rights and fundamental freedoms, but the applied inter-
pretation of the Convention was too narrow. in 1998, 1,339 people applied 
for refugee status in france, 73% of whom were algerians. the french au-

37 in 1993, 14 algerians were granted refugee status, compared to only 64 refugees in 1997. for 
exact numbers see Raport d’activité 1997 d’Office Français de Protection de Réfugiés at Ap-
atrides, april 1998, www.ftda.net/chiffres.html.
38 Kāthí Lūyd: Al-Jazā‘irūn fī al-manfā, Al-Hijra al-qasrīya (Forced Migration), No. 8/7, 
2000/11, pp. 32–33. 
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ularly to french-speaking Québec, but many also settled in arab countries 
(Libya, the GCC countries). Algerian migration flows were the least dis-
persed, though recently the situation has begun to change.

Moroccan migrants in Spain

Moroccans remain the largest expatriate community in spain. in 2001, their 
number reached around 127,000, but job opportunities grew scarce as the 
spanish government gave preference to seasonal guest workers from latin 
america and poland when hiring labour for harvest in andalusia. great 
droughts in Morocco from 1998 to 2001 led to higher unemployment and 
poverty. according to statistics by the spanish authorities, 70% of the ille-
gal Moroccan migrants who were arrested in spain had been unemployed in 
their home country. Morocco is the source country of most legal migrants to 
spain and, at the same time, a major transit country for migrants heading for 
spain. this can be explained by huge differences in the standard of living. 
the average spanish income is twelve times higher than the average income 
in Morocco and there are considerable differences in per capita gdp, which 
is four times higher in spain. given the average gdp growth of 3% per an-
num, Morocco would need a hundred years to catch up with spain. in terms 
of comparison of gni per capita and gni ppp per capita, the contrast be-
tween the two countries is one of the highest in the world (8th and 9th place re-
spectively). It is evident that the much trumpeted influx of funds, for instance 
from the eU’s Meda programs, is rather weak. from 1995 to 2001, foreign 
direct investments amounted to eUr 8,354 million while money transfers 
from Moroccan emigrants abroad amounted to eUr 18,700 million.42 this 
means that Morocco receives annually twice as much money from transfers 
sent by its emigrants in spain than it gets via the Meda programmes. a prog-
nosis of the future demographic and economic situation in Morocco clearly 
shows that the contrasts between the south and the north in the Mediterra-
nean area are likely to sharpen and also to become a security risk. it is evident 
that Morocco is highly dependent on money transfers sent by immigrants in 

42 Moré, i: the economic step between neighbours: the Case of spain-Morocco, Mediterra-
nean politics, vol. 9, no. 2, summer 2004, p. 186.

• because of the bilateral agreements, algeria has been traditionally 
french-oriented, but since the 1980s, the number of algerians in france 
has been decreasing, while the number of Moroccans and tunisians has 
been growing;

• in some european countries the Maghreb guest workers face competi-
tion from East European labourers (especially in Italy and France);

• Moroccan migration is not only high in numbers but also widely dis-
persed geographically (France, the Benelux countries, Spain, Italy);

• algerian migration is slightly weaker, but in the 1990s it was not di-
rected solely to france, but was more dispersed (there was some mi-
gration to Australia, for instance);

• the United states and Canada were migrant destinations only to a lim-
ited extent, with the exception of Quebec;

• in the 1990s, spain and italy became major recipients of Maghreb im-
migrants;

• Maghreb migrant families united and their social situation improved;
• Migrants settled in europe maintained high demographic growth, 

which, however, contrasted with demographic trends in the Maghreb, 
as both tunisia and Morocco managed to regulate demographic growth 
in the 1990s and algeria is also striving to do so.

france took a supportive step towards the algerian migrants. in 2001, 
france and algeria signed an agreement that gave the algerians the same 
rights as other migrants in france. the waiting period for granting of legal 
status has been shortened to ten years and the process of family (parent and 
child) reunion has been simplified41. the impact on the visa policy, however, 
still remains unclear. in 1989, france granted visas to 800,000 applicants, 
while in 1997 only 57,000 were granted.

it is interesting to look at the statistics of state citizenship granted to 
Maghreb migrants. in france, the Maghreb migrants are dominant, with 46% 
of all citizenships. Most citizenships were granted to Moroccans (24%), who 
were successful in other european countries, too. for instance, in the nether-
lands the Moroccans were the second most numerous group (after the turks) 
to be granted citizenship. the Maghreb citizens left also for Canada, partic-

41 bryant, e.: accord seeks to right immigration Wrong, Migration news, 8. 8. 2001, 
migration.ucdavis.edu/sep_11.html. 
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at the turn of the 21st century, the Canary islands became a major transit 
point on the route of Maghreb and african migration to europe. the pateras 
started landing on the shores of the islands as early as 1997, with most immi-
grants heading for the islands of fuerteventura and gran Canaria. the draw-
back to this route is that the islands are rather distant from the african shore. 
on the other hand they allow for direct access to the spanish mainland, free 
of the rigorous checks that migrants arriving from the Moroccan shore from 
Melilla or Ceuta must undergo.

the enclaves or presidios of Melilla and Ceuta became a part of the eU as 
early as 1986, but remained outside the EU’s custom area – similarly to Gi-
braltar. thanks to their location and status, they gradually developed into cen-
tres of Maghreb migration44, which can be divided into several groups. the 
first group consists of people travelling with tourist visas, or students, who 
cross the schengen border and disappear in spain with the assistance of friends 
or countrymen working there. they go into hiding, work for low wages and 
without job contracts until they are found by the police and their spanish ad-
venture ends. the second group consists of immigrants who enter spain with 
false documents (passport, work permit, residence permit). they usually cross 
the spanish border in summer when large numbers of north africans set sail 
across the Strait of Gibraltar. The custom and migration officers do not have 
the capacities to check each and every case. the members of this group, how-
ever, often end up like those of the first. The third group is closely related to 
a well-organized Moroccan-spanish network of smugglers dealing in tobacco, 
cannabis and other drugs. on the spanish side, the members of this network 
recruit accomplices among the taxi drivers, bus drivers, fishing boat owners 
and businessmen of the Campo de gibraltar and almeria regions. the immi-
grants use pateras or the holds of fishing boats that set sail from the enclaves, 
as well as from nador, tanger and Udjda. the charges range from Usd 700 to 
1,500, depending on the length of the route. the age of the immigrants is usu-
ally from 16 to 30 years but, in many cases, they are little children who cannot 
be legally employed or repatriated and end up in drug-dealing or prostitution.

the drawback to the enclaves is that if the immigrants are unsuccessful 
they end up imprisoned hopelessly in them, where there are no support cen-

44 the spanish police records show that in 1996, 86% of detained migrants came from Morocco 
and 10% from algeria. 

eU countries, and economic cooperation between Morocco and spain can-
not replace this dependence.

there are several routes to spain and other european countries, but most 
migrants travel across the strait of gibraltar in the direction of algeciras. 
they sail the strait on long boats called pateras, on rubber dinghies and 
makeshift rafts. data published by the organization friends and families of 
the victims of Clandestine immigration (association des amis et familles 
des victimes de l’immigration Clandestine, afviC) state that from 1997 to 
2001, the bodies of 3,286 refugees were recovered in the strait of gibraltar. 
taking into account that usually one in three bodies of people lost at sea is 
found, it can be estimated that about 10,000 people drowned during this pe-
riod in the Strait. Illegal migration from Morocco to Spain is very difficult 
to estimate: most of the assessments, however, quote numbers of 200,000 to 
400,000, with annual growth of 5,000 to 10,000. the situation remains crit-
ical. the afviC published results of a survey which showed that 70% of 
young Moroccans wanted to leave their country.43

Morocco and some other Maghreb countries have become recently ma-
jor transit centres of african, sub-saharan migration. Most migrants passed 
through Morocco to the eU from the sahel and sub-saharan countries such 
as nigeria, Mali and the democratic republic of Congo, but there were also 
iraqis, algerians, bangladeshis, pakistanis, Chinese and others. Many of 
these people asked for refugee status in the eU. the high level Working 
group on asylum and Migration analysed the sources of this condition in 
1999 and quoted the following causes:

• Poverty, hunger, armed conflicts and little likelihood of finding a per-
manent job are the main drivers of migration from Sub-Saharan Africa;

• the all-too-easy entry of migrants from sub-saharan africa to Mo-
rocco, as the transit country, was caused by the approval of the Moroc-
can authorities of visa derogation;

• Insufficient efforts of the Moroccan authorities and the police against 
organised smuggling gangs, which exploit the trust of immigrants;

• due to economic and political concerns, Morocco hesitated to sign non-
admission agreements with the appropriate source countries.

43 alami, Youmes: loft story vu de Casablanca, le Monde diplomatique, Juin 2002. 
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for asylum and migration developed an action plan for Morocco. in compli-
ance with article 73 of the eU-Moroccan association agreements, a special-
ized group was established to focus on social matters and migration, and to 
evaluate to what extent the individual points of the association agreement 
governing migration (readmission and reintegration of a returnee, for exam-
ple) are observed.

the group came up with recommendations to remedy the situation: sign-
ing of non-admission agreements, better supervision of airports and harbours, 
speedy seizures of false documents, better cooperation between police forces, 
technical and financial support to Morocco through Europol and programmes 
financed by MEDA II and implementation of a more rigorous visa policy in 
Morocco towards West african immigrants. Morocco was to establish a cor-
don sanitaire towards the south, similar to that of the visegrad countries to-
wards the east. the spanish authorities suspect that Morocco regulates migra-
tion according to its own interests.46 on october 9th, 2001, Morocco officially 
requested EU support in its fight against illegal migration as well as logistic 
means (radars, rapid response units) of monitoring the shore and inland bor-
der. Morocco’s approach reflected a conviction that the problem of illegal, 
economic migration transcends the competencies of a national government.47

the basic element of current eU strategy is its cooperative, multilateral 
character, and the strategy supports a stronger focus on criminal gangs smug-
gling and employing illegal migrants. Working closely with their Mediterra-
nean partners, the eU will strive to support mutual development and coop-
eration in repatriation of immigrants. high priority will be put not only on 
facilitating migration between the country of origin and the eU host coun-
try, but above all on better circulation of economic entities between the two 
shores. the help provided to transit and source countries must be focused on 
strengthening of south-to-south integration.48 it will be necessary to adopt 
a globally-tuned attitude, i.e. integrated cooperation on the source-transit-tar-
get country axis. it is for this purpose that the eU is thinking of initiating talks 

46 le Monde, 27 septembre 2001. 
47 Ash-Sharq al-awsaṭ, October 10, 2001.
48 Readmission agreements signed: a) France (1983 – non-ratified), Spain (1992 – ratification 
pending); Germany – Agreement on Identification of Persons (1998 – non-ratified), Italy (1998 
– non-ratified).

tres for immigrants (such as Ceti on the Canary islands). the monitoring of 
immigrants in the enclaves is problematic, due to the fact that spain signed 
agreements with the Moroccan provinces of nafor and tétouan on visa-free 
movement of people, so that around 40,000 Moroccans pass through the en-
claves, and smuggled african migrants mingle with them. since the proce-
dures to eject the illegal migrants were too complex, in 1997 the spanish au-
thorities erected a separation wall in the area.

the routes are used by immigrants in varied frequency. the Canary islands 
report about 20% of disembarkations and 12% of detained migrants, who 
usually set sail from the shores of the Moroccan sahara. the closest span-
ish town is algeciras (40% of disembarkations), followed by almeria (20%), 
which is closest to Melilla. the statistics show that around 20% of illegal mi-
grants detained in the strait of gibraltar in 2000 were of sub-saharan origin. 
there is interesting information that the sub-saharan migrants use the route 
via the Canary islands or the strait to tarifa, while the Melilla-almeria route 
is reserved for Moroccans and algerians.

in august 2001, a new spanish immigration act came into effect, which 
stipulates that all foreign nationals who can prove they had worked in spain 
before this date would be granted a residence permit. Many of the Maghreb 
and african immigrants seized this opportunity and obtained a permit45. the 
new legislation also allows for quick and easy expulsion of foreigners who 
lack such a permit, and this is further reinforced by repatriation agreements 
with Morocco, on the basis of which around 10,000 illegal immigrants are 
expelled from spain each year.

African Migration to Morocco

at the meeting of the european Council in tampere (1999) the eU countries 
were called upon to create true partnerships with the countries of origin and 
transit countries of migrants – partnerships that would include joint efforts 
aimed against migration, through repatriation of detained migrants. in 1999, 
Morocco became the first target of the new EU migration policy. The group 

45 Migration news, september 2001, vol. 8, no. 9, migration.ucdavis.edu/mn/archive_2001-
12mn.html.
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prove. another reason why Morocco does not want to sign such agreements 
is that the country has closed borders in the south and south-east.

Libya and Its Problems with Sub-Saharan African Migration

the Maghreb countries are not only source countries of migration heading for 
europe or the gulf countries, but often serve as destination or transit coun-
tries for sub-saharan migration. the libyan leader has announced a “desert 
resurgence” project and stronger orientation towards Africa. It was for this 
purpose that the sub-saharan migration had been tolerated by the libyan au-
thorities since the late 1990s, but not legalized. freedom of movement and 
the right to free choice of settlement in times of peace were confirmed in the 
so-called green Charter of 1988.49 at the summit of March 2001 in libya, 
Gaddafi announced the African Union project and called for the return of ex-
patriate africans, intending to use the african labour for the cultivation of 
the provinces in south sahara.50 two weeks after the summit, libya witnessed 
a significant influx of African migrants. This caused complex social and cul-
tural issues leading to violent clashes.

The Libyan strategy adopted vis-à-vis African migration was far from 
a spontaneous response, but rather the consequence of the long-term devel-
opment and direction of libyan foreign policy. it is well established that the 
Central and eastern sahara was, from the mid-19th to the mid-20th century, 
a region characterized by busy exchange of goods and people. the history 
department of the faculty of arts in benghazi has started a project, the main 
purpose of which is to outline the migration movement of tribes between 
libya and Chad from the mid-19th century. special attention is paid to the 
ouled slimane tribe, whose members live across the sahara region. a series 
of forced migrations gave rise to a multinational tribal chain around lake 
Chad, Kanu, niameya and algeria. some tribe members emigrated to france 
and were granted citizenship there. the ongoing circulation, exchange, es-

49 international green Charter. a special edition on the 25th anniversary of the libyan republic, 
prague, babylon 2002. 
50 ali bensaad: voyage au bout de la peur avec le Clandestins du sahel, le Monde diploma-
tique, septembre 2001, pp. 16–17. 

with the Maghreb countries and the source countries of sub-saharan africa. 
it is expected that the ngos (development organizations, charitable entities, 
trade unions) will exercise stronger activities across the migration axis. any 
efforts to strengthen the basic rights of migrants and their protection must in-
clude two basic components: respect for individual rights and freedom, and 
reduction of the so-called “push-factor”, namely by fighting poverty and pre-
vention of violence or conflicts.

the african migration is driven by a cultural-linguistic key. Migrants from 
the french-speaking countries (Côte d’ivoire, Mali, senegal) head via spain 
for france, belgium or italy, while the english speaking migrants choose 
the route via the Maghreb countries and spain to great britain or the United 
states. from the Moroccan perspective, there is a risk that migrants who are 
denied entry to europe will not automatically return to their countries, but 
will attempt to stay longer in the transit country. this is already the case in 
Morocco, where african migrants look for jobs among private Moroccan 
companies, which leads to heightened social tensions in the overloaded Mo-
roccan labour market.

a Moroccan-spanish repatriation agreement has been in force since 1992, 
but the Spanish authorities and the police often have difficulties proving that 
the migrants arrived from Morocco, as the detained africans usually claim 
to have lost their passports. such migrants then end up in refugee camps in 
Ceuta or Melilla.

Most of the citizens of the african countries are required to show valid 
passports and entry visas on entering Morocco. however, passports with-
out a visa are required from citizens of the less problematic countries (Côte 
d’Ivoire, Congo – Brazzaville, Guinea – Conakry, Niger, Senegal and Tuni-
sia). there are some limits for immigrants arising from the fact that part of 
the Moroccan border remains closed: the border with Mauretania, due to con-
flict over the Western Sahara, and since 1994, the border with Algeria, due to 
concerns of an islamist threat. the border with algeria, however, is poorly 
guarded and most of the detained illegal african migrants entered Morocco 
by this route. The EU may find it necessary to engage the three countries of 
the central Maghreb in the matter and compel them to create a barrier against 
illegal immigration to the eU. Morocco, however, is reluctant to sign non-
admission agreements with the individual eU countries, as the source of 
the transit route of illegal migration is mostly very difficult to ascertain and 
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yan citizens and migrants, resulting in the massacre of 100 to 500 african ref-
ugees. these riots were not organized by the central power, but were rather 
the spontaneous response of libyan citizens against the undesirable, cultur-
ally different “aliens”. The Libyans make efforts to contain the refugee wave 
to the south of their country and sometimes expel the unwanted migrants. in 
the 1990s, a number of refugee camps were established in south libya.

traditionally, most of the refugees come from nigeria, ghana and niger. 
some of the refugees continue on their way to tunisia, algeria and Morocco 
to get to europe, but they have to pay smugglers. for instance, a route from 
tunisia to italy costs about Usd 1,500 to 2,000. Most of the refugees are re-
turned, after a short trial, back to their native countries.52

so far, libya is the only country that has been accepting migrants, but re-
cently the role of the other Maghreb countries as a transit zone between sub-
saharan africa and southern europe increased. a strong demographic growth 
has been reported from sub-saharan africa, and three neighbouring coun-
tries of the Maghreb – Sierra Leone, Niger and Mali – actually have the high-
est growth in the world.

the closed schengen border of the eU will force african migrants to set-
tle – first temporarily and later perhaps permanently – in the Maghreb coun-
tries. in this case, the Maghreb will serve as the cordon sanitaire in relation 
to the EU, but it is very difficult to tell how long the Maghreb will be able 
to fulfil this function. It is thus very likely that in the near future Europe will 
have to protect the Maghreb countries against excessive migration from the 
south in the same way as the United States helped to fight against Guatema-
lan migration to richer Mexico, which served for a long time as a “bridge” 
for migrants travelling from Central america to the United states. the eU 
countries have recently shown interest in coordinating their migration poli-
cies with libya.

Maghreb Migration to the Arab Countries

in the 1970s, when the price of oil went up, there was a growth of migration 
from the Maghreb to the gulf and several agreements were concluded be-

52 Lire Bruno Callies de Salies: “Spectatulaire retour de la Libye”, Le Monde Diplomatique, 
janvier 2001. 

tablishment and decline of alliances, or renewal of historical relations of the 
diaspora, became characteristic of this region. When libya became indepen-
dent as an important oil country, it repatriated a number of libyan families 
dispersed across the neighbouring countries (tunisia, algeria, niger, sudan, 
egypt). since the 1950s, many of them have returned. the institution Markaz 
al-Jihad in tripoli gathers information on all family and tribal ties and re-
lations, and compares them to the current situation. business relations have 
lasted especially between Chad and libya.51

libya, which is not exactly against the natural circulation of people, has 
become both a transit and destination country of african migration. at the be-
ginning of the 21st century, foreigners made up 20 to 25% of the population.

some experts say that what we see today is the renewal of old trans-sa-
haran migration routes and old merchant centres, but it seems that the main 
driver of this phenomenon is the forced migration from southern african re-
gions to the north and then to europe.

agadez in niger became a temporary stop for migrants from West africa, 
including its english speaking part. during the space of a few years, the ni-
ger town became a centre providing services and goods that the african ref-
ugees and migrants need to be able to travel further north. they usually con-
tinue via arlit, niger to tamanrasat in algeria. during the past two years, 
many “tour operators” were established on the market, specializing in trans-
port of people to libya.

some refugees head for other countries of the Maghreb area. there is an 
old, traditional road from senegal via ghardaia, algeria to rifu in Morocco. 
The migrants only need the obligatory “health card” and must be willing to 
bribe the local officials. Some of the refugees even get provisional visas.

the libyans close and open their borders to african migration and by 
turns adopt repressive or supportive measures towards the migrants. some 
cases of racist behaviour on the part of the libyans, who allegedly treat the 
Africans like slaves, have been reported. The situation is especially difficult 
for women, who are often suspected of prostitution and prosecuted. in sep-
tember and October 2000, there was a series of bloody conflicts between Lib-

51 Similarly Boubakri, Hasan: Le Maghreb et les nouvelles configurations migratoires interna-
tionales: mobilité a réseaux: Correspondance – al-Murásalát, Institut Recherche sur le Maghreb 
Contemporain, Mai-Juin 1999, Issue 56, pp. 10–15. 
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libya was seen as tunisia’s major economic partner. the migration dynam-
ics were much influenced by the political situation and general relations be-
tween the two countries. the migrants stayed in the host country often for 
a short time and there were sudden mass expulsion campaigns (1969, 1972, 
1985). these campaigns were usually accompanied by dramatic restrictions 
on the export of goods and money from the country, which was very pain-
ful for the Maghreb migrants. the reason for expulsion of migrants was of-
ten a drop in demand, mainly due to sanctions or political controversies with 
West-oriented tunisia.

Most of the tunisian migrants have only low standards of education. the 
largest number of migrants worked in libya in the 1970s, but in the 1980s 
their number dropped significantly. As far as Maghreb migration to Arab 
countries is concerned, several conclusions can be drawn:

• Moroccan migration to libya was much higher than tunisian migra-
tion, despite the fact that Tunisia is much closer;

• Maghreb migration in the gulf was low compared to other arab coun-
tries (such as Egypt) and Asian migration;

• gulf migration consisted mainly of young Maghreb people who were, 
since the 1980s, subject to intensive arabization in schools. this focus 
replaced the former french-speaking orientation.

in the 1990s, the Maghreb countries became increasingly transit coun-
tries, rather than destinations of african migration (especially Morocco, al-
geria and libya). Migration in the Maghreb region has a long tradition. the 
french colonial administration supported circulation of labour from poor or 
overpopulated areas of Morocco and tunisia to algeria, where there were 
sufficient job opportunities in agriculture. Currently there are no more de-
tailed statistics documenting these movements.

Money Transfers Sent by Maghreb Guest Workers 
to Their Home Countries

Wage transfers sent by migrant guest workers represent the second largest 
source of revenue – after oil –for the national budgets of developing coun-

tween the arab countries to address this issue. in the mid-1980s, this trend 
faded away and arab labour was gradually pushed out of the area, replaced 
by cheaper asian and local labour. this trend reached its peak after the first 
gulf War and was much contributed to by the gradual privatization of the 
public sector, the principal employer of arab guest workers. the Maghreb 
countries responded to this development by stronger coordination of their mi-
gration policies. in January 1990, the arab Maghreb Union declared collec-
tive responsibility for Maghreb migration but the initiative had little impact in 
practice. a lack of information and quantitative, statistical data has proved to 
be a major problem in monitoring migration between the arab countries.

in the 1990s, there was strong migration from tunisia to the arab coun-
tries. in the late 1980s, only about 1% of tunisian migrants worked in the 
gCC countries. a change occurred in 1994. in 1990, the tunisian agency for 
Technical Cooperation developed a plan to educate and train a sufficiently 
skilled and flexible workforce for the needs of the market in these countries. 
it was thanks to this programme that the number of migrants heading for the 
gulf countries increased sixfold (to 7,100) in the 1990s. tunisian migrants 
faced strong competition not only from asian labourers, but also from Jor-
danians, egyptians and Moroccans, whose governments also supported re-
training courses for potential guest workers, targeted towards the needs of 
the host countries. Compared to the tunisians, the salary requirements of the 
egyptians were very low, which considerably limited the competitiveness of 
the tunisian labourers in the gCC countries.53

The migration to the GCC countries was much influenced by Arabization 
campaigns launched since the early 1980s, mainly in algeria. the new gen-
eration of arabic-speaking young people was more inclined to move to arab 
countries, mainly the gCC countries and libya.

in the case of tunisia and Morocco, migration to neighbouring libya was 
of key importance. in 1994, most of the tunisian migrants headed for eu-
rope (82%) and libya was the second most frequently chosen destination 
(6.2%). as it was mostly cross-border migration, the exact number of tuni-
sians living in libya cannot be ascertained. given its geographical location, 

53 for detailed discussion see donatella giubilaro: Migration from the Maghreb and Migration 
pressures: Current situation and future prospects, ilo 1998, international labour organisation, 
www.ilo.org/public/english/protection/migrants/papers/migmagh/index.html. 
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by the aging of the algerian migrants who arrived in france much earlier. old 
migrants usually transferred less money to their home countries.56

the Cered research institute in rabat concluded that, oddly enough, 
most money was sent in by guest workers who had no contracts or who had 
only temporary jobs, but who live in dire economic conditions and tend to 
send their money to their country of origin where they actually intend to re-
turn. the settled migrants of reunited families, on the other hand, tend to send 
money irregularly and in smaller amounts.57 The first generation of migrants, 
usually illiterate or half-literate, had stronger relations to their home country 
than the second or third, more educated generations, whose members assim-
ilated better in the host country and severed some of their ties to their coun-
try of origin. the unfavourable exchange rate may have been another rea-
son. In Tunisia, the money transfers significantly helped the state treasury, 
as they equalled 4.5% of gdp, 58.6% of tourist industry revenues, 47.5% of 
debt service and 74.5% of the country’s oil export revenues.58 in 1993, the 
transfers made up Usd 590 million, i.e. 4.61% of gdp. in terms of volume, 
the money transfers sent in by guest workers to tunisia were second after 
tourism revenues and what’s more this revenue was not subject to significant 
fluctuations like oil prices.

the money transfers sent by Moroccan guest workers played a key role in 
the national budget, as they exceeded all other sources of revenue, i.e. both 
tourism and phosphate sales. In 1982–1990, the money transfers by guest 
workers represented 5.5 to 8.5% of gdp and in 1993 7.30% of gdp, which 
only confirmed the continuity of developments from the 1980s. In 2001, the 
money transfers amounted to 88.3% of the budget deficit reported in the same 
year – USD 3.3 billion. The overall volume of money transfers was subject 
to such influences as devaluation of the dirham, transition to the Euro, 9/11 
and a series of terrorist attacks in Casablanca. Most money is sent by guest 
workers from france (46.6%) and italy (11.8%).

56 fontagné, lionel and péridy, nicolas: op. cit., p. 72. 
57 Migrations international actes, royame du Maroc, premiér Ministre, Ministre Chargé de la 
population, seminaire 1996, Centre d’etudes et de recherches demographiques, rabat, Cered 
1997, p. 438. 
58 boubakri, h.: la Cooperation au développement, Conseil de l’europe: strassbourg (1994). 

tries. as far as the Maghreb countries are concerned, since the declaration of 
independence, the money transfers have proved the strongest inspiration for 
migration. there are, however, considerable differences between tunisia and 
Morocco, on the one hand, and Algeria on the other. For the first two coun-
tries the transfer of capital from abroad is of macroeconomic importance, 
since it has a profound influence on the budget balance. Both countries have 
thus established financial institutions in the host countries that monitor and 
ensure cash flow to the destination.

algeria is dependent on revenue from oil and partially natural gas, and 
therefore the country’s authorities are much less interested in money trans-
fers into the country. Money sent in by migrants represented 35% of do-
mestic savings in Morocco’s case and 22% in tunisia’s case.54 this share 
has developed over time. as late as 1970, the ratio of money transfers to 
gdp was highest in algeria (3.91% of gdp) and much lower in Morocco 
(0.68%) and tunisia (1.6%). in 1993 it was the very opposite: in algeria it 
dropped slightly (2.49%), but soared in Morocco (7.3%) followed by tuni-
sia (4.61%)55. this shift had three primary causes: the growth of Maghreb mi-
gration, the growing importance of oil and natural gas in the algerian econ-
omy and unofficial transfers of finances to Algeria.

given the sheer size of the algerian community in france, the volume of 
funds sent by guest workers to their home country was rather small (in 1992 
it was only USD 4.2 million). Official money transfers were replaced by spe-
cial practices such as contributions in the form of goods, french banknotes 
or a well-established system of compensations. however, the actual data on 
the “compensation business” have been distorted by the excessive exchange 
rate of the algerian dinar. it is no wonder therefore that in 1981, the algerian 
guest workers transferred Usd 38 per capita, while tunisians transferred Usd 
1,330 and Moroccans Usd 2,464. it is clear that in algeria most of the trans-
fers had a different form. In the early 1990s, the so-called “suitcase business” 
was very popular, amounting, according to estimates, to Usd 2.5 billion, i.e. 
15 to 20% of all imports. import of used cars was very popular and its share 
in unofficial business amounted to 39% in 1992. L. Fontagné explains this fact 

54 for details see: fointagné, lionel and péridy, nicolas: the eU and the Maghreb, develop-
ment Centre Studies, OECD 1997, pp. 70–73. 
55 World development report, 1995.
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take over the family-owned businesses. they were supported by their rel-
atives and family in both the private and public sectors. Converts worked 
in europe for government-owned companies or in public administration 
and brought appropriate experience with them. having returned home, they 
started companies whose success often depended on good contacts with gov-
ernment and public offices. New businessmen returned to the country in the 
late 1980s and the early 1990s. they relied on a well-established foreign net-
work, thanks to which they thrived and survived in competition. these busi-
nessmen focused on export and partnerships with european investors, with 
whom they struck relationships during their stay abroad. the offshore com-
panies and joint-stock companies were dependent on foreign resources and 
did not form links with the local businesses. they were suspicious towards 
government institutions and trade unions.

it can be concluded that money transfers play both positive (a source of 
foreign currency, alleviation of pressure on the labour market, training and 
development of employees, higher buying power) and negative roles (growth 
of inequality and tension in society, strengthening of inflation trends). In-
vestment-focus has some negative features (it is not directed into productive 
industries but rather into real estate), but positive too (growing demand for 
services). various techniques and processes are being developed to direct in-
vestments from money transfers into regions and industries that need them – 
both on a national and euro-Mediterranean level.

Migration Policy of the EU Countries Towards the Maghreb

although each eU Member state had its own migration policy it can be said 
that at the same time the eU developed a common european policy on mi-
gration, based on the Maastricht Treaty. The EU has defined migration poli-
cies for the following issues: entry and residence of foreign nationals, visa ad-
ministration, political asylum and combating illegal migration. the schengen 
agreements were of an inter-governmental rather than a Community charac-
ter. the agreements were signed only by some of the eU countries, including 
those that had already been destinations for Maghreb migrants. the purpose 
of the agreements was to develop a common strategy against the pressure of 
migration waves arriving predominantly from the south. in this context, the 

there are many studies analyzing the orientation and use of investment 
capital generated by the Maghreb guest workers in the countries of origin. 
A sociological study by M. Kharoufi unravels the roots of various investment 
forms opted for by the Moroccan migrants: around 75 to 85% of them come 
from the countryside and much of the capital is thus invested in purchase of 
farm machinery and in agriculture in general.59 in Morocco, the funds were 
often used to build temporary, seasonal homes (25%). the money raised by 
the guest workers abroad and sent to the home country has helped to change 
its architecture, as new techniques and materials have been imported from 
europe. Considerable investments were made in furniture and equipment of 
flats, for example electrical appliances. The money sent in by guest work-
ers and used for investments even in rural areas spurred the service indus-
try sector related to the construction industry and increased overall buying 
power, especially of migrants’ relatives. the southern part of tunisia and the 
northern part of Morocco (the reef) were among the most heavily impacted.

the european Union and the Maghreb governments were interested in at-
tracting the productive migrants’ investments into the country. in Morocco, 
75–85% of migrants came from the countryside, which determined their eco-
nomic behaviour.60 Migrants invested in farm machinery, fertilizers, equip-
ment, houses and furnishing. Buying power increased significantly even in 
remote and undeveloped parts of the country, especially in extended migrant 
families. the migrants became the main drivers of Westernization and mod-
ernization of a traditional society, which, in some cases, provoked the pro-
tests of islamists. only occasionally did the migrants invest their savings in 
production industries.

in his study, Cassarino analyzed the activities of repatriate migrants who 
started businesses in tunisia.61 he distinguishes the migrant-entrepreneurs 
into three categories: heirs, converts and new businessmen. heirs were the 
offspring of the 1970s industrial businessmen, who returned from abroad to 

59 Kharoufi, M.: Les Effects de l’emigration sur les societes de depart au Maghreb Nouvelles 
donnes nouvelles approches, institute de recherche sur le Maghreb Contemporain, www.irmc.
maghreb.org. 
60 Kharoufi, M.: op. cit. 
61 for details see Cassarino, Jean-pierre: tunisian new enterpreneurs and their past experi-
ence of Migration in europe: resource Mobilisation, network and hidden disaffection, alder-
shot, ashgate 2000.
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came members of the agadir four, which passed a free trade agreement in 
2001. It would benefit the Maghreb countries significantly if they could re-
duce their virtually absolute economic dependency on the eU. in the 1990s, 
the tunisian orientation towards the eU increased both in export (80%) and 
import (70%) and similar trends can be observed in the other two countries. 
europe became the place of residence of 90% of algerian and 80% of tuni-
sian migrants. it is currently assessed that about 95% of all money transfers 
sent by guest workers comes from europe.65

in 2002, algeria also signed the eU association agreement, which came 
into effect in 2005. Only Libya remained outside; after the abolition of sanc-
tions, the country was officially invited to participate as an observer in the 
barcelona process in stuttgart in 1999, but showed little interest in becom-
ing part of the process, since it was focussing its efforts on the establishment 
of a pan-african Union. libya’s border is rather penetrable from the south 
and many refugees from sub-saharan africa used libya as the transit coun-
try on their journey to the rest of the Maghreb and the eU.

the examples of Japan in south-east asia and the United states in Mex-
ico clearly show that the best course for europe in solving the migration issue 
will be to ensure stable economic growth in the Maghreb and an associated 
employment rate. it will be necessary to address the one-sided dependency 
of the Maghreb countries on the eU and to improve regional cooperation and 
trade, which is desperately low (only about 3–5% of foreign trade). From this 
perspective, there are several scenarios of possible development:

• the most likely scenario is the establishment of a euro-Mediterranean 
free trade zone, although this will not be free of obstacles and delays, 
culminating in the creation of a single economic entity under the dom-
inant influence of the EU;

• political crises erupting in a number of the Maghreb countries simulta-
neously and freezing trade cooperation, which is not very likely;

• a very desirable, but for now unrealistic, scenario of common, simul-
taneous development of the Mediterranean south and north with prior-
itised integration of the area into the global economy.

65 for details see: testas, abdelaziz: Maghreb-eU Migration: interdependence, remittances, 
the labour Market and implications for economic development, Mediterranean politics, vol. 6,  
Issue 3, Autumn 1991, pp. 65–66. 

process was often understood as the building of fortifications against insta-
bility issuing from the south, including migration.62

a general trend in the policies adopted by the eU countries was an effort 
to achieve an ideal zero migration in response to the “security convergence” 
which covered non-european countries including the Maghreb. france, for 
instance, adopted such a visa administration policy in the 1990s in order to 
achieve zero migration. in 1987, france issued 790,000 visas for the Maghreb 
countries but in 1994 only 223,000.63

the international organization for Migration (ioM) supports coordination 
of the Maghreb and eU migration policies and works closely with the Mo-
roccan authorities.64 Morocco became a member of the ioM in 1998 and it 
is interested in further partnership to ensure humanitarian protection of Mo-
roccan guest workers abroad.

Maghreb Migration in the Globalized World

in 1989, the arab Maghreb Union was established, although its activities 
were more or less paralyzed in the 1990s due to political controversies and 
the embargo on libya. a euro-Maghreb form of cooperation within the 5+5 
initiative also failed due to controversies between the eU and libya and due 
to civil war in algeria. in 1995, the process of euro-Mediterranean partner-
ship was started in barcelona, the aim of which was to establish a free-trade 
zone in the second decade of the 21st century. the barcelona declaration nat-
urally did not include establishment of a zone with free movement of peo-
ple and labour, but was limited to free trade in industrial goods and partially 
in services. in 1987, the league of arab states declared its intention to es-
tablish a “Great Arab Free Trade Zone” and the idea of free trade among the 
arab countries is supported by the eU too. Morocco and tunisia have gone 
furthest as they managed to sign association agreements with the eU and be-

62 Withol de Wenden, C. and de tinguy, a.: l’europe et toutes ses emigrations, edition Com-
plexe, Brussels 1995, pp. 29–30.
63 table published in le Monde, april 5, 1996.
64 Moroccan human rights Minister Meets head of international organization for Migration. 
Morocco politics, february 3, 1999, www.arabicnews.com/ansub/daily. 
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ing birthrate. the Maghreb has embarked on a promising course of demo-
graphic development compared to the arab Mashrik, which kept its high 
demographic growth well into the 1990s. Morocco, for instance, managed 
to slow down demographic growth from 3% in the 1960s to 1.7% in the late 
1990s. In 1987–1997, the number of children per woman decreased from 6 
to 368. despite this, the positive development in the three Maghreb countries 
will be felt in the medium or long term. the direct and indirect impact of high 
demographic growth still has a profound effect. it is evident that the growth-
curve is not the same in the south and north Mediterranean, as the growth 
of the Maghreb population is set to be much more dynamic in the next thirty 
years. the differences are clearly visible when analyzing the active popula-
tion. in 1995, there were around 7.33 million active citizens in algeria, but 
in 2020 this number is expected to rise to 16 million. this calculation took 
for granted low working activity of women (10.31% in 2020, while in 1995 
it was only 4.7%).

The situation is more difficult in Morocco, which has an active popula-
tion of 15.6 million, with 25.9% of women active in the economy. the active 
labour force in tunisia is 4.9 million with 25.1% women active. the high-
est annual growth of active citizens in the next 25 years is expected in alge-
ria (3.16%), although lately the growth rate has dropped sharply. the low-
est growth will be in tunisia (1.95%), followed by Morocco (2.11%). on the 
other hand, migration can be perceived as a limited solution to the problems 
of the eU countries. in 2000, for example, the share of migrants in total eU 
population growth was 85% – and in Greece it was as much as 90%.

Demographic processes will no doubt have been influenced by environ-
mental factors and urbanization. given the still strong demographic growth, it 
seems likely that, besides economic growth, lack of water supplies will prove 
to be a source of tensions in the future. damage to the eco-system is quite ev-
ident in the ongoing process of desertification in the 1990s, which has been 
reducing the area of ploughed land. in all three countries, agriculture fails to 
satisfy demand for agricultural commodities, especially cereals. the depen-
dence on imports of agricultural commodities is of a structural character and 
some experts even warn that if the current trends continue into the future, the 

68 Morocco’s population growth stands at 1.7 percent, www.arabicnews.com/ansub/Daily/
Day/981210.

it is evident that the third scenario would be the best for mitigation of mi-
gration pressures, as it would create fundamental conditions for sustainable 
growth in the Maghreb area. If the first scenario takes place, the system of re-
pression and containment is likely to prevail, targeted mainly on illegal mi-
gration from the south and supported by various bilateral agreements with 
seasonal migration quotas.

at the beginning of the 21st century, the “5+5” Euro-Mediterranean ini-
tiative was renewed. there was an initial round of dialogue in rome in de-
cember 2001. in october 2002, a conference of ten states (algeria, france, 
italy, libya, Malta, Mauritania, Morocco, portugal, spain and tunisia) was 
held on migration. the purpose of the conference was to respond to a wave 
of xenophobia and hostility in europe towards migrants from the Mediter-
ranean region, which erupted after the terrorist attacks of 9/11 in the United 
states. it was emphasized that mutual cultural understanding and sympathy 
are much needed. the declaration of tunis draws attention to current public 
opinion in Europe and its influence on strengthening of restrictions on migra-
tion. Migration is integrated into the process of north-south convergence that 
must include human and cultural dimensions.66 at the same time, the league 
of arab states suggested in late 2001 that a watchdog group be established 
to monitor the way migrants are treated in europe.

The EU is currently considering implementing a strategy vis-à-vis the 
Maghreb countries of jointly combating illegal migration by means of 
a mechanism that would allow for quick repatriation of illegal migrants with 
the help of non-admission agreements, namely in the case of countries such 
as Morocco and algeria. in Morocco’s case, a plan of support has already 
been developed, complying with the conclusions reached in tampere. the 
purpose of this plan is to reduce the “push factor” in the poorer provinces of 
Morocco, with a special focus on youth.67

Demographic Prospects

in the second half of the 1990s, the Maghreb entered the transition demo-
graphic phase. This stage can be defined by mid levels of mortality and a fall-

66 Zahar, taleb: la declaration de tunis, www.tunisieninfo.com/realities/878/edito.html.
67 Aubarell, G; Aragall, X: Immigration and the Euro-Mediterranean Area, IEMED 2004.
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The Western perception of Islam is often rather dramatic, which reflects 
the threats of balkanization, separatism and irredentism of the Muslim parts 
of the former soviet Union after its collapse and the general strengthening of 
the islamic world. the spillover of the algerian war to france (terrorist at-
tacks) and the capture of several likely al-Qaida units in the european coun-
tries in the early 21st century raised many issues. there have been sugges-
tions that islam is little compatible with the Western value system, and former 
nato secretary general Claes even went so far as to claim that islam was 
the biggest threat to the Western world since the collapse of Communism. 
some Muslims, on the other hand, have started talking of a new “Crusader 
mentality” of the Western democracies. These are stereotypes that influence, 
to a certain extent, the character and dynamism of the Maghreb migration – 
despite the fact that these are minority opinions.

europe could opt for the Japanese model, which supports “newly indus-
trialized countries”, and this model could be applied to the South Mediter-
ranean, although the cultural conditions here are not identical to south-east 
asia. higher unemployment in the eU could also prove to be a limiting fac-
tor. in the southern parts of spain, for example, which are the principal desti-
nations of Maghreb and african migration, unemployment exceeds 20%. the 
problem, however, is the low absorption capability of the Maghreb economies 
in view of the high growth of active population – this results in significant un-
employment: tunisia and Morocco (16 to 20%), algeria (25 to 30%). these 
countries will have strong migration potential in the near future. the Maghreb 
economies must achieve stable economic growth that will allow them to cre-
ate at least one million jobs annually. the economic results achieved so far, 
however, do not exactly indicate that all three countries are able to head in this 
direction. It would be therefore unjustified to expect that Maghreb migration 
to the eU countries will drop considerably in the next few years.

among the three countries, tunisia has perhaps the lowest migration po-
tential, given its number of citizens and overall social and cultural charac-
teristics. relative political stability, with both direct and indirect impacts es-
pecially in the economic sphere, has influenced the migration flows too. In 
the long-term perspective, given the lack of water and of an efficient growth 
model, the migration potential of these countries can grow significantly.

algeria has all the prerequisites to become a country with high migration 
potential: high growth of active population, unusually high unemployment 

Maghreb may suffer a famine. the situation is worst in algeria, where culti-
vated land constitutes only 3.3% of the territory.

lack of water supplies is likely to become another problem. according to 
data published in 1992, the volume of interior renewable sources of water per 
capita in cubic metres per annum amounted to 1,100 in Morocco, 700 in al-
geria and 500 in tunisia. in tunisia’s case, the volume is at the lowest possi-
ble threshold. if the situation does not improve, the rural population is likely 
to move to large cities, which will have a negative impact on living condi-
tions and employment – and the overpopulated cities are likely to become 
a huge pool of potential migrants.

the Maghreb countries, with the exception of libya, are interested in 
euro-Mediterranean cooperation and are making efforts to reform their econ-
omies. What is a problem, however, is huge economic inequality, which is 
much greater than that between the United states and Mexico.

Migration and Security Concerns

especially in the south-european countries of the Mediterranean, there are 
still fears concerning the threat that Maghreb migration poses to their stabil-
ity and security. Most of the migrants are Muslims, which naturally raises the 
issue of the status of islam in europe. the islam communities in europe have 
developed to such a phase that it is now necessary to take into account their 
social impacts. islam has become the second largest religion in europe.69 be-
sides high numbers of Muslims, however, social reality needs to be taken into 
consideration, as Islam will become a crucial factor that will influence the fu-
ture process of integration. the issue is not islam as a religion, but rather the 
creation of a different cultural zone in Western society. the president of the 
european Commission, romano prodi, emphasized in a speech in May 2003 
in bologna the need to associate immigration with the relations between dif-
ferent cultures as a key value of european citizenship.70

69 in germany, there are 2.5 million Muslims, in britain 1.7 million, in the netherlands 400,000, 
in belgium 200,000 and in france 3 million.
70 Aubarell, G.; Aragall, X.: op. cit., p. 22.
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from the 1970s on, egypt was one of the principal source countries of Med-
iterranean migration and, to a limited extent, one of the host countries for 
refugees from the horn of africa. Wage transfers of egyptian guest workers 
have become the key revenue for the national budget. it was for these reasons 
that the Egyptian government, as one of the first administrations in the Arab 
world to do so, developed various programs and established numerous insti-
tutions whose task was to strengthen migration trends. egyptian labour is di-
rected particularly to the gulf countries, Jordan and formerly also to iraq. to 
a smaller extent, there is migration to some european countries. the demo-
graphic, economic and environmental development can be taken as a signal 
that egyptian migration is going to continue as long as there is a demand for 
egyptian workers in the host countries.

Demographic Trends

in 2000, egypt had around 60.5 million citizens, the largest population in 
the Middle East – and 15% of this number were children less than 4 years 
old. The Egyptian population is expected – according to rough estimates – to 
reach 80 million in 2010 and 90 million in 203572. What is positive is that the 

72 Un’s estimates of 1989 for 2025 even forecast as many as 94 million inhabitants. similarly 
Aḥmaḍ ‘Alī Ismā‘īl: Sukkān al-jumhūrīya misr al-‘arabīya, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A.: op. cit., 
pp. 1003–1005.

and relatively small chance of sustainable economic development indepen-
dent from oil revenues. It will be difficult to find a way out of the crisis and 
it will prove necessary to undertake thorough restructuring both in the econ-
omy and in politics. Two factors can mitigate the migration flows to Europe. 
The first is the one-sided orientation of the Algerian migration to France and 
an evident inability to shift focus to other countries. however, economic de-
pendency on france is, oddly enough, quite low.71 secondly, and no less im-
portantly, algeria has a rather negative reputation in other european coun-
tries, due to a wave of violence that erupted across the country.

for more than thirty years, Morocco has been perceived as the country 
with the highest migration potential, which is a reflection of several factors: 
high demographic growth, high unemployment, deficiencies in social and 
cultural areas and little ability to influence and initiate an economic growth 
model. Migration potential can develop into a strong migration pressure di-
rected at multiple European countries, in which the Moroccans have a suffi-
cient support network, both formal and informal. the terrorist threat after the 
bomb attacks in Casablanca and Madrid contributed to the unwillingness of 
the spanish government and public opinion to accept (especially illegal) mi-
gration from the Muslim south.

71 for example, according to estimates, about 3% of algeria’s gdp growth was associated with 
growth oscillations in france. for details see testas, abdelaziz: op. cit., p. 65. 
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another interesting indicator is the number of foreigners in the coun-
try, which oscillated according to the economic and political situation in the 
country. in 1996, the number of foreigners rose slightly to 121,534, despite 
the fact that their share in overall population dropped to as low as 2%.76

The total number of Egyptians living abroad is not clearly specified. In 
1976, their number amounted to 1.425 million; in 1986 2.25 million and in 
1996 2.16 million. there are statistical data on egyptians who settled abroad 
permanently after they finished their studies or found new jobs. In 1962–
1979, about 31,600 egyptians lived abroad but only 17,000 of them were 
original migrants. Most of them headed for three countries: the United states, 
Canada and australia.77

egyptian migration is focused mainly on the arab world and it is usu-
ally men who migrate to find jobs abroad, leaving their families at home. 
The reason is quite simple – the directives and laws in the GCC countries 
do not allow for settling of complete families. Compared to other nationals, 
egyptians are rather disciplined, and illegal behaviour is not commonplace 
for them (travelling without documents, breaching the time limits allowed 
by visas, etc.), which is related to the geographical focus of their migration. 
More women than men express interest in migration, as do people who have 
no previous migration experience.

a study published by eurostat investigated the motivations for migration 
among egyptians and found the following hierarchy of values: the level of 
wages, job opportunities in the respective countries, unemployment benefits 
and conditions for admission into the country. egyptians paid most attention 
to social issues and most of the egyptian migrants came from rural areas of 
Upper egypt.78

Money transfers of wages earned by egyptian migrants can serve as a key 
indicator – in Egypt’s case, they have become the decisive item in the coun-
try’s budget. it’s worthwhile to note that in 1992 to 1993, this revenue was 
higher than that of the oil industry.

76 Isma‘īl, A. A.: op. cit., pp. 1022–1023.
77 ibid., p. 1023.
78 Why do people Migrate? statistic in focus, population and social Conditions, theme 3, 
Eurostat, 2001/1. 

population growth dropped from 2.8% in 1985 to 2.1% in 1995. a slow de-
crease followed in subsequent years and in 2002 the population growth was 
2.04%, which is some progress, but compared to the zero growth in the de-
veloped countries is still quite high. the demographic pyramid has been ex-
panding its base and, given the current level of demographic growth, it is ex-
pected that the egyptian population will double in 35 years. the mortality 
rate has also fallen. average life expectancy has increased from 39 years (in 
the 1950s) to 68.8 years (2002)73. the positive trend has been much helped by 
family planning campaigns, supported by donors and accompanied by infor-
mation campaigns in the mass media explaining the benefits of smaller fam-
ilies. healthcare has improved too. the overload of the labour market by the 
new, young generation is a dominant trend that will, eventually, lead to mi-
gration pressures in future.

the density of population is average compared to other countries. in 1999, 
it was 65 people per square kilometre. More importantly, though, only 3% of 
egyptian land is suitable for farming and 45% of the population lives in big 
cities, mostly in Cairo and alexandria.74

poverty is a major problem. in the early 1990s, the proportion of people 
living under the poverty line (Usd 30 per month) was 30%. the demand for 
labour and subsidies for consumption have dropped. in 2002, it was expected 
that the economically active population would grow by 4.5%, but the partic-
ipation of women was negligible. in the same year, around one-third of the 
population was younger than fifteen years. The literacy rate of the popula-
tion dropped from 53% (1982) to 35% (2000). in the mid-1980s, economic 
growth dropped four-fold compared to the previous decade. from 1975 to 
1984, gdp per capita grew by 6% annually, but from the mid-1980s to the 
mid-1990s dropped to only1.6%. there was an improvement in the years 
1990-1998, when the average gdp growth was 2.6%. nevertheless, gdp per 
capita is low and in 1998 amounted to only Usd 1,290.75

73 Al-Wasaṭ, 4 March 2002. 
74 statistic data quoted by Mideast Web, Middle east statistics at a glance, geography and pop-
ulation, sources: oriental encylopaedia, 1999 World alamanac and book of facts, iMf, pales-
tine, Central bureau of statistic passia, israel, Central bureau of statistics, www.mideastweb.
org/geogpol.html.
75 Guerraoui, Driss: Les grand defis economiques de la Méditerranée, Editions Toubkal, Casa-
blanca 2001, p. 15.
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gal and illegal) was rather limited. after the revolution of 1952, the exclu-
sively agricultural economy gradually started to transform into an industrial 
one and it was due to this development that domestic migration from the 
countryside to the cities increased. in the 1960s, the government combated 
the spontaneous migration of highly-skilled labour to the United states, aus-
tralia, Canada and europe. Currently there are 505,000 egyptian migrants in 
the United states, 80,000 in australia and 100,000 in Canada. Many of these 
migrants were egyptian Christians, Copts, and many of them retained dual 
citizenship.79 students, whether on scholarships or paying for their studies, 
often settled abroad and never came back.

in the 1960s, highly skilled labour was leaving egypt (teachers, doctors, 
lawyers, engineers), looking for better working conditions and higher wages. 
temporary migration was almost negligible and remained limited to the ed-
ucational sector. At that time it was very difficult to obtain exit visas. In the 
first phase (1965–1975) many migrants were sent abroad on international 
temporary and official exchanges. Fewer left on the basis of individual con-
tracts. these were most often university scholars and teachers. after the oil 
boom started, many teachers migrated to oil-rich arab countries in the neigh-
bourhood (saudi arabia, libya). Migrants usually returned after two years.

in the early 1970s, egyptian migration changed in terms of numbers, char-
acter and geographical orientation. More egyptians left their homes to work 
on temporary contracts in oil-rich arab countries. after two sharp increases in 
oil prices (in 1973 and 1979) the numbers of migrants rose steeply. in 1971, 
the egyptian government allowed both temporary and permanent migration 
– pursuant to article 52 of the Egyptian Constitution amended in 1971. The 
government exercised considerable effort to eliminate all obstacles to migra-
tion. article 51 guaranteed all egyptians the right to leave the country and to 
return for. act no. 73 even allowed egyptian citizens to return within one year 
(this was later extended to 2 years) to their original jobs. in 1974, the exit vi-
sas were abolished and the government freed migrants of the duty to pay tax 
from income earned abroad. a law which compelled migrants to transfer 10% 
of their earnings at an unfavourable exchange rate to their home country was 
abolished, too. the government hoped to use migration to solve the problem 
of unemployment. the money transfers helped to balance the chronic budget 

79 Al-Ḥayāṭ al-lundunīya, 6 September 1998.

in 1994, money transfers sent to the country by guest workers living and 
working abroad amounted to 23% of gdp. in 2001, money transfers sent by 
1.3 million egyptian workers abroad amounted to 4 billion Usd a year and be-
came the principal revenue item of egypt’s budget, again higher than oil rev-
enues. Wage transfers are in practice conducted in three ways: the usual cur-
rency exchanges to egyptian pounds, bank deposits in foreign currencies made 
with egyptian and foreign banks operating in egypt and the “own exchange 
Import System”, undeclared goods belonging to foreign workers. A common 
egyptian guest worker saved about 50,000 to 60,000 egyptian pounds.

the migrants’ consumer and investment habits prevented using their in-
come to strengthen macroeconomic stability. Most of the money earned was 
spent on foreign goods imported into the country. for the rural population, 
living in adobe houses, the absolute priority was to have all the equipment 
needed to receive satellite programmes. Middle-class citizens who owned 
houses and lived mostly in cities preferred kitchen equipment, cars, perfumes 
and real estate. Most of guest workers’ income was spent without any plan-
ning – which is, for example, in contrast to Koreans working abroad, who 
invested their earnings in local production. this trend is strengthened by 
a general distrust of egyptians towards big investors. it needs to be stressed, 
though, that the overall situation in the country did not exactly provide a fa-
vourable condition for investments that would have had a positive influence 
on macroeconomic indicators. the wage transfers indirectly strengthened 
negative economic phenomena such as inflation, speculation in foreign cur-
rency and dependency on imports.

History of Egyptian Migration

in general, it can be said that the egyptian labour force has been usually quite 
settled and rather conservative as far as migration was concerned – i.e. most 
of the people had no wish to move in order to get a job, which was given by 
egypt’s geography. Most of the people made their living by farming in the 
nile delta, surrounded by the inhospitable desert and the sea. Migration is 
a new phenomenon in egypt.

from a historical perspective, egyptian migration can be divided into sev-
eral periods. In the first period (the 1960s) foreign migration (temporary, le-
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countries. some of these agreements include certain protection of the work-
ers – the recipient country had to provide return transport and contracts and 
ensure that labour codes and anti-discrimination measures were applied to 
egyptian workers. the agreements, however, did not include medical treat-
ment and completion bonuses.

Number of Egyptians living in selected Mediterranean countries
(as estimated by the Egyptian consulates as of December 31st 1998)

Country City number of 
egyptians note

1. italy rome
Milan

 60,000
150,000

approx. 
210,000

2. spain Madrid  1,000
3. Malta valetta  400

4. turkey ankara
istanbul

 26
100 approx. 126

5. greece athens 50,000

Source: Vizārat al-khārijīya; vizārat al-quwā ‘āmila wa al-hijra, qitā‘ ash-
shu’ún al-hijra.

Migration laws were put under the responsibility of the following compe-
tent ministries or institutions: the Ministry for Migration affairs, the Minis-
try of Interior Affairs, the Labour and Training Ministry, migration officers 
at the Ministry of foreign affairs and the Central agency for public Mobili-
zation and statistics (CapMas).

the Ministry of Manpower and Migration was responsible for the protec-
tion of egyptian citizens abroad, applying the experience and skills of mi-
grants returning from abroad, reinforcing socio-economic relations between 
migrants and their home countries and developing a comprehensive migra-
tion policy for egypt. the Ministry of foreign affairs established a special-
ized department that coordinated cooperation with other ministries. its task 
was to plan and implement migration policy. the Ministry of interior issued 
work permits for migrants. the Ministry of Manpower and vocational train-
ing was, from 1979 on, responsible for the most efficient use of foreign work-
ers’ skills in compliance with egypt’s national priorities. CapMas published 

deficit and allowed for financing of social and economic projects; at the same 
time, they satisfied the demand of neighbouring countries for skilled labour 
and helped to alleviate the political tensions in the region.

in the late 1970s, the second phase of egyptian migration started and 
lasted to the mid-1980s. it consisted mainly of unskilled labour migration. 
Until 1977, libya was the main destination country but political relations 
cooled after egypt signed the Camp david accords with israel and saudi 
arabia, Jordan and iraq became the main destination countries. Many egyp-
tians were hired for construction works in the gulf and Jordan. the govern-
ment started supporting the migration of doctors, laboratory and medical 
workers and nurses, which was reflected in the number of these profession-
als who left the country. iraq, with its liberal migration policy and a labour 
shortfall during the war with iran, became a popular destination of the egyp-
tian unskilled migrants in the second phase. however, rural migrants were 
not employed in agriculture, as they had expected, but in the construction in-
dustry. due to the considerable geographical distance, the migration wave re-
turned within four to five years.

Compared to the 1970s, egyptian migration from the mid-1980s on had 
an altogether different character as there was a change in the global econ-
omy, politics and technical conditions. egyptian labour faced new interna-
tional and domestic phenomena, such as:

1) The end of the Gulf War;
2) Falling oil prices and slow-down of the GCC countries’ economies;
3) Completion of planned projects in the gCC countries and lower de-

mand for labour in the construction industry;
4) a tendency to replace foreign labour with domestic employees, who 

had managed to acquire the necessary skills and education in the mean-
time.

the third phase of the migration cycle, from the late 1980s to the present, 
has been parallel to changes in the political and economic atmosphere in the 
Middle East, which had an impact on changing migration flows. From the 
mid-1980s on, saudi arabia preferred skilled workers from egypt, while the 
asian countries and Yemen met the country’s demand for unskilled labour. 
In 1974–1993, 11 bilateral agreements were signed with labour importing 
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1990s, saudi arabia still hosted about 70% of egyptian migrants working 
abroad. egyptians also took advantage of job opportunities in Kuwait, the 
Uae and oman. the number of contracts signed with the gCC countries 
has been decreasing since the mid-1980s. over 50% of egyptians employed 
in saudi arabia were unskilled labourers, employed in production, the con-
struction industry and agriculture. around 20% of them worked part-time. in 
Jordan, egyptians were employed as blue-collar workers in production, trans-
port and agriculture, having replaced the Jordanians who left to work abroad. 
Most of them worked in agriculture together with Jordanian and palestinian 
women. they were not respected by the Jordanian society and were exploited 
(given low wages)80. Currently, their dominant position in the agricultural sec-
tor is being threatened by yet cheaper bangladeshi labourers.

it is interesting to note that about one-third of the egyptians who returned 
from Kuwait and libya were engineers and scientists. Most of the migrants 
returned after 1982 to egypt, as their job contracts terminated. egyptians 
mostly invested their savings in real estate (houses in the country, flats in 
the city). a smaller number of egyptians worked in other countries, such 
as syria (90,000), lebanon (50,000), france (36,000) and italy (27,000). 
about 15,000 egyptians worked in israel before the intifada, but their num-
ber dropped to 2,000 after it terminated. some of them married arab women 
with israeli citizenship there.81

the main incentive for migration is a desire to earn money. the dynamics 
of migration are influenced by centrifugal and centripetal factors: these are 
demand/supply, surplus of labour and relatives of migrants in the host coun-
try, who usually help the new arrivals to achieve a stable position on the la-
bour market.

High inflation and decreasing buying power became the main drivers of 
migration. Young people worried about high costs of housing, limited in-
come in the public sector and high unemployment of university graduates. 
high costs of living were responsible for the draining of many highly edu-
cated and highly skilled professionals (doctors, engineers, bankers, etc.). the 

80 van aken, Mauro: egyptian farm labourers in the Jordan valley: hierarchy of Migrants, 
hierarchy of places, University of Milan, bicocca, www.cermoc.lb.refer.org/migration/
projetseng/maurovanAken.html.
81 Ishkālīyat al-hijra fī al-Mutawassiṭ: at-tawajjuhāt al-mustaqbalīya: op. cit., p. 132. 

various information, statistics and surveys on egyptian labour. What makes 
analyzing the Egyptian migration more difficult is that it is being monitored 
by many, often-competing institutions, and the integration and correlation of 
information is often very complicated.

Analysis of Temporary Labour Migration (hijra muwaqqata)

the egyptians work abroad mostly on the basis of contracts. permanent mi-
grants usually do not send their wages by money transfers and they do not 
return to their home country. temporary migrants, on the other hand, usu-
ally sign contracts for a clearly specified period during which they work in 
the host country. in the 1990s, temporary migration was negotiated in four 
forms:

• temporary secondment through a competent public or governmental 
institution or through personal contracts with government-owned or 
private entities in the arab countries (for the duration of the develop-
ment projects);

• Leaving the country and searching for jobs with the help of official 
channels;

• Searching for jobs through unofficial channels, such as tourism or vis-
its;

• Jobs found through subsidiaries of egyptian companies, especially in 
the construction industry.

in the host countries, egyptians occupied jobs for which there was a lack 
of skilled local labour, or which were considered demeaning by the locals. 
for instance, the saudis do not like to work in the construction industry or 
the iraqis in agriculture.

in the 1970s and 1980s, egyptian labour was directed mainly to iraq, 
saudi arabia, libya and Jordan. in the 1990s, the number of egyptian work-
ers in the gCC countries dropped (as the development projects were com-
pleted) and after the gulf War, almost all the egyptian guest workers left the 
region. The political tension with Libya in the first half of the 1990s dramat-
ically reduced the number of the egyptians working in libya. in the mid-
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the start of the 21st century, and 400,000 of them remained in Jordan.83 there 
is still some demand for skilled labour, which, however, egypt and other arab 
countries cannot sufficiently supply.

Most of the GCC countries favour cheaper and more efficient labour from 
east and south asia84. For instance, Qatar completely halted the influx of 
egyptian migration, although in this particular case it was due to political tit-
for-tat over egypt’s refusal to take part in the Mena summit in doha (no-
vember 1997). The unemployment issue will not be solved by the outflow 
of egyptians into the eU countries, which have been imposing tight restric-
tions on legal migration since the 1970s. in the 1990s, there was demand in 
the EU countries for educated, elite labour, the influx of which is regulated 
by bilateral agreements with the Mediterranean countries (such as france) or 
by quotas (germany). seasonal jobs are another possibility but this is unac-
ceptable for the egyptians due to geographical distance.

the demographers predict higher demand for foreign labour in ageing eu-
rope on the mid-term horizon. europe, however, remains the principal des-
tination of Maghreb and turkish migration as the egyptians traditionally fa-
vour jobs in the gCC countries. recently, the egyptians have shown some 
interest in the CoMesa markets and australia. at the start of the 21st cen-
tury, the egyptian Ministry of Manpower and immigration showed interest 
in job opportunities in scandinavia. a small number of egyptians worked in 
italy in the 1990s.

Due to the issues mentioned above, the once-profitable labour trade is fall-
ing into decline, which is reflected in the poor results achieved by some of the 
head-hunter agencies offering jobs in the gulf. the Ministry of Manpower 
and immigration refused to renew licences to many of them85 – not only be-
cause of falling demand, but also because of frauds perpetrated against des-
perate egyptian workers, who were exploited especially by illegal, tempo-
rary, short-term contracts with no financial guarantees or insurance.

83 Ishkālīyat al-hijra fī al-Mutawassiṭ: at-tawajjuhāt al-mustaqbalīya: op. cit., p. 129.
84 in 1999, there were about 700,000 egyptians in saudi arabia, 25,000 egyptians in Qatar and 
about 110,000 egyptians in the Uae. their exact number in Jordan, libya and lebanon are not 
known (data published by the Ministry of labour and training of egypt). fatemah farag: Who 
Protects Migrant Workers? Al-Ahram, 25 November–1 December 1999, p. 457.
85 Shaimaa Labib: Less Jobs in the Gulf, Al-Ahrām, 24 to 30 September 1998. 

difference in wages in egypt and some oil-rich countries played an impor-
tant role, too.82

the high unemployment which started in the 1950s due to a population 
boom was a key driver of migration. there was strong overpopulation espe-
cially in Cairo and therefore most of the migrating workers came from this 
city. in the 1990s, however, the government put more emphasis on the promo-
tion of migration than on employment policy – which is a strategy that does 
not seem to be very successful at the moment. globalization has emphasized 
some social problems that had been caused by the privatization process. one 
of the major problems is a lack of quality education, especially in technical 
professions, which are in most demand in egypt.

since the early 1980s, there have been several campaigns to reduce the 
demographic growth. the aim of these campaigns was to persuade people of 
the advantages of family planning. demographic experts, nevertheless, ex-
pect that the demographic pressure could diminish in future. the egyptian 
authorities are now trying to reduce the population growth in the cities and 
to shift some of the people to the rural, desert areas of the country. by 2020, 
it is expected that the habitable area of the country will grow from the cur-
rent 5% to 15%.

in the early 21st century, it can hardly be expected that there will be a new 
boom for egyptian foreign workers like in the 1970s and 1980s. after the 
Gulf War, Iraq, due to serious economic problems, severely limited the influx 
of foreign labour. in the late 1990s, only 100,000 egyptians worked in the 
country, and when saddam hussein fell from power this number was reduced 
yet again due to instability and chaos. Libya, too, limits with some fluctua-
tion the influx of foreign Arab labourers and gives preference to less-demand-
ing african migrants, who are hired, for instance, for the irrigation works 
in the south of the country. the economic recession after the gulf War and 
the long-term downward trend of oil prices (since the mid-1980s) made the 
gCC countries re-evaluate their migration employment policy. Many coun-
tries took measures to ensure that domestic workers were given preference. 
in the gCC countries, there were around 500,000 egyptian guest workers at 

82 For instance, in the GCC countries, university professors receive a five times higher salary 
than in egypt.
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Money transfers sent by migrant workers is a phenomenon that strengthens 
the interdependence of host and source countries, which must reach a mutual 
agreement and define cooperation in the area. The situation compels them to 
accept some kind of migration policy. transfers affect many sectors of the 
economy. documents of the international Monetary fund use the term “re-
mittance country” to indicate a country in which the volume of money trans-
fers amounts to 50% or more of exports of goods and services. in the early 
1990s, egypt became such a country, with money transfers accounting for 
more than 200% of exports, according to the iMf publication the interna-
tional financial statistics.

the egyptian government divides transfers into several categories: trans-
fers in cash converted to egyptian pounds, foreign currencies saved in the 
banks of the source country, imports financed by the Own Exchange Ex-
port system and undeclared goods brought in by returning migrants. in the 
1970s and 1980s illicit trade boomed, strengthened by the influx of unde-
clared transfers – this undermined the efforts of the Egyptian government 
to make the egyptian currency more stable and to achieve a more balanced 
budget. The government faced these pressures by issuing special, beneficial 
bonds and by establishing a major bank to attract official money transfers. 
nevertheless, the government failed to disrupt the black market. special im-
port measures and a number of exchange rates were introduced, but all of this 
failed due to the guest workers’ suspicious attitude towards government fi-
nancial policies and ever-changing bank rules. guest workers tended to buy 
foreign goods as local goods were of inferior quality or lacking. the so-called 
“suitcase trade” boomed.

the egyptian workers in the gulf saved on average about 55 % of their 
wages but only about half of this sum was transferred to egypt. the data pub-
lished by the egyptian Central bank shows that in 1993 wage transfers in 
cash almost doubled compared to 1983 and represented about 70% of earn-
ings. this trend continued. transfers in the form of goods, on the contrary, 
significantly dropped in the 1990s. Unification of exchange rates and an in-
terest rate increase in 1991 only strengthened this trend.

in the 1970s and 1980s labourers could send their wages in foreign cur-
rency home and their families could exchange them for egyptian pounds at an 
unfavourable rate. Everything changed after the exchange rates were unified 
in 1991 and the black market eliminated. in Cairo, specialised stores were  

Money Transfers by Egyptian Labourers

in the last three decades, migration has been a key process with major mac-
roeconomic and microeconomic impacts. economic growth and migration 
are mutually conditioned by the following factors: transfers, exchange rates, 
state revenues, local interest rates, prices, domestic and international infla-
tion, numbers of migrating workers, imports, trade balance and demand for 
foreign currency. Microeconomic influences depend on willingness to trans-
fer wages, low tendencies to save and spending of the imported capital. in 
egypt’s case, wage transfers, savings and investment were not in proportion 
to the volume of migration as was usually the case elsewhere.

surveys have shown that guest workers’ use of earned income is deter-
mined by their education, since educated guest workers are often motivated 
to stay abroad as long as possible. educated workers also have characteristic 
spending habits. the high taxes in egypt proved to be an important hindrance 
for migrants to saving or investing their money in egypt.86 it’s evident that 
such a pattern of behaviour had a negative impact on gdp growth. frequent 
changes of bank rules and different interest rates at home and abroad increased 
distrust, resulting in a decrease in the volume of financial resources transferred 
to the home country. With their eccentric shopping habits (buying of scarce, 
luxury, foreign goods, for instance) the egyptian guest workers transformed 
the shopping practice in their country, creating a preference for foreign goods. 
The difference in inflation rates at home and abroad also played a role to the 
advantage of guest workers, whose buying power was significantly higher. 
High inflation rates abroad usually reduced guest workers’ savings and had an 
impact on the duration of their stay abroad or their decision to migrate.

the re-integration of migrant workers into the labour markets in their 
home countries proved to be a problem, too, due to high unemployment rates. 
the returning guest workers often invested in some minor business project in 
order to be self-employed or left their home country again. Much depended 
on the social integration of the individual. some migrant workers married and 
assimilated into a society of the receiving country, which had a considerable 
impact on transfers to the home country.

86 according to the World economic and social survey (2004, p. 102), egypt one of the coun-
tries with the highest costs on transferring the sum of USD 200 – amounting to 13.8%. 
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and investment activity in egypt’s urban areas. gdp grew to Usd 22 billion 
with a Usd 10 billion increase in remittances.89

Unemployment was on the rise in the 1990s as the prospects of a more 
massive migration faded away and the public sector companies fell into de-
cline in the globalization era. there was a huge gap between agricultural pro-
duction and consumption, which had several causes. labour migration and 
unemployment in egypt were partially caused by the inability of the econ-
omy to absorb workers released from the traditional agricultural sector into 
the “modern sector”. The economy also had problems with reabsorbing mi-
grant workers. high unemployment among returning migrant workers was 
another issue.

the last interesting trend in the egyptian market was the import of un-
skilled foreign workers to replace local labour. egypt has been slowly trans-
forming into a foreign migration recipient country, although the export of la-
bour still dominates. it is evident that labour migration has both positive and 
negative aspects, including excessive demand for imported goods and a pro-
found change in consumer habits, as remarked above.

sociological surveys have shown that labour migration also has an impact 
on family ties as it is mainly men who leave to work abroad (especially for 
the gulf countries). less frequently, both parents leave egypt to work abroad, 
leaving the children in the care of grandparents. rich guest workers’ children 
who lack supervision are prone to problematic behaviour (e.g. drug abuse). 
Migration contributed to the feminization of the egyptian family, which has 
given women greater freedom of choice.90

some sociologists have shown that migration leads to individualism and 
materialism and weakens traditional social goals and values. the migrants 
have an opportunity to compare egypt’s economic and social conditions with 
those in other countries, which leads to their increased dissatisfaction with 
life in egypt. returning migrants go through a longer cycle of frustration 
and are characterized by a sense of superiority with regard to existing in-
stitutions. social and economic inadaptability often compel repatriated mi-

89 World economic and social survey 2004, Chapter iv: economic impact of international Mi-
gration, p. 110. 
90 for details see Cairo demographic Centre (1996), the impact of Male employment abroad 
on the lives of Wives and Children, Cairo 1996.

established that sold luxury goods and accepted not only dollars, but also 
other currencies of the gCC countries. these stores deposited their reve-
nues in an official, state banking institution at the official exchange rate. Mi-
grants could save their foreign-earned money in the banks and receive the  
kind of advantageous interest usual in the euro-dollar zone. temporary mi-
grants returned home after the contracts terminated with durable consumer 
goods.

Unofficial disposal of earnings was quite easy. The money were often ex-
changed on the black market, which operated on the principle of demand 
and not the exchange rate. Migrants often sold foreign currencies to egyp-
tian moneychangers. the demand was quite high: pilgrims to Mecca, peo-
ple travelling abroad, businessmen. there was also speculation on the black 
market, which determined the demand for foreign currency acquired from 
transfers. higher interests on savings in pounds stimulated saving. in the 
1990s, the income from money transfers rose to such an extent that it ex-
ceeded the total incomes from the suez Canal, oil exports and the tourist in-
dustry. In the fiscal year 1992/93 they were around USD 7 billion. Egypt oc-
cupied 5th position in volume of remittances globally in 2002 (around Usd 
3.8 billion).87 in the early 1990s, the income from money transfers helped 
to compensate for a temporary deficit in tourism incomes resulting from Is-
lamic terrorist attacks.

The economic impact of the transferred money was dubious, as the finan-
cial transfers served mainly to increase families’ standards of living rather 
than business investments and profit generation. Migration drew highly 
skilled labour from the market and these guest workers usually did not send 
their wages home. It significantly contributed to the growth of demand in-
flation in the 1970s and 1980s.88 in some industries the lack of labour drove 
wages higher (the construction industry, electricity services, carpenters, etc.) 
and labour migration had an impact on education and healthcare, too. due to 
the stronger buying power of the migrants, the prices of land (both for hous-
ing and agriculture) rose five-fold in the 1970s. Despite this, some sources 
claim that in the 1990s, the money transfers helped to increase productivity 

87 Source: UN/DESA, based on IMF, Balance of Payment Statistics Database.
88 for details see looney, r. e.: Macroeconomic impact of Workers’ remittance on arab World 
Labour Exporting Countries, International Migration, XXVIII (1), (1990), pp. 25–45.
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ered by the egyptian government. the reconstruction of Kuwait also relied 
on labour from asian countries, which had been given preference since the 
mid-eighties, as it was two to three times cheaper than comparable arab la-
bour. following the iraqi aggression, Jordanians, palestinians, Yemenis and 
sudanese had to leave the gCC countries. Jordanian-palestinian migrants 
were highly educated and, following the israeli occupation in 1967, included 
entire families. Pursuant to the “Damascus Declaration”, this “disloyal la-
bour” was replaced primarily by Egyptians.

Return of Egyptians from Libya
from the mid-1970s on, egyptian workers gravitated to libya. as transpor-
tation costs were low, this destination appealed to the poorer, less solvent 
egyptian classes. september 1985 saw a political rupture between tripoli 
and Cairo, which developed into expulsion of egyptian labour from libya. 
subsequently, egypt’s Ministry of labour received about 18,000 com-
plaints, which were not processed until 1990. in late 1993, egypt’s relations 
with other arab countries improved and egyptian labour once again started 
streaming into saudi arabia, libya, Kuwait, and Jordan. in 1993 libya re-
ceived approximately 23% of all egyptian labourers, but in 1995 egyptians 
were ousted from the libyan labour market again, in retaliation for the open-
ing of the peace process with israel. at that time, libya also expelled pal-
estinians and sudanese. in the late 1990s, egyptian labour was replaced by 
immigrants from sub-saharan africa, working on irrigation projects in the 
south of the country.

Egyptian Migration to Jordan and Iraq
iraq received half-educated or uneducated egyptian workers and allowed 
them the same conditions as those enjoyed by the local population. they 
were supposed to fill the jobs left vacant by Iraqi soldiers who had gone to 
the front during the Iraq–Iran War.92 the working conditions were poor and 
further deteriorated in the course of the gulf War. at that time, egyptians’ 
savings also waned. Wage transfers dropped as a result of restrictions on for-
eign currency exchange. tension and violence occasionally erupted between 

92 toth, J.: op. cit., p. 9.

grants to leave the country again. dissatisfaction often stems from the consid-
erably lower wages that the migrants receive at home for the same job. the 
migrants also accept the conservative islamic values of the rich arab coun-
tries in the gulf and tend to introduce these at home. this trend gave rise to 
the category of “religious entrepreneurs” who sympathised in the 1990s with 
the claims of the islamists.

Foreign and Domestic Events that had an Important Effect 
on Migration Flows to and from Egypt

First Gulf War and Migration
before the gulf invasion, the egyptians in the arab countries numbered about 
1.9 million, of which roughly 83% worked in iraq, saudi arabia, and Kuwait. 
in the wake of the iraqi invasion, more than a million foreign workers had to 
leave the gulf countries. half of these were egyptians leaving iraq and Ku-
wait. they left their property behind, often failing to collect their wages and 
savings. the massive transfer of people caused the egyptian government 
enormous difficulties in incorporating the returnees in work and in the social 
system. egypt’s statistics suggest that about half a million people returned to 
the country. the crisis was aggravated by a concurrent drop in oil prices and 
replacement of foreign workforce by local workers.

egypt temporarily lost income from wage transfers. the estimated total 
loss incurred by Egypt as a result of the suspension of financial transfers was 
roughly Usd 2bn in 1990. allegedly, egyptian workers from Kuwait lost 
savings worth Usd 13bn.91

the situation improved after 1991, when egyptian workers replaced 
(400,000) “disloyal” Palestinians in Kuwait, although many of them com-
plained about bad treatment by Kuwaitis. in the 1990s, some 200,000 egyp-
tians were employed in Kuwait, although their number was decreasing. Ku-
wait also had illegal egyptian immigrants, working largely in construction 
(about 30,000 people), but this type of migration was risky. detained illegal 
immigrants were repatriated to egypt and their transport costs had to be cov-

91 for more details see Wahba, sadek: What determines Workers’ remittances? finance and de-
velopment, Dec. 1991, 28(4), pp. 41–44.
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intensive projects required highly professional management in terms of us-
ing modern electronic information systems.

foreign workers in some countries had to face sophisticated rules restrict-
ing wage transfers to their homelands. between 1986 and 1989, the iraqi gov-
ernment introduced rules which substantially limited wage transfers to egypt. 
numerous labourers left iraq due to these measures. the estimated loss in-
curred by egyptian labour amounted to 1.2 billion dinars per annum. in 1993, 
libya had 500,000 egyptian workers who could transfer only 50% of their 
wages, i.e. about 100–125 dinars at the official exchange rate.

the political stance of Yemen during the first gulf War (1991) led to 
a forced exodus of many Yemenis from saudi arabia and other gulf coun-
tries. problems were encountered by egyptians, too. devaluation of the 
Yemeni rial against the Us dollar on the free market was accompanied by 
a change in the official exchange rate. As only 50% of wages were paid in 
dollars, the measure contributed indirectly to a reduction in wages. Infla-
tion led to a growth in the prices of goods and services by 400%, which was 
not accompanied by a growth in wages. Moreover, contracts in the private 
sector were subject to increased tax and social payments, which also led to 
a wage reduction.

from around the 1980s, the gulf countries, unlike iraq, started to give 
preference to asian labour, which was due to two factors:

• Asian labourers accepted lower wages than Arabs;
• asian labour was more precise, worked more intensively and was more 

disciplined than Arab labour;
• Asian labour was usually proficient in English, which is essential for 

modern business;
• recruitment of asian labour was perfectly organized, which allowed for 

better selection according to profession and teamwork requirements. 
When asian job seekers failed to get employment, they paid for their 
own return journeys to their homelands.

on the other hand, egyptian labour was sometimes preferred to asian la-
bour because of their arabic language, as computers often used arabic soft-
ware. the presence of egyptian labour in arab countries was due to political 
developments (bilateral relations or regional situations).

iraqis returning from the front after the war and egyptians who were occupy-
ing their jobs and hampering their involvement in civilian life. in many cases 
egyptians were even forced to serve in the iraqi army.

the Jordanian boom of the early 1980s was brought about by massive 
wage transfers from Jordanian labourers in the gulf, which made employ-
ment of unskilled egyptian labour possible. Upon the return of Jordanians 
from the gulf in the early 1990s, Jordan adopted a restrictive migration pol-
icy. both Jordan and iraq were perceived by egyptians as unattractive host 
countries, owing to low earnings and poor working conditions.

Social Integration of Egyptian Guest Workers

social contacts between egyptians and the local population were almost ex-
clusively confined to labour issues. Locals, as a rule, felt superior to immi-
grants, irrespective of their islamic and arab origin. interpretation of law, too, 
placed the “second-rate” immigrants at a disadvantage. Political, economic 
and administrative laws were often used to discriminate against the foreign 
labour, which traditionally maintained loyalty to the host country’s regime.

it happened repeatedly that initial contracts were cancelled upon arrival 
in the host country and the unsuspecting migrants were required to sign new 
contracts, which offered considerably smaller advantages and were often dis-
criminatory. there was no overall legal framework to protect immigrants, 
who often accepted the new offer for fear of being repatriated. in rare cases, 
they submitted the case to local courts, which usually decided against them.

arab countries typically complain about segregation and harsh treatment 
of arab immigrants in the eU countries, but considerably more drastic forms 
of social exploitation are faced by arab, islamic immigrants, for instance in 
the gulf countries, lebanon, libya and Jordan.

Currently, another obstacle has emerged, which hinders less skilled la-
bour from securing jobs on the demanding gulf labour market. egyptian la-
bour is not trained to work with modern technologies (computers, fax ma-
chines, electronic devices), which became widespread in the second half of 
the 1990s. Koreans, for instance, are successful in securing jobs in the Uae, 
as they are better than egyptians at using the above technologies. a similar 
situation could be observed in the late 1990s in Kuwait and Qatar. Capital-
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tial losses. it is evident that reliance on income from migration has made 
egypt’s economy more vulnerable to the effects of political turbulence in 
the region. to help increase the demand for egyptian labour, the govern-
ment has to adopt certain measures in advance, such as organizing english 
courses for emigrants or increasing their ability to use modern technology in 
their respective professions. the ideal is to develop an education system that 
will adapt its orientation to current demand and pay much more attention to 
technical disciplines.

in the 1990s the egyptian government adopted a number of useful mea-
sures, which made wage transfers to the country by workers abroad eas-
ier (unification of exchange rates and increased interest rates on deposits in 
the domestic currency). a widely discussed topic is the issue of establishing 
egyptian companies in host countries to recruit egyptian labour. further-
more, it will be necessary to encourage returning workers to invest in small 
projects and to give investors tax breaks or provide other incentives. it will be 
necessary to predict more accurately the return of labour and the length of its 
stay, in order to prevent migration shocks. the problem is that data regarding 
labour migration are often lacking or intentionally distorted, so that an early 
warning system geared to rapid reaction does not really work.

egypt is not only a source of labour migration, but harbours numerous ref-
ugees from the surrounding countries. Most refugees came from conflict-rid-
den areas or places of humanitarian disaster. little is known about the impact 
of severe ecological changes on the growth of migration.

Internal Migration

the characteristics of internal migration from rural areas to cities, which 
has considerable dynamics in egypt, is also interesting. it did not stop dur-
ing nasser’s import substitution policy, sadat’s open-door policy (infitah) or 
Mubarak’s period of liberalization and structural reforms.

the high unemployment rate in rural areas and the prospect of higher earn-
ings in cities is the main motive behind migration. the scope of rural migra-
tion into cities grew to enormous proportions. in the 1960s, rural migration to 
Cairo amounted to 700,000 people per annum. In the 1970s, the figure rose to 
one million and in the late 1980s it reached 1.4 million. education has a deci-
sive effect on the migration flow from rural or small-town locations to large 
cities. the cities that attract most people in egypt are Cairo, giza, and alex-
andria, which had about 21.5% of the total population, while other cities, es-
pecially in the Canal zone, had another 43%.93 the group most attracted by 
large cities is that of young adults (aged 15 to 34), while adults aged 35 and 
above return from cities to rural areas.94 Urban agglomerations have been fill-
ing up since the 1980s with young and better educated citizens, which affects 
differences in labour productivity in rural and urban areas.

Conclusions

experts disagree as to whether the restrictive migration policy will cause 
greater damage than constant temporary migration accompanied by poten-

93 CapMas statistics, egypt statistical Yearbook 1996.
94 these results are based on a detailed analysis by barry McCormick and Jackline Wahba: big 
Cities and Migration: Evidence from Egypt; in: Ismail Sirageldin: Human Capital, Population 
economics in the Middle east, an economic research forum edition, the american Univer-
sity in Cairo Press, Cairo 2002, pp. 326–341.
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Characteristics of the Region

objective research into migration movements in the region has to take into 
account all economic, political and social aspects that affect migration. the 
levant countries share some peculiarities which set them apart in terms of 
their regional or international involvement and their different degree of sen-
sitivity to regional and international exposure. they are typically small and 
dependent countries with limited raw material resources. they are threatened 
by violent political conflicts and abrupt territorial or population fluctuations. 
their economies are unstable and are considerably more interconnected, even 
when compared with countries absolutely dependent on migration (egypt). 
integration tendencies in the economic sphere are apparent between lebanon 
and syria on the one hand, and palestine and Jordan on the other.

all the countries in the region have small populations, which means that 
any type and scope of migration has a very strong effect. the regional oil 
boom had a considerable impact particularly on Jordan and palestine, becom-
ing an “absolute indicator” that accounted for all aspects of life and economy. 
small, irregular frontier and seasonal migration had its strategic importance. 
The ecological factor (such as desertification, shortage of water and arable 
land for farming, contamination threats etc.) has become very important.

the small population also translated to a small workforce. another feature 
is an extremely young population in these countries, where nearly half of the 
population is under legal working age. the ousting of women from the la-
bour market revealed the high degree of their dependency.
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a historical snapshot will clarify the interdependency of the region, which 
used to be a part of what was referred to as “Greater Syria”, until it divided 
into the nation states syria, palestine, lebanon and Jordan. before World War 
I, all emigrants from this region were called, or identified themselves as “Syr-
ians”. They were occasionally referred to as Turks in summary statistics, ow-
ing to their affiliation to the Ottoman Empire. Numerous communities abroad 
now identify themselves with the syrian or syrian-lebanese community, al-
though new categories of identification have emerged.

in the case of lebanon and syria, there are two phases of emigration in 
the period prior to World War i:

1) from the mid-17th century till the mid-19th century a limited number 
of emigrants left for egypt and major centres of trade between europe 
and the Middle east (livorno, Marseille and Manchester). they were 
mostly Christian and Jewish merchants from large cities such as aleppo 
(halab), damascus, and later also beirut.

2) from the late 19th century until World War i, unrestricted migration 
to north and south america occurred, although the ottoman authori-
ties occasionally attempted to reduce the outflow by administrative re-
strictions, such as lengthy procedures for issuing travel permits, which 
proved very effective. this emigration mostly involved Christians and 
the druze. Most emigrants had limited education and very little skills, 
except perhaps farming.

identically to the second lebanese phase, there was palestinian (espe-
cially Christian) migration from the cities and areas (bethlehem, beit sa-
hour, beit Jala) located in the West bank. this process had its analogy in 
lebanon, as it had the same starting points and almost the same migration 
trajectories. the 19th-century migration, whether from lebanon or palestine, 
may be described as a limited one. Most of the emigrants were young, sin-
gle men who first journeyed to Europe and then on to the New World. Some 
of them returned.

the economic depression after World War i was a powerful stimulus at-
tracting these people from the Usa and latin america back to their own 
countries. a great number of the emigrants returned in 1926 and in 1933. 
They confirmed their sympathies and connections to their homeland by 

Migration patterns usually cannot emerge in situations with rapid changes, 
as they would not lead to a long-term change in the characteristics of the 
economy and population. it has been clear in practice that implementation of 
policies in these countries has more resembled crisis management than mi-
gration control. the only exception was Jordan, particularly from 1970 to 
1990. In this period the strategy geared to educating “export” labour became 
a part of its three-year and five-year plans.

the chief objective of lebanon’s development plan was to ward off so-
cial discontent. reforms at the turn of the century were used to attract for-
eign direct investments, but resulted in impoverishment of rural areas. there 
was a massive relocation of population from rural areas to prosperous cities 
along the coast and abroad.95 rural areas have lost their elites, intelligentsia 
and young labour, who have been leaving for cities. as a result of the israeli 
occupation of southern Lebanon and long-term conflicts, the local popula-
tion dropped to one sixth of its previous size to the current 50,000.96 pales-
tine did not have a national development plan or any other form of economic 
policy prior to the establishment of the palestinian authority. the citizens of 
all the countries had compelling reasons for emigration and seeking a better 
life elsewhere. the governments had to address refugee problems and deal 
with internal population transfers.

History and Tradition of Migration

due to a strong connection between the current forms of migration and tradi-
tional, past factors, it is important to consider the issue from a synchronous 
perspective. successful migration waves and a broad geographic range of em-
igration have developed traditions for numerous families and regions. fam-
ily networks of the levant population have spread around the globe, giving 
individuals a wide range of options in planning their future. a key factor has 
been forced relocation due to war.

95 information international’s nov. 2001 survey “lebanese emigration: Characteristics of emi-
grants” contends that the causes of migration are primarily economic rather than political or sec-
tarian. about 20,000 people with higher and technical education emigrate annually.
96 The size of internal migration from the south is not known, but this figure is consensually ac-
cepted. Lebanon Revisited: A Transition Strategy 2003–2005, USAID/Lebanon, August 2002.
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illicit petty trade became the main source of income for the emigrants 
upon arrival in a foreign country. in brazil, for instance, they took over this 
“trade” from the Eastern Jews who had formerly conducted it. This type of 
livelihood also contributed to the americanization of arab migration. When 
these immigrants accumulated enough capital, they settled in cities as shop-
keepers in groceries, ironmongers’ and clothes shops. some became whole-
salers, while others became manufacturers of textiles or other goods. an 
identical or similar development could be seen in the Caribbean and latin 
america. advancing capitalism isolated a majority of arabs from manufac-
turing. instead, they helped to sell consumer goods in different corners of the 
world. In this way emigrants helped to created “trade diasporas” in the New 
World, australia and West africa.

the question that arises is to what extent this development affected the ini-
tial regional migration patterns, given the considerable distance of the new 
emigration centres. in the 19th century, Maronites migrated to tripoli, latakia 
and to the palestinian coast, while the druze relocated from the mountainous 
area of lebanon to syria (Jabal ad-duruz area). as early as the 18th century, 
greek Catholics from the southern harbour saida controlled a major part of 
syrian maritime trade with egypt. they operated using ships belonging to 
the french from their homeport of damietta. the revolutionary wars weak-
ened the french power, which further strengthened the trade prosperity of 
the Maronites. their presence was strengthened in 19th century egypt, where 
50,000 syrians would settle in the early 20th century. they played a lead-
ing role in egypt’s press and trade and engaged especially in liberal profes-
sions.

at that time, there was a constant movement of peasants, merchants, arti-
sans and urban labourers between palestine, syria, Jordan and lebanon. in-
terestingly, demographic migration stereotypes did not cease to have an effect 
after the formation of nation states and fixed borders. Traditional migration 
routes started to take shape in the 19th and 20th centuries. they helped to sin-
gle out some communities, regions and individuals, and determined the di-
rections of migration.

historical emigration cycles, combined with current migration movements 
and trends, had a decisive influence on the formation of Arab communities 
in many countries of the world: the Usa, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, 
brazil, argentina, honduras, guatemala, australia, ghana, senegal, liberia, 

money transfers or by supporting charities in lebanon and syria. families 
invested in their sons, transferred capital for them, and provided them with 
money for travel. some professional organizations and agents were also 
busy persuading young people to emigrate and helping them organize the  
journey. the journeys were not always bound for america, but also for al-
geria and french sub-saharan africa, which were also under french colo-
nial rule.97

after strong communities were formed in the destination countries, family 
members and relatives started emigrating more extensively. some emigrants 
were denied entry to north america, and therefore headed to south america. 
after leaving european harbours, they often ended up on the coast of West 
africa, instead of heading on to their american dreamland.98 It is not difficult 
to explain the causes behind migration prior to World War i. the high popu-
lation growth was not matched by the absorption capacity of the economies 
and the lack of openness towards the rest of the world.

a temporary stimulus to migration consisted of civil unrest in lebanon in 
1860. other stimuli were subsequent restrictions on freedom of speech, poor 
relations between Muslims and Christians in syrian cities, fear of conscrip-
tion to the ottoman army, attempts to achieve better education and the desire 
for prosperity abroad. a considerable role was also played by foreign mis-
sionary education institutions, which helped to isolate villagers from their 
culture without matching the education provided to the needs of local econo-
mies. in palestine many Muslims even converted or passed themselves off as 
Christians, which allowed them to emigrate. The influx of machines for man-
ufacturing goods in the 19th century dealt a heavy blow to local handicrafts, 
causing increased migration of artisans to villages or the desert inland (e.g. 
in Jordan). emigration changed the characteristics of social relations and so-
ciety as such, as it disrupted traditional patriarchal connections, gender rela-
tionships and the general population paradigm.

97 labaki, boutros: the role of transnational Communities in fostering development in Coun-
tries of origin, United nations expert group Meeting on international Migration and devel-
opment in the arab region, population division, department of economic and social affairs, 
United Nations Secretariat, Beirut, 15–17 May 2006.
98 lebanese live primarily in the following african countries: ivory Coast (70,000), senegal 
(30,000) and nigeria (25,000). Migration news, dec. 2002, vol. 9, no. 12.
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these communities steadily grew, helping to integrate more immigrants 
in the given countries. Alongside their activities, rifts and conflicts inside 
the ethnic community were rife. various proportions of nationals of differ-
ent arab countries are found in the different host countries. for instance, de-
aborn, Michigan, has Muslim lebanese, West bank palestinians and north 
Yemenis. data from Zogby international from 1990 suggest that a total of 
940,000 americans of arab origin lived in the Usa, 56% of them lebanese, 
14% Syrians, 11% Egyptians, 9% Palestinians and 2% Iraqis; the rest was 
accounted for by the other arab nationalities. by denomination, Catholics 
dominated with 42%, Muslims accounted for 23%, orthodox Christians for 
23% and protestants for 12%. With regard to geographic distribution, most 
of them lived in new York City, new Jersey, detroit, los angeles, atlanta, 
and deaborn.102 Most arabs came to the Usa in the great Migration period 
(approximately 1880–1924), largely from “Greater Syria” (Syrians, Palestin-
ians, Jordanians, and lebanese). later, arab migration was greatly restricted 
until 1965, due to legislation approved in 1917–1924. Beginning in 1965, the 
United states opened its doors to arab immigration once again. While arab 
Christians were the dominant group until 1965 (81%), it was Muslims in the 
years after (60%).103 in the 1970s and 1980s palestinians started settling in the 
Usa, especially after they lost jobs in the gulf. they mostly came to the Usa 
to study, but later changed their status to immigrants, and the process of fam-
ily reunion followed. Canada has about 160,000 arab immigrants, of whom 
45% are lebanese, 15% egyptians, and the rest from several arab countries 
(syria, Jordanians with palestinian nationality, iraq, Morocco, tunisia, al-
geria). it is clear that immigrants from the levant dominate in north amer-
ica, the majority among them being lebanese.

immigrants frequently have deep memories of their original homeland 
and a sense of common identity. their original homelands often assert their 
connection with famous countrymen abroad. the grandfather of argentin-
ean president Carlos Menem emigrated from syria.104 arab countries estab-
lish associations such as the ramallah hall, bethlehem society and the gen-

102 arab american encyclopedia, detroit, gale publishers 2000.
103 Approximately 400,000 people immigrated to the United States in 1965–1992, ibid.
104 after Menem became president, his birthplace organized extensive celebrations in his hon-
our. the city authorities named a street after him.

saudi arabia, Kuwait and other gulf countries (gCC), france, netherlands 
and scandinavia. integration of these emigrants within the communities in 
host countries is also proved by the participation of national leaders, politi-
cians and prominent figures in many areas of social life.99

the legendary founder of the arab community in 1879 in Cuba was anto-
nio farah of lebanon. lebanese and palestinians emigrated to the island in 
two waves in 1902–1912 and 1920-1931, which was possible thanks to the 
willingness of the Cuban authorities, as they needed labour for agriculture 
after Cuba’s civil war. the second reason was the passing of the immigra-
tion act in the Usa (1924), which considerably lowered the quota of immi-
grants, compelling them to leave for neighbouring countries including Cuba. 
Some of the Arabs fled after the Revolution, whereas others became involved 
in the building of the new state. For instance, Cuba’s first Minister of Jus-
tice after the revolution was alfredo djabir Maalouf and the Cuban ambas-
sador to france in the second half of the 1990s was r. Khouri. Cuban arabs 
included a number of well-known artists. approximately 15,000 arabs live 
on the island, 81% of them men.100 the arab community has formed the arab 
Union of Cuba (UaC).

a large community of arabs and Jews coexisted in peace up until the estab-
lishment of israel (1947) and achievement of independence by syria and leb-
anon (1945). however, in 1947 argentinean Jews demonstratively supported 
the establishment of israel, while argentina’s arabs supported the Committees 
for Defence and Support of Palestine. Later on, fierce street fighting erupted 
and several bomb attacks against Jewish and arab targets were carried out. 
Conflicts recurred immediately after eruption of the Arab-Israeli Wars (1967 
and 1973) and also after the launch of the peace process in the Middle east 
(1993 – bombing of the Israeli embassy). In the meantime, Argentina was wit-
ness to a cold war between the Jewish and arab communities, while the Jews 
were suspected of leading a targeted anti-arab campaign in latin america.101

99 for instance, in the city of san pedro sula in honduras, palestinians owned 75% of shops in 
the main shopping area in 1979. they controlled 50% of ironmongers’ shops in the city.
100 Garcia, Jiménez Mayda: Al-Hijra al-‘arabīya ilā al-Kārib fī al-qarnayn at-tāsi‘a ‘ashara wa al-
‘ishrīn: ḥālat Kūbā, Al-ḥiwar ath-thaqāfī al-‘arabī al-ibīrū imrīkī, Al-Munaẓẓamat al-‘arabīya li 
at-tarbīyat wa thaqāfat wa al-‘ulūm (ALESCO), Tūnis 2003, pp. 335–347.
101 ‘Abd al-Wahid Ikmir: ‘Arab al-Arjantīn wa an-niza‘ al-‘arabī al-isra‘īlī, op. cit., pp. 349–362.
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social welfare institutions. lebanese emigrants have know-how and skills, 
which they try to spread in their homeland.106

Regional Migration Stimuli

the regional framework of population movements in the past 50 years has 
been formed by wars and the oil economy. in the 1950s lebanese guest work-
ers transferred payments amounting to 5–7% of GDP to their homeland, but 
this income dropped sharply during the 15-year civil war (1975–1990), which 
happened to coincide with two oil booms.107 in addition to Jerusalem, the is-
sue of palestinian refugees is probably one that will block or slow down the 
peace process and the quest for a final status settlement. Palestinians still in-
sist on their right of return, even to israeli territory on the basis of United na-
tions general assembly resolution no. 191. this was indicated by the de-
velopment of the arab-israeli high-level talks at Camp david in 2000. the 
palestinian position is supported by the arab countries, as shown by the 
peace plan from the arab summit Conference in beirut (March 2002), the 
agenda of which included a demand to ensure the right of return for pales-
tinian refugees.

the populations of the countries in the region, irrespective of its division 
into nation states after World War i, are closely interconnected. Colonial wars 
and numerous regional conflicts have generated flows of refugees and inter-
nal population transfers, influencing structural changes of the economies. 
numerous population transfers after World War i were of the nature of fron-
tier migration and this trend has continued to this date: seasonal jobs, pas-
toral nomadism, blood connections and their related marriages across cities 
and villages and local trade in food and hand-crafted products. globalization 
also contributes towards a gradual dismantling of the role of state structures. 
this may result in an intensive political, and later demographic, turbulence 
and considerable migration pressures.

in the last three to four decades, labour migration has been the dominant 
phenomenon in all the levant countries. this situation is generally believed 

106 Labaki, Boutrus: op. cit., pp. 7–9. 
107 labaki, boutrus: ibid., p. 4.

eral Union of palestinian Women. graduates of an arab american univer-
sity provided a framework for expressing needs and for mobilizing solidarity 
with the objective of maintaining links with the countries of origin. a nega-
tive phenomenon is divisions in expatriate organizations in the wake of con-
flicts in their countries of origin. The immigrant communities also came to 
be influenced at an ideological and political level by alternative national con-
cepts. The influence of the Lebanese diaspora is very significant, prompting 
the establishment of lebanese political parties and movements across the de-
nominations, which established branches in countries of lebanese immigra-
tion.105 these branches abroad usually raised funds for the respective leb-
anese movement or party, but also for the support of militias built around 
the different denominations during the bloody civil war. immigrants usually 
wielded lesser influence in parties subordinated to notables and family clans, 
such as Kamal Jumblatt’s progressive national party (druze) or the leba-
nese forces (Christian). some communities formed supranational organi-
zations uniting denominational followers from around the world: the World 
Maronite Union, the annual druze congress, the Union of lebanese Muslim 
shiite emigrants in the World, the World Union of greek Catholics etc. rich 
immigrants started to replace traditional notables and after 2004 promoted the 
spreading of european-style liberalism in urban and rural parts of lebanon.

arab communities around the globe have created an extensive network, 
which has helped towards migration between communities within the differ-
ent countries, regions and continents. arabs from the Caribbean seize every 
opportunity to emigrate to europe. similarly, arabs from West africa often 
settle in europe, where living conditions are considerably better. lebanese 
emigrants do not invest only in activities conducive to personal profit, but 
also finance projects of public interest and benefit. In his study, Boutrus La-
baki gives a detailed description of a number of activities implemented by 
lebanese emigrants in education, health care, funding of infrastructure and 

105 pierre and Maurice gemayel (born in egypt) founded the right-wing Maronite falangist 
party. antun saada (brazil), for his part, was behind the establishment of the syrian national 
party. raymond and pierre eddeh of egypt started the national bloc party. the shiite nabih 
berry (sierra leonne) became the founder the amal Movement. the West african lebanese di-
aspora gave strong support to Hizbollah. The Sunnite Rafiq al-Hariri represented the Lebanese 
diaspora in saudi arabia. the Western Christian diaspora, especially from france, was on gen-
eral aoun’s side.
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the returning labour led to a considerable growth in unemployment, which 
put the national infrastructure under pressure. Cities were becoming overpop-
ulated, which paralyzed the existing social, cultural and educational infra-
structure (schools, hospitals). enormous problems were posed by a shortage 
of flats for the returnees, who lived in squat areas and shanty dwellings.

Emigration Processes in Jordan

Jordan has been labelled the only “oil” economy owning no oil reserves. In 
fact, until the mid 1980s it posted miraculous results and stable growth, de-
spite a lack of sufficient natural resources, the fact that it was a frontline coun-
try in the Arab-Israeli conflict, suffered from water shortages and was depen-
dent on foreign financial aid. The majority of the most skilled workers left to 
work in the gulf countries. in the 1990s Jordan was exposed to a recession 
and unemployment, while the percentage of people under the poverty line in-
creased. the strategic objective to sustain growth became an illusion. one of 
the key reasons for stagnation was the high dependency on labour migration. 
Jordan enjoyed relatively stable growth from 1967. nonetheless, it was de-
scribed as a typical rentier state, owing to its dependency on wage transfers 
and foreign aid. In 1974–1991 Jordan received rent revenues (budgetary aid, 
credits, wage transfers) amounting to 38% of its total gdp, which placed it 
among the countries with the highest dependency on guest workers’ income. 
in 2004 the proportion dropped to 25.2% of gdp.110 Money transfers from 
Jordanian guest workers abroad helped to balance the trade deficit and to im-
prove the overall financial situation until the onset of the global recession in 
1994. Jordan’s traditional budget deficit increased following the Gulf War. 
The public sector was usually in deficit, but the private sector, dependent on 
money transfers from Jordanian guest workers, generated surpluses. remit-
tances from guest workers rose only in 1990, as returnees from the gulf de-
posited their savings in Jordanian banks. in the 1980s and 1990s such trans-
fers amounted to approximately JOD 300–700m.

110 As-ṣunduq al-‘arabī li al-inmā’ al-iqtiṣādī wa al-ijtimā‘ī wa āchirūn: at-taqdīr al-iqtiṣādī 
al-‘arabī li ‘ām 2005, p. 16.

to be a result of the combination of the following factors: high demographic 
growth, including the size of the workforce, inability of the labour market to 
absorb the growing number of skilled graduates, as well as the saturated pub-
lic sector’s inability to absorb the increased number of job seekers and de-
pendency that is increased by the vast number of young people on the labour 
market. of course, political instability and war play the main role in stimulat-
ing at least temporary migration, which would solve the situation for a lim-
ited period of time.

the dynamics of inter-arab migration started slowing down in the mid-
1980s, which was connected with the overall economic decline of the region, 
a decline in oil prices, falling demand for unskilled and semi-skilled labour, 
and replacement of arab labour by that from asia. Kuwait and saudi arabia 
in particular became the major recipients of migration from lebanon, pales-
tine, Jordan and, after the gulf War, from syria. from the early 1980s both 
host countries began to favour asian labour, as in the case of the other gulf 
countries.108 this policy was founded on precise economic and social calcula-
tions (wage differentials and, in the case of Arab labour, the influx of a great 
number of undesirable family members). the gulf War even made possible 
the expulsion of a great number of guest workers from palestine and Jordan 
on the grounds of the poor political loyalty to their host country they showed 
during the conflict. The ending of the Lebanese civil war and the Oslo Ac-
cords also allowed part of the palestinian and lebanese diasporas to return.

the economic recession and the beginning of emigrants’ repatriation con-
tributed to the decline of income from wage transfers, which had become 
the main budget revenue for the Levant countries. The level of financial aid 
provided to them by rich oil countries also declined.109 Jordan’s external debt 
rose to Usd 8.6bn. during the gulf crisis, 42,000 lebanese returned to their 
homeland from Kuwait and 20,000 were relocated from iraq. the number 
of Palestinian and Jordanian returnees was about 300,000, of which 60,000–
70,000 came from the West bank and gaza. a census in 1994 found that 
216,133 guest workers (5.2%) had returned to the country.

108 esCWa data suggest that the total number of arab workers in saudi arabia was 60%, while 
in Kuwait until 1989 it was 46% of the total number of foreign workers.
109 ESCWA data from 1994 found that aid from the GCC peaked in 1974–1981 and started de-
clining in 1987.
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due to the iraq-iran War, the lebanese war and a decline in oil prices from 
the mid-1980s, it was difficult to achieve the expected government revenues. 
foreign aid declined, export growth was slow and income from guest work-
ers’ wage transfers stopped rising.

A five-year plan (1986–1090) envisaged the creation of 97,000 jobs, the 
reduction of foreign labour by 50,000 and its replacement by Jordanians. the 
government endeavoured to boost the demand for Jordanian labour in arab 
countries. there was also an interest in a more even distribution of employ-
ment levels in the different Jordanian regions.

the gulf War in 1991 and the subsequent indebtedness of the country 
slowed down the government’s efforts to restructure the economy. an enor-
mous number of refugees headed for Jordan. a priority of the development 
plan in this period was to create new jobs and to build a more extensive so-
cial infrastructure. some returnees had funds, but were not prepared to in-
vest them into productive sectors during the crisis. the situation escalated as 
a result of five migration waves from August 1990 to mid-1991, which in-
volved about five million people. The second and third waves included Ar-
abs and asian guest workers, stateless Kuwaitis (biduns), palestinians and 
iraqi shiites and Kurds forced out of iraq, saudi arabia and Kuwait as a re-
sult of the conflict.

Most of the migration in Jordan was connected with the oil boom. the 
migration grew in the early 1960s and again multiplied in the 1970s, but de-
clined with certain fluctuations from the mid-1980s to this date. Migration to 
the gulf accounted for 80% of all the Jordanians working abroad and 97% 
of the total number of citizens employed in the arab world. initially the des-
tination country was Kuwait, but after 1973 it was replaced by saudi arabia. 
in the early 1990s about 25,000 Jordanians lived in the Usa, about 10,000 in 
germany, 5,000 in Canada, and 3,000 in the UK and australia. the migrant 
labour was typically highly skilled and educated, as 30% of guest workers 
had university and college degrees.

el-Khasawneh distinguished three stages of Jordan’s labour market devel-
opment.112 In the first stage (1950–1975) migration grew due to the wars of 

112 el-Khasawneh: labour Migration in Jordan: politics, flows, organisations, paper presented 
to the ILO/UNDP Seminar on Migration Policies in Arab Labour Sending Countries, 14 May 
1992, Cairo.

Jordanian labour was relatively scarce (about 20% of the population), 
which was due to the high number of Jordanians working abroad and a very 
young average age of the population (about 50% under 15). in 1985 the work-
force was 502,000 strong. the number of foreign labourers working in Jor-
dan reached 143,000 and Jordanian guest workers in the gulf 339,000.111 in 
the late 1970s Jordan, too, started importing unskilled and semi-skilled la-
bour from the arab world. in the 1980s the number of foreign workers grew, 
but the wages declined. some sectors (agriculture, construction and services) 
were dependent on foreign labour. Construction industry saw stable growth, 
as it employed many syrians and egyptians. the domestic labour market 
faced a crisis in the wake of considerable emigration. as statistics suggest, 
in most cases workers in services were the only ones to stay.

Jordan has a small population (about 4 million), although it has increased 
about fourfold in the last 50 years. an additional problem is high demo-
graphic growth and the influx of foreign guest workers. Jordan is also highly 
urbanized, since more than 60% of its population live in the cities of Central 
Jordan (Zarqa and amman). internal population movements are also largely 
confined to these two key cities.

illiteracy declined sharply in the last twenty years, helping to heighten 
economic expectations. the availability of cheap, educated labour was pre-
sented both by the government and the private sector as the main comparative 
advantage allowing for the influx of foreign investments, but skilled labourers 
and professionals compared the wage levels in Jordan and in the gulf. the 
gap between the two spurred further emigration from Jordan.

the israeli occupation of the West bank deprived the kingdom of its in-
dustrial and agricultural resources and a great number of palestinian refugees 
started flowing into the country. A key objective of development plans after 
1973 was to create a great number of jobs. in the second half of the 1970s, i.e. 
in the period of the oil boom, many Jordanians left to work in the gulf coun-
tries. Financial transfers from guest workers started flowing into the country, 
but in parallel with this, a considerable influx of foreign labour occurred.

111 Collicelli C.: poverty in transformation, feMise research programme, March 2000. 70% 
of the total 300,000 Jordanian emigrants worked in the gulf. a total of 120,000 registered guest 
workers worked in Jordan, of which 90% were egyptians. the number of non-registered work-
ers was double.
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entry visa or work permits.115 this immigration was often illegal or semi-le-
gal. Jordan also hosted workers from east asia (several thousand). this mi-
gration increased in the longer term in connection with the establishment of 
“qualified investment zones” (QIZ), from which Arab-Israeli goods were ex-
ported without customs to the Usa.116 It is evident that the influx of Arab 
and asian labour did not result in an immediate loss of job opportunities for 
Jordanians. as in the gulf countries, foreign labour was used in Jordanian 
households. palestinian women, who had long carried out this work, were 
gradually pushed out of this profession by less demanding asian women.

before the gulf War, 95.9% of Jordanian returnees were employed in 
arab countries (saudi arabia, Kuwait and Uae). Most were highly edu-
cated, with ages ranging from 20 to 49 years. some returned due to the fact 
that their employment was terminated during economic recession, although 
300,000 Jordanians and palestinians were forced to leave as a result of the 
gulf War. they were highly educated workers. the returned guest work-
ers had an unemployment rate of 83% and only 47% had flats of their own. 
Most of them belonged to the lower middle class. In the period 1995–2000 
the size of the workforce increased at an average annual rate of 30,000. irre-
spective of the great number of returnees, the number of emigrants contin-
ued to follow a strongly upward trend. Wage transfers also increased in the 
period 1996–2000 by 19.5%.117

the returnees’ losses were huge and could be accounted for by several cir-
cumstances: non-payment of wages, their money had not been transferred at 
all, loss of savings or destruction of accounts, theft, inaccessibility of assets 
and property. two groups were clearly dominant among the returned guest 
workers: Jordanians and palestinians living on the east bank and palestin-
ians with Jordanian passports living in the West bank. it should be empha-
sized that only 10% of the latter exiles had the required documents and could 
return to the West bank. although refugee repatriation was carried out under 
UnhCr supervision, refugees were regarded as nationals, although some of 
them had lived for two to three generations in the gulf countries and had lim-

115 in the late 1990’s, there were approximately 400,000 egyptians. Chatelard, g.: incentives to 
transit: op. cit., p. 12.
116 in 1986, Jordan had 83% egyptian and 15% asian workers.
117 Kanaan, T. H.; Kardoosh, M. A.: op. cit., p. 8.

1948 and 1967. This primarily included Palestinians who fled and retained 
both their status of refugees and citizens. their affairs were administered 
by the Department for Palestinian Affairs at the Government Office; they 
were granted a higher status than refugees from iraq.113 the consequence was 
a rapid growth of unemployment. agriculture, which was the most impor-
tant sector, was unable to absorb such a large number of refugees. a number 
of Jordanians who were not interested in returning to their homeland studied 
in West germany, Canada or the Usa. Many others were in the neighbour-
ing arab countries. a number of related problems were dismissed as a neces-
sary price for the government’s liberal migration policy, which helped to re-
duce unemployment. the census in 1962 showed that 62,000 Jordanians lived 
abroad, half of them in one country – Kuwait. These were mostly Palestin-
ian refugees. the desire to migrate was so strong in the mid-1970s that even 
farmers let their fields lie fallow and went looking for lucrative jobs abroad. 
internal migration from villages to cities also increased.114

In the second stage (1976–1982), which saw another growth in oil prices 
(1979), unemployment dropped to a record 2% and the demand for labour in 
the construction industry was strong. Jordan became a receiving country, al-
lowing the influx of foreign guest workers.

the third stage (1983 to this date) could be characterized by unemploy-
ment growth as a result of the iraq-iran War, the gulf War, global recession 
and declining oil prices. Jordanian labour in the gulf started to decline by 
5,000 people annually. before 1990, 605,000 palestinians and Jordanians 
worked and lived in the gulf, 270,000 of them Jordanian nationals. in the 
early stage most immigrants were palestinians from the West bank, but later 
guest workers from the east bank constituted a considerable portion. in the 
late 1980s, 160,000 of them lived in saudi arabia and 81,000 in Kuwait, but 
their number substantially declined after the gulf War.

in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Jordan became both a host and source 
country in terms of migration. in this period, Jordan had a great number of 
egyptian workers and slightly fewer syrian workers, who were not required 

113 for more details see Chatelard, g.: incentives to transit: op. cit., p. 8.
114 Kardoosh, Marwan A.; Kanaan, Taher: Employment and Labour Market in Jordan, Amman 
2000.
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and provided technical assistance to Jordan for this purpose (e.g. for airport 
checks).

iraqis took both skilled and unskilled jobs. some of them started trading or 
manufacturing companies of their own. iraqi women often worked as house-
maids in Jordanian households. numerous iraqi emigrants hoped to return to 
their homeland after the political and economic situation changed.

Palestinian Migration and Refugees

starting in 1948, the economy of the West bank became connected with Jor-
dan, and that of gaza with egypt. Considerable losses were caused by the 
six-day War of June 1967, which brought a sudden loss of arab markets and 
the closure of the banking system. Approximately 200,000–300,000 inhabit-
ants of the West bank sought refuge in Jordan and the gulf countries. after 
1967, the palestinian economy was fully incorporated into israel’s, and the 
only connection with the Arab world was the tolerated “open-bridge” policy 
with Jordan. the palestinian economy was dependent on the economic de-
velopment of israel, Jordan and the gCC countries.

gradually, the economic dependency on israel (especially on industrial 
product exports) increased and the links with Jordan (in particular agricul-
tural exports) were eliminated. the palestinian economy became very depen-
dent on labour exports to israel. in 1970, 20,000 inhabitants of gaza and the 
West bank worked in israel, which increased to 116,000 in 1992. the num-
ber of jobs in the autonomous territories increased during the Middle east 
Peace Process (1993–1996). The number of Palestinian guest workers work-
ing in israel depended to a great extent on the overall political and secu-
rity situation in the region. for instance, during the second intifada (which 
started in 2000), palestinian labour numbers declined due to security reasons. 
a vast majority of the palestinian migrants were employed as unskilled la-
bour, mostly in construction, services or farming. Most palestinians worked 
in israel, the gCC countries or Jordan. a smaller number left for other arab 
countries and the Usa. the palestinian economy was decisively dependent 
on the transfer of funds from abroad (30–40% of its national income). Any 
political turbulence, such as the repercussions of the gulf War or closure 
of the palestinian-israeli border, had a highly negative impact on the coun-

ited contacts with their former homeland. few of them could take advantage 
of the refugee infrastructure.

Jordan was also a destination for iraqi citizens, mostly Christians 
(Chaldeans and assyrians). shiites were received with animosity, as they 
posed a potential political and security problem for the sunnite, pro-Western 
regime. as a result of cultural and linguistic problems, Kurds have always 
preferred iran or turkey. analysis of the social composition of migration 
suggests that most of them were members of the middle class. about 30,000 
iraqis were granted long-term residence in the country. Most of them were 
highly skilled workers or rich traders who were willing to invest some of their 
capital in Jordan.118 others were granted only short-term residence permits.

Jordan harboured some of the anti-saddam opposition, but they were not 
allowed by Jordan to pursue anti-iraqi political or resistance activity in the 
country, owing to the good economic relations with saddam’s iraq. others 
were only guaranteed a short-term stay without social guarantees, as Jordan 
was not a rich country and had long been struggling with its own high unem-
ployment.119 the country does not receive any additional funds from abroad 
to address refugees’ problems. neither did Jordan grant political asylum, 
except to immigrants who had been granted the status of persecuted per-
sons by the UnhCr, although even these were treated more strictly from 
2003 on. Numerous Iraqi immigrants used Jordan as a transit station to flee 
to third countries. Government sources say they numbered 1–2 million.120 it 
has become harder for them to emigrate following the 9/11 attacks. The EU 
did recognize the status of political refugees for iraqis, but did not allow 
them to cross its borders. it tried to keep them in the region’s host countries,  

118 Chatelard, g.: iraqi forced Migrants in Jordan: Conditions, religious network and the smug-
gling process, Working paper, robert schuman Centre for advanced studies, european Univer-
sity institute, florence 2002.
119 Chatelard, G.: Incentives to Transit: Policy Response to Influxes of Iraqi Forced Migrants in 
Jordan, Working Paper 2002/50, Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, European Uni-
versity institute, florence 2002.
120 the main reasons for the choice of countries by iraqi migrants included family relations, 
friends and fellow believers in the given country. a large number of iraqi Kurds went to ger-
many, as they had relatives there; Denmark, Sweden and the Netherlands became a refuge for 
Shiites (Shiite mosques and associations); Iraqi Christians emigrated to Australia, Canada, USA 
and UK, which have strong Christian communities and assyro-Chaldean associations.
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of workers. Qualification upgrading has helped the Palestinians settle more 
easily in the surrounding arab countries.

The Arab countries apply their own specific policies to Palestinian refu-
gees. in Jordan they are guaranteed citizenship and equal rights, and a con-
tainment policy is pursued.

In Lebanon, the influx of Palestinians disrupted the fragile balance of the 
denominations. Citizenship was only granted to palestinian Christians, while 
others were exposed to restrictions making their residence and employment 
impossible. In Syria Palestinians were not granted citizenship, but specific 
laws made them equal with syrians. they were provided with equal access to 
education, employment and military service, allowing their socio-economic 
integration. on the other hand, they were not allowed to start independent 
palestinian mass organizations. the presence of palestinians was useful for 
lebanon, as their arrival strengthened the highly educated middle class. an-
other significant factor is the amount of Palestinian capital and profit from the 
transfer of earnings by palestinian labourers abroad. as much as 80% of per-
manent refugee settlements were built in lebanon, syria, Jordan and gaza. 
the camps in gaza in particular were a centre of resistance against israeli oc-
cupation during the first and second intifadas.

Geographic distribution of Palestinians in 1982 and 1998

 Country 1982 1998
percentage 

of local
population

percentage 
of total

israel  550,800 1,100,000  14% 12.6
West bank  833,000 1,900,000  100% 21.7
gaza strip  451,000 1,200,000  100% 13.7
Jordan 1,148,334 2,500,000  52.3% 28.6
lebanon  358,207  471,500  11.5%  5.4
syria  222,555  400,000  2.5%  4.5
iraq  20,604  45,000  0.2%  0.5
egypt  45,705  66,000  0.1%  0.8
libya  23,759  22,759  0.7%  0.4
saudi arabia  136,779 334,500  1.6%  3.8
Kuwait  229,710  3,500  1.7%  1.7 

try’s economy. industrial development in palestine was negligible during the 
israeli occupation, as there was no interest in establishing competitive man-
ufacturing in these territories, which would have posed an economic threat 
to israel.

both popular uprisings, intifadas, had a very negative impact on the pales-
tinian economy, since they were accompanied by israeli repressions, includ-
ing blockades, states of emergency and protectionism, which hit gaza most 
heavily. the loss of income from wage transfers by palestinian labourers in 
the gCC countries immediately after the gulf War (1991) and the expulsion 
of palestinians from the lucrative gCC markets caused a catastrophe. in 1991 
and 1993, the Palestinian economy experienced negative GDP growth (–3.8 
and –4.8 respectively). Although the signature of the Oslo Accords was fol-
lowed by an increased influx of investments and capital from abroad, Isra-
el’s restrictive policy continued.

Migration from palestine was brought about by the refugee exodus in the 
years following the first arab-israeli War of 1948 (750,000 refugees) and 
the six-day arab-israeli War of June 1967 (425,000). Migration movements 
started before 1948 and were related to the purchase of palestinian land by 
Zionists, and rural-urban migration. The “coastal” Palestinian bourgeoisie 
(land owners, traders) did not reside in the actual territory prior to 1948 and 
their capital was transferred to beirut, damascus or amman. some pales-
tinians, mostly palestinian Christians, were given lebanese citizenship after 
1948. numerous lebanese refugees who streamed into the Usa after 1967 
seem to have been largely of palestinian origin.

the palestinians’ major host countries were Jordan, syria, lebanon and 
egypt. they were followed by Kuwait, iraq and saudi arabia. the currently 
estimated number of refugees is 100,000 and they live in 20 camps in the 
West bank (about 42% of the population, excluding east Jerusalem). ap-
proximately 70% of Gaza inhabitants are Palestinian refugees. The flight of 
750,000 of these refugees and an additional 250,000 from the West bank to 
Jordan during the 1967 war was not recognized as a crossing of national bor-
ders, and therefore these refugees were included in the “displaced” category, 
rather than that of refugees. the paradox is that some of the palestinians liv-
ing in the territory of Palestine are classified as refugees, while a sizeable 
number living abroad are not. UnrWa and american agencies fund proj-
ects to settle palestinians in the Jordan valley, including vocational training 
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gration was 250,000 strong. during the intifada, palestinians boycotted job 
opportunities and many of them were replaced by new Jewish immigrants 
from russia. an interesting phenomenon was a steady migration wave of pal-
estinians from a single location in the West bank (the triangle of the cities of 
bethlehem, beit sahour and beit Jala) to latin america.

on the other hand, arab-israeli wars were also a reason for forced Jewish 
migration from arab countries. arabs do not usually provide the exact numbers 
of deportees or the value of confiscated assets and are reluctant to re-examine 
this issue for fear of demands for counter-reparations in the event of compen-
sations being paid to forcibly expelled palestinians. in september 2004 libya 
expressed its willingness to pay compensations to expelled libyan Jews unless 
they were settled on palestinian land or palestinian refugees’ assets were allot-
ted to them after their return. israel monitored these movements very closely. 
in his paper, professor aharoni gives the following data.121

 he states that, in to-
tal, approximately 850,000 Jews were expelled from the arab countries. Most 
left for israel (586,270), and 200,000 for the UK, Usa and france.

in 1947, 881,000 Jews lived in the arab countries, while there are only 
about 25,000 today. Most of them live in Morocco (17,000), which is per-
haps due to the cultural and historical kinship and the common fate of Jews 
and arabs during the spanish Reconquista, as many of them left for Morocco. 
during World War ii, the Moroccan king refused to transport Moroccan Jews 
to concentration camps. syria has a total of 4,300 Jews, egypt 200, iraq 400, 
Yemen 1,000, lebanon 150, libya 20, algeria 500 and tunisia 2,000.

in 1948 only 70,000 arab Jews lived in israel, but a radical turn occurred 
in the 1950s, as the number of arab Jews constituted 70% of the total popu-
lation (about 1 million). only a small number of them came to palestine for 
spiritual reasons as early as the 19th century.

In 1948–1972, a total of 330,000 emigrants left the three Maghreb coun-
tries (algeria, Morocco, tunisia), 35,000 left libya, 29,325 egypt, 10,000 
syria, 50,552 Yemen and 129,292 iraq.122

121 prof aharoni, J.: the forced Migration of Jews from arab Countries and peace, the neaman 
institute, the boren foundation, haifa, aug. 2002, www.hsje.org/forcedmigration.htm.
122 For a detailed discussion of the life and exodus of Arab Jews, see Simon, Reeva Spector; 
Laskier, Michael Menachem; Reguer, Sara (eds): The Jews of the Middle East and North Africa 
in Modern times, n.Y., Columbia University press 2003.

United arab emirates  36,504  98,000  3.5%  3.5
bahrain  2,100  2,100  0.6%  0.05
Qatar  24,233  24,233  9.7%  0.5
oman  50,706 150,000  6%  1.7
Usa 104,856 147,000  1.7
other 140,116 196,000  2.2
Total 44,448,838 8,731,000 – 100%

Source: World Pop Data Sheet 1998; Alasdair Drysdale and Gerald Blake: 
The Middle East and North Africa, Oxford University Press, N.Y. 1985.

Palestinian migrants became the first foreign labourers in the oil-rich Gulf 
countries, where they emigrated to both legally and illegally. a tragic attempt 
by a group of illegal palestinian immigrants to get into Kuwait was portrayed 
in Men in the Sun, a short story by ghassan Kanafani. from 1957, Jordan saw 
the arrival of some 50 refugees from gaza every day. they tried to secure en-
try and exit visas on the pretext of a pilgrimage to Mecca. Kuwait was the des-
tination country of choice, replaced by libya after 1969. the palestinian la-
bour migration grew at an unusually fast rate due to considerable population 
growth and extraordinary desire for education. the process of resettlement 
continued, as about 150,000 people left palestine after 1967. interestingly, 
libya attracted the more educated segment of the palestinian population, 
whereas Kuwait hosted a high percentage of illiterate palestinians before the 
Gulf War. However, this figure is misleading, as Kuwait was usually a desti-
nation for entire families and women usually had no education. entry criteria 
varied a great deal from country to country. palestinians mostly held an egyp-
tian laissez-passers (LP) permit (65.7%); much fewer were holders of a Leb-
anese (6%) or syrian (2.1%) lp. palestinians most frequently used Jordanian 
passports (19.7%) and more rarely egyptian passports (2.3%). a high num-
ber of palestinians left the occupied territory for periods longer than 3 years 
(70%). A majority from the West Bank left voluntarily for work, but 20% fled 
as a result of forced deportation or failure to obtain residence permits. Male 
migrants were single, as a rule, while women followed their husbands. af-
ter the war the number of palestinian guest workers in Kuwait dropped from 
350,000 to less than 85,000 (1992). the number of workers migrating to is-
rael was approximately 100,000–150,000. In the harvest period, seasonal mi-
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in 1975–1990, amounting to about USD 25bn. Loss of income and capital 
amounted to USD 18bn. Inflation deteriorated the standard of living. Dam-
age due to the israeli invasion is estimated at Usd 2bn and a heavy impact 
was also caused by the collapse of the lebanese pound and subsequently of 
national finance. Problems were caused by the public debt.

population movements due to war grew to enormous proportions (about 
a quarter of the population). emigration and war casualties resulted in a pop-
ulation decline from 3.2 million in 1974 to 2.8 million in 1992. irrespective 
of the war, the size of the workforce in lebanon grew. although precise in-
formation about its national structure is unavailable, it consisted mostly of 
palestinians and syrians. in addition, an important portion was constituted of 
less skilled Asian guest workers, hired chiefly as household helpers.

lebanon has had long-time experience with emigration, especially by 
Christians from mountainous regions. after World War i, migration may be 
divided into three stages.

1) In the 1920s and 1930s migration waves went chiefly to West Africa 
and latin america, while the traditional migration to the Usa and aus-
tralia started stagnating, as both countries adopted preventive restric-
tions. Conversely, the french and britons made emigration to West af-
rica easier. estimates suggest that 80,000 lebanese immigrated to the 
area in that period. lebanese Christians dominated, but the proportion 
of shiites from southern lebanon also increased.

2) In 1940–1970 the destinations changed as a result of the outbreak of 
World War ii. in the 1950s a new wave of lebanese migration headed 
to the persian gulf, particularly Kuwait and saudi arabia, increasing in 
the last two decades. the 1950s also saw increased migration to austra-
lia and West africa. in the late 1960s, however, migration dropped, es-
pecially to africa. emigration to the Usa remained relatively limited 
as a result of the economic recession after the beginning of the Korean 
War. nevertheless, it rose in the 1960s, especially after the adoption of 
the immigration and nationality act, which replaced the system of quo-
tas by one of careful selection based on precise, demanding criteria.124 

124 The number of Lebanese immigrants in the USA reached 3,121 in 1950–1959; 2,355 in 1960–
1964; 4,432 in 1965–1979. The proportion of Lebanese immigration in total US immigration 
was only 0.4% in 1980 and a mere 0.2% in the 1950’s–1970’s.

Lebanon

from the 1950s until mid-1970s lebanon’s economy was regarded as the 
strongest in the region. the government took the least regulatory role com-
pared with the other arab countries. lebanon played a leading role as an eco-
nomic intermediary between the eU, the Usa and the rest of the arab world, 
which boosted the tertiary sector (i.e. finance, transport, education and health-
care). development of agriculture and industry was negligible. starting in the 
period 1971–1981, financial transfers from abroad rose from USD 884m to 
8,640m. Until 1982 agriculture employed 60% of the population and gener-
ated 20% of gdp. high indebtedness of small farms added to the growing 
flight of the rural population to cities. Lebanese industry was based on the ex-
istence of a multiplicity of small companies working in a very difficult envi-
ronment. growth of the economy was apparent until the gulf War, featuring 
a strong inequality in incomes, which has remained to this day.

Lebanon’s national budget was not actually published in the period 1975–
1990. nevertheless, the war economy could be divided into two stages. in the 
first stage, which lasted until the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982, a civil 
war continued, but the country was prosperous as it utilized private and na-
tional reserves accumulated before 1975. There was an influx of money from 
guest workers working in the gulf countries (Usd 2bn per year) and “polit-
ical money” continued flowing to the different warring sides during the civil 
war. in addition, industrial and agricultural exports were at the same level as 
before the war. The volume of money transfers from guest workers fluctuated 
heavily. in the case of lebanese guest workers in the gulf it was stable, but 
there were fluctuations caused by instability in the West African countries, 
which forced lebanese immigrants to transfer their savings to their home-
land.123 physical damage caused during the civil war was incomparably lower 

123 Just before the eruption of the civil war in 1974, transfers amounted to USD 912m; when the 
war started, they dropped in 1976 to a mere Usd 27m. the following year they rose to 1,114m 
and in 1980 to a record 2,252m. after the israeli aggression against lebanon in 1982 they steadily 
declined to a low of Usd 400m in 1985. afterwards, they gradually grew until 1988, when they 
reached a historical high of 2,600m, which was connected with the process of reconciliation in 
a lebanon that signalized stability. the gulf War led to a forced decline, but the development pro-
grammes by Hariri’s government raised confidence in the recovery of Lebanon’s economy once 
again. data from the banking society, and the Chamber of Commerce and industry in beirut.
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Internal Lebanese migration was also significant. The population was es-
caping the war as it erupted in their areas (e.g. escaping from southern leb-
anon). the refugees mostly settled in densely populated urban areas, around 
the southern suburbs of beirut and along the northern coast. the number of 
relocated people was 125,000, nearly half of them living in beirut.

emigration during the war restricted the labour market and its mobility. it 
shaped new forms of informal labour in city districts. during the war, highly 
skilled professionals went abroad to work. for instance, as many as a quar-
ter of all registered doctors moved abroad in 1988. internal migration was 
caused by the relocation of some companies to other, safer areas. Christian 
entrepreneurs, for instance, moved their businesses from beirut to mountain-
ous areas. nevertheless, manufacturing mostly continued throughout con-
flicts that were localized in certain areas only. A part of the banking system 
moved to france, advertising companies in turn settled in dubai, while con-
struction firms relocated to Saudi Arabia following an extensive expansion 
of the economy after 1973.

Upon signature of the taif agreement and the ending of the civil war, 
many lebanese companies came back to the country, retaining branches in 
the original country. some professionals also came back and made invest-
ments or purchased real estate. some settled in lebanon, once it was clear 
that the conflict would not escalate. Private investments largely went to the 
mountains and to beirut, but infrastructure building projects were developed 
for the whole of lebanon. the israeli army did withdraw from southern leb-
anon in 1999, but tensions on the border continued, especially after the erup-
tion of the palestinian intifada and in the wake of the israeli attack against 
the palestinian authority in 2002.

it is interesting to compare the volume of lebanese migration during the 
war and afterwards. The war in 1975–1990 forced 895,000 people to emi-
grate, while another 639,000 people emigrated in the post-war period (1991–
1997); 32% of this number were university graduates, although their percent-
age in the general population is only 16%.125

in spite of a partial economic improvement from the mid-1990s (restored 
infrastructure, influx of Arab capital and post-9/11 investments), the social 

125 Labaki, Boutrus: L’Emigration depuis la Fin des Guerres à l’Interieur du Liban (1990–1998), 
Travaux et Moura, No. 61, pp. 81–142.

this stage was characterized by a high percentage of highly skilled and 
educated guest workers. the denominational structure was also much 
more balanced. in 1960, lebanon’s population stood at 1.5 million, 
while the number of its emigrants was 1.2 million.

3) The major events in 1970–1990 were the civil war and the “oil bo-
nanza”. Lebanon, like the other countries in the region, was hit by ex-
tensive migration to the Gulf countries. In 1975–1990, 875,000 Leba-
nese emigrated. Migration was sparked even before 1975 by a lack of 
space, raw materials and natural resources. the economic structure was 
marked by the dominant service sector, unable to generate sufficient de-
mand, especially from the mid-1960s onwards. the highly uneven in-
come redistribution, social inequality between the different strata and 
classes, as well as between the sub-regions and districts, further con-
tributed to migration.

some documents analyze the causes behind the lebanese migration with-
out restraint. for instance, the 1994 esCWa report put the number of relo-
cated lebanese population at 700,000 and the number of emigrants abroad at 
some 900,000. emigration during war was probably extensive, but it should 
be taken into account that numerous people, particularly from the gulf coun-
tries, also returned to lebanon. the war progressed in different parts of leba-
non during different stages, and therefore the emigrants returned comfortably 
from the gulf for the summer to build houses where they intended to retire.

in the initial stage of the civil war, the emigration wave headed to the sur-
rounding countries (Jordan, syria, Cyprus). it involved traders and various 
specialists. they included a high percentage of construction workers and 
32% consisted of industrial workers. on the other hand, numerous palestin-
ians moved to lebanon after black september (i.e. the Jordanian-palestin-
ian civil war).

When it became clear that the civil war would last longer than expected, 
some refugees changed temporary residence to permanent (Usa, australia). 
Moreover, australia reduced some obstructions to immigrant families with 
children. discontent with the business climate in Jordan forced lebanese mi-
grants to leave for greece and egypt. the next stages of the war involved re-
sumption of fighting in 1978 and an Israeli invasion in 1982. Extensive pop-
ulation transfers occurred in 1984–1989.
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branched families. their village connections are an important part of the leb-
anese lifestyle and identity. the rural population also constitutes a pied-en-
ville for their relatives living in cities.

Syria

the historic context of syrian migration is similar to the lebanese situation. 
syrian migration started spreading to america and australia in 1860. these 
people mostly consisted of the poor, rural classes. In 1900–1914 the annual 
number of syrian emigrants averaged about 15,000. in 1953, syrian migra-
tion to Kuwait (3,900) and africa (23,000) was recorded.129 the reasons be-
hind migration were of an economic nature. The difficulty with researching 
these issues is, once again, a lack of information and statistics, as syrian gov-
ernments of the second half of the 1990s did not pay attention to this phe-
nomenon and recorded at best some trends in internal migration. the cen-
sus of 1976 revealed an influx of immigrants from abroad, but the number 
of emigrants was not quantified. In 1976–1979, net migration (the difference 
between the number of emigrants and immigrants) was 14.5%. by age, the 
largest proportion of foreign migration was accounted for by young people 
aged 15–19 (23% of all emigrants). The number of children aged up to 9 was 
high (25%). the majority of young single people did not return. according 
to Un data, long-term syrian emigrants numbered 300,000 and short-term 
emigrants numbered 462,000 in 1981. in that year, 8% of the syrian popula-
tion resided abroad, which was a high figure. Currently, their number is esti-
mated at 1.5 million. Most of them live in north america, brazil, and argen-
tina. the number of syrians in africa and australia is 7,000.130

When the oil boom started, syrian labour became involved in working 
in investment projects in the gCC countries and numerous syrians were 
employed in services. What attracted them was the vast difference between 
wages in the rich oil countries and syria. for instance, the wage of an or-
dinary construction worker in saudi arabia in 1977 was four times that of 

129 Nadwat al-iḥsā’āt al-hijrat al-‘ālamīyat al-‘arabīya, Dimashq, 1995.
130 Dūwaydirī, R.: Sukkān al-jumhūrīya al-‘arabīya as-sūrīya, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A.: op. cit., 
p. 236.

situation did not improve. according to a demographic study published in 
2001, 41% of young people would like to leave the country. the unemploy-
ment rate reached approximately 15–20% in 2001–2003, although Leba-
non’s labour market suffered from a shortage of cheap labour, which could 
face the fierce foreign competition. Lebanese labour, well organized in trade 
unions, refuses to carry out “demeaning” tasks and refuses symbolic, low 
wages. that was one of the reasons for the extensive involvement of for-
eign labourers, especially from syria, particularly in seasonal jobs in agri-
culture and construction. In 2001, 85,405 foreigners held official permits, 
mostly egyptians, sri lankans, ethiopians and filipinos.126 in addition, from 
half a million to one million illegal guest workers worked in the country.  
they were unskilled blue-collar workers, mostly syrians. although this in-
volved considerable tax evasions averaging Usd 1.2bn a year127, there was 
probably no other alternative, as foreign labour was half as cheap and was 
willing to do anything, including work regarded as demeaning by the leb-
anese.

an important role is played by the lebanese diaspora, which is scattered 
in different countries and numbers 16 million people, about five times more 
than today’s population of lebanon. Many of them retained close connections 
with their former homeland for several generations. this has created a broad 
economic and social network, which could support lebanon in overcoming 
its problems in the most difficult of times. This second, grey economy, sup-
ported by external lebanese migration, accounts for the country’s traditional 
economic flexibility.

Connections have been maintained between the first, second and third gen-
erations of urban settlers who had roots in their native villages.128 these peo-
ple return at weekends to their villages, where they spend their time farming, 
doing business, repairing houses and fostering relations in their extensively 

126 the business handbook overview (chap. 8), info pro publication, beirut 2003.
127 Sayed, R.: Libanon: Přímé zahraniční investice do Libanonu na přelomu dvacátého a jedna-
dvacátého století [Lebanon: Foreign direct investments into Lebanon at the turn of 20th and 21st 
century] (thesis), the University of economics, prague, faculty of international relations, de-
partment of World Economy, Prague 2004, pp. 33–34.
128 Lebanon Revisited: A Transition Strategy 2003–2005, USAID/Lebanon, August 2002. Al-
though there are no official data about transfers and influx of capital from abroad, economists 
estimate that they amount to USD 3–7bn, while Lebanon’s annual GDP is 16bn.
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workers worked in the gulf in 1980. Just before the iraqi aggression against 
Kuwait, some 200,000 syrian nationals lived in the gCC countries. in 1980, 
another 30,000 syrians worked in lebanon and the same number in Jordan. 
five years later, in 1985, the migration wave once again focused on the gulf 
countries and libya, which had 173,444 guest workers from syria, of which 
105,548 were family members. the number of syrians in Jordan slightly de-
creased (to 22,000). in 1990, a higher number of syrians employed in libya 
was recorded (8,748).

a great number of syrians (672,000) worked abroad in 1998, most of them 
in turkey (24%) and argentina (24%).135 this meant that 11.4% of the popu-
lation emigrated for work, which was no negligible figure and 63% of the em-
igrants did not intend to return. a surprising aspect is the proportion of illit-
erate and semi-literate people in the migration (66%), most of them women. 
syrian foreign migration was a male matter.

syria joined the anti-iraq coalition, becoming a founding member of the 
“Damascus Declaration” countries. In spite of this, about 110,000 Syrian 
guest workers and their family members left Kuwait. after the war in 1992, 
about 112,000 Syrians lived in the Gulf; 70,000 of them stayed in Kuwait and 
saudi arabia. only 22,110 worked in the other gCC countries. of all syr-
ian guest workers worldwide, 17% worked in saudi arabia and 3.68% in the 
Uae in 1997. the share of syrian guest workers in the total labour in syria 
was negligible when compared with typical high-migration countries such as 
Jordan (40%) or Yemen (24%). in syria the share was only 2.9%, i.e. 50,000 
of the 1.741 million local workers. in spite of this, migration was depleting 
both skilled and unskilled labour.

if Yemen and Jordan had to import labour from other countries to make up 
for its decrease due to emigration, syria’s labour drain was not so sizeable. 
Difficulties were caused by the emigration of a number of educated profes-
sionals to the West in the first half of the 1970s. Some sectors suffered from 
a severe shortage of skilled labour. the migration source countries, includ-
ing syria, invested considerable amounts into training labour, which they ex-
ported without compensation to the rich oil countries.

The main reason was the prospect of promising financial transfers from 
the guest workers to their homeland to help balance its deficit budget. For 

135 Dūwaydirī, R.: op. cit., p. 237.

his syrian counterpart. in industry this disproportion was even greater and 
reached a factor of seven.131

To trace migration in the GCC countries is very difficult, as only Ku-
wait, bahrain and the Uae conduct censuses and publish their results. for 
this reason it is necessary to refer to documents held by the economic and 
social Commission for Western asia (esCWa), which monitors social and 
economic issues of the Middle east. another source of information was the 
international labour organization (ilo), whose responsibilities include 
monitoring migration movements of labour.

In 1994–1998, 7.88 million Syrians lived in the Arab countries. Many of 
them resided in the oil-rich gulf countries.132

traditionally, another regional centre of syrian migration was lebanon, 
where 33,800 syrians were employed in the same period. in the mid-1970s 
an estimated 200,000 seasonal labourers worked in lebanon, and in 1976 the 
country became the main destination country for syrian migration. this migra-
tion route resulted from geographic proximity, historical links dating from the 
ottoman empire, the french Mandate and waiving of visas between the two 
countries. this seasonal labour migration ceased after the civil war erupted. 
In 1975 the number rose sharply to 183,900 (unofficial Syrian sources). Birks 
and sinclair state that, in the same year, 50,265 syrian guest workers worked 
there and the number of their family members was 86,505.133 this sudden in-
crease was probably connected with the deployment of syrian military expe-
ditionary forces following a decision by the league of arab states, which af-
fected the progress of the civil war in lebanon. in 1997, 57.38% of all syrian 
migration (7.9 million) reportedly lived in Lebanon – the figure seems to be 
an overestimation.134 a total of 22,000 syrians worked in Jordan.

in the second half of the 1970s syrian migration to the gulf countries 
started growing slightly. according to birks and sinclair, 89,000 syrian guest 

131 onn Wincler: syrian Migration to the arab oil-producing Countries, Middle eastern stud-
ies, london, vol. 33, issue 1, January 1997, p. 107.
132 in 1970, their number in the gCC countries was 58,821.
133 birks, J. and sinclair,t.: Manpower and employment planning in iraq and the syrian arab 
republic, esCWa, studies on development problems in Countries of Western asia, 1975, n.Y.: 
Un publications, 1977, p. 28.
134 Dūwaydirī, R.: op. cit., p. 236.
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the gulf War showed that this strategy was certainly connected with the 
internal stability of the baathist regime. as a consequence, about two million 
foreign labourers returned from the gCC countries. syrian guest workers lived 
chiefly in Kuwait (107,000 of the total 110,000). Most returned home before 
and after the beginning of the war, but in the second half of 1991 and first half 
of 1992 they went back again. their return had only a negligible impact on the 
country’s economic stability.137 in 1992 their number stabilized approximately 
at the 1970s level (about 111,000). When compared with egypt and Jordan, 
the impacts of the war on the country’s economy were limited, and the regime 
was not compelled to reconsider its economic strategy. the result was a cau-
tious liberalization with retention of the government’s strong control and regu-
lation. demand from the gCC countries was declining. syrian economic strat-
egists forecast this development and adapted to it promptly.

syria became a host country and the number of incoming persons has in-
creased lately, although this was mostly a matter of tourism and not migra-
tion per se. In 1997–1998 an increase of 7.74% was recorded. The most fre-
quent visitors were the lebanese, followed by the Jordanians and saudis. of 
non-arab visitors, the dominant nationalities were the turks, persians and 
former Ussr nationals.138

the country became a host country for both individual and mass ethnic mi-
gration (turkmen, Cherkess, armenians, assyrians, Chaldeans). in 1939, the 
Arab community moved out of the İskenderun Liva (a province that is now 
hatay in turkey) after france recognized its merging with turkey. after the 
first Arab-Israeli War (1947–1948), approximately 180,000 Palestinian ref-
ugees from present-day israel and the palestinian territories settled in syria. 
in 1997, they numbered 360,586. a total of 68% of all palestinians in syria 
live in the damascus Muhafazah.139 a small number of algerians and Moroc-
cans live in and around damascus. the number of sudanese and nationals of 
other arab states is also negligible. in conjunction with the war against iraq 
(2003), nearly a million Iraqis fled to Syria.

137 only 35% were guest workers and the rest were their family members. syrian press and other 
sources did not mention any complications with flats or refugee repatriation.
138 Majmū‘at al-iḥsā’īya li ‘ām 1999, al-jadwal raqm 13/2, Majlis al-wuzarā’, Al-Maktab al-mar-
kazī li al-iḥsā, ’Dimashq, 1999.
139 Dūwaydirī, R.: op. cit., pp. 237–238.

syria the share of money transfers from abroad was an important, yet not de-
cisive, component of its budget, as in the case of Jordan or egypt. in 1980, 
the share was 36% of all income from trade and exports. for the sake of com-
parison, in Jordan the same figure was 124.3% and in Egypt 70%. Syria had 
difficulty recording “illicit”, non-registered transfers made on the black mar-
ket. The main reason for the specific behaviour of Syrian guest workers was 
a considerable difference between the official exchange rate and that on the 
black market.

syria, unlike Jordan or egypt, used much tougher methods to prevent the 
uncontrolled draining of particularly skilled labour. authorities refused to is-
sue visas to some applicants, and all job seekers abroad required an official 
permit or would run the risk of severe sanctions. the syrian authorities as-
sessed the applications case by case and some professionals were allowed 
to go abroad to the gCC countries for a limited period of time (typically 4 
years). the draining of unskilled and semi-skilled labour was hardly regu-
lated at all. the relevant syrian authorities went so far as to request labour-
importing countries to refuse to accept and employ syrians with certain pro-
fessions on their labour markets.

another problem was the illegal transfers of guest workers’ money using 
unofficial institutions. To reduce the effects of this trend, the Syrian govern-
ment phased in exchange rate reforms starting in 1982.

from the mid-1970s and in the 1980s syria, unlike egypt, Yemen and Jor-
dan, pursued a strongly restrictive migration policy. a chief factor behind 
this attitude was the small population, totalling approximately 7.4 million in 
1975. the annual population growth (3%) was high and the employment rate 
was very low (22.5% in 1988), while the average in developing countries 
as a whole was 50%. low civilian employment was, among other factors, 
caused by considerable demand for labour from the security forces (army and 
police).136 for economic and security reasons, syria feared importing labour as 
Jordan and Yemen had. a liberal migration policy could bring certain income 
to the state treasury, but at the same time, as the gulf War showed, consid-
erable problems with returnees, because the country would most likely have 
been unable to offer so many jobs. these factors accounted for assad’s ex-
traordinary caution with respect to the migration of syrian nationals.

136 Birks, J. and Sinclair, T.: op. cit., pp. 107–118.
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term approach or planning. nonetheless, there has been a policy in use deter-
mining the movement of population and emigration in these countries. these 
procedures were based on the national and pan-regional framework. a num-
ber of conventions, agreements and recommendations were adopted by the 
arab countries on the las level, dealing with the “arab economic citizen-
ship” principle.142 in practice, however, emigrants were deciding on migration 
or return based on their own considerations and irrespective of such agree-
ments, which numbered around twenty.

Jordan
The export of labour is officially hailed in Jordan as the country’s contribu-
tion to arab unity (wahda) and economic integration, as many emigrants have 
sought to offer their services as qualified top experts in the Arab labour mar-
ket. the Jordanian political strategy grew out of the conviction that pan-arab 
economic integration is a crucial process. the promotion of arab labour mi-
gration was explained as a brain-drain prevention measure and a boost for 
technological and economic co-operation between arab countries. the mi-
gration of Jordanian guest workers to the gulf Cooperation Council (gCC) 
countries was not perceived as negatively as the brain drain to the West. af-
ter the war, Jordanian emigrants began returning to the country, which helped 
to enhance the overall qualifications and expertise of the Jordanian labour; 
nevertheless, assimilating such huge numbers of people was quite difficult, 
sparking negative reactions among the general public.

Jordanian economic strategy, reflected in the country’s development plans, 
included the export of educated, skilled labour. the state sought to gain con-
trol over migration and signed bilateral agreements with the gulf states, 
obliging the latter to welcome teachers, doctors and various professionals. 
the government of Jordan was sought to regulate or reduce the labour drain 
in the country’s public sector through salary increases for public servants. 
this campaign had a positive impact on the rising levels of Jordanian female 
workers in the public sector.

142 for details see el-Khasavneh, s.: labour Migration in Jordan: policies, flows, organiza-
tion, paper presented to the ILO/UNDP seminar on Migration Policies in Arab Labour-Sending 
Countries, 1–4 May 1992.

Internal Migration

syria’s internal migration patterns are different from the other arab countries, 
which is connected with the fact that syria is not a country with a highly lib-
eralized economy and its government has, to a great extent, retained its role 
in rectifying certain demographic and socio-economic trends. the govern-
ment recently drew up a strategic national plan for internal migration in co-
operation with the international organization for Migration and the ilo. it 
describes syria as a provincial country, which has not yet seen the onset of 
a rapid process of urbanization. for instance, the country has strived in re-
cent years to narrow the gap between the city and the village. since no real 
internal labour market with a fluctuating supply and demand has taken shape, 
temporary migration movements of the population are very low. this issue 
is discussed in detail in an excellent study published by the fafo institute for 
labour and social research.140 a stimulus for rural to urban migration is the 
ownership of, or rather shortage of land. in the long run, the largest reservoir 
of migration consists of the major urban centres of damascus (half a million) 
and aleppo. one in three syrian immigrants has found refuge in the capital.141 
the slowly changing size of the population in damascus or aleppo show that 
they have not become mass centres of internal immigration in spite of their 
significance. Conversely, the largest sources of migration are the muhafazat 
of Quneitra and homs, which is due to unstable security and the economic 
situation. Indeed, the “push factor” plays a role, but it is considerably weaker 
than in the liberalized economies of Morocco or egypt. as there are exten-
sive projects in the al-hasakah Muhafazah, a major part of the workforce has 
temporarily relocated to this relatively poor, provincial area.

Migration Policies of Individual Countries

The Levant countries have no immigration policies or strategies in place; 
they have limited their activities mostly to crisis management, with no long-

140 Khawaja, M.: internal Migration in syria, findings from a national survey, fafo report no. 
375, fafo , oslo 2002, www.fafo-no/engelsk.
141 Khawaja, M.: op. cit., pp. 44–45.
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atively large diaspora from abroad. since the gulf War, Kuwaiti refugees 
have been forbidden by israel to enter the occupied West bank and only ref-
ugees who had lived in the territory in 1967 and had valid residence ids  
were accepted. Many palestinians sought at least temporary residence per-
mits.

Lebanon
The Lebanese authorities had no specific plans, objectives, mechanisms, in-
stitutions or tools to regulate migration flows in a rational way. The long his-
tory and tradition of emigration from lebanon has helped to cultivate a gen-
erally positive attitude to emigration, which has been celebrated in many 
myths, legends and a myriad of adventure stories. in fact, state institutions 
do not use the term “emigration” in their official documents, but prefer the 
term “expatriation”.

lebanese expatriates travel back to lebanon for their holidays, transfer 
their money to Lebanese financial institutions and sometimes invest in the 
country. the extreme liberalism and individualism of the lebanese allow the 
government to more or less disregard emigrants’ social problems (e.g. unem-
ployment) and keep no records of migration issues. no one was interested in 
the consequences of the gulf War and the government did not consider any 
potential compensation or assistance to the exiles.

in lebanon, migration is linked to religious sectarianism. since 1948 the 
country has given preference to palestinian Christians to manipulate the re-
ligious balance of power. on the contrary, palestinian refugees from refugee 
camps often cannot even travel abroad for work as they do not have valid 
documents. during the War, the Minister of labour issued work permits to 
foreign labourers only. What is also interesting is the impact that post-war 
reconstruction has had on the intensity of internal migration, change of resi-
dence and redistribution of the population. the reconstruction of some parts 
of Beirut has caused major population movement and it was quite difficult 
to ensure the return of the original inhabitants of, for example, the centre of 
beirut or south lebanon, as this often resulted in skirmishes.

Migration had a major impact on the integrity of families and local com-
munities, an issue which has traditionally been at the bottom of the agenda in 
most levant countries, except for lebanon. the fact that attention has been 
paid to this issue stemmed from the already mentioned positive approach of 

“Jordanization” of the workforce did not target only Egyptian and Asian 
labour but also the palestinians, the majority of whom were granted Jorda-
nian citizenship from 1948 onwards. immediately after announcing the plan 
to cede its claims to the West bank of Jordan in 1988, Jordan introduced two-
year passports for Palestinians from the West Bank, who were classified as 
non-Jordanians and could get jobs in some sectors only. Jordanian relations 
with the gCC countries have settled, but the migration volumes have not 
reached, and most probably will never reach, pre-1990 figures.

Palestine
Migration of palestinian labour has not been much regulated by the palestin-
ian Authority, although it has been influenced by the positions of other coun-
tries. Wars have resulted in a massive movement of the palestinian population, 
while the restrictive policies of israel, i.e. deportations, imprisonment and ob-
stacles to the return of palestinian students studying abroad, also played a ma-
jor role. some 20,000 palestinians are estimated to leave the West bank every 
year. the above-mentioned Jordanian decision to introduce restrictions aimed 
at palestinian guest workers in the 1980s had a major impact. the gaza pop-
ulation was hit hardest, as most of them were not granted Jordanian citizen-
ship and were therefore subject to tighter restrictions by Jordanian authorities.

everyday trips of the palestinian guest workers travelling to israel were 
full of traumatic experiences: the risk-fraught journey began before the dawn, 
followed by searches at the border crossings, uncertainty about leaving, ac-
ceptance and finding a job and abrupt changes in Israel’s policies followed 
by border closures. periodic and long-term closures of the border became 
a rule after March 1993 and then again from 2005 onwards, in particular be-
tween israel and gaza. Meticulous inspections have been introduced at bor-
der checkpoints.

the lives of palestinians in various arab countries depended greatly on 
the relations between the plo or the palestinian government and the respec-
tive country’s government. an agreement was made between the plo and the 
relevant states on a quota for palestinian refugees with their families, as well 
as for students and experts. governments of these arab countries pledged to 
provide safe haven and jobs for refugees.

What proved rather problematic, however, was the absorption capacity of 
the future palestinian state, i.e. whether it would be able to take in the rel-
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states or in the West. households making a living from oil rent have gradually 
become isolated from the rest of the local population and interpersonal rela-
tionships fall victim to this estrangement. the number of households under 
matriarchal control, which is typical of egypt but not for lebanon, increased 
during the migration boom. With emigrants leaving the oil states after the gulf 
War, the flow of oil rent into the region stagnated. This process was succinctly 
described by seteney sgami in an esCWa study on Jordan.143

research has shown that irrespective of their country of origin, emigrants 
invest the money they transfer into real estate and consumption, and only 
a small portion is invested into productive areas. Money is often used to pay 
off debts incurred before or during the work visit abroad. housing is another 
area of investment.

the ethnic and national structure of emigrants is another very interesting 
topic, which has not been studied in any serious research so far. for instance, 
the Jewish emigration from lebanon started during the civil war, with the 
Usa, france and Canada becoming the destination countries. on the con-
trary, lebanese armenians were very conservative, not leaving the country 
and adhering to traditional lebanese sites. they refused even internal reset-
tlement. information on the emigration of Christians or Muslims is treated 
as sensitive data in lebanon, often kept secret or subject to wilful misrep-
resentation.

Lebanon and Money Transfers from Emigrants

Money transfers are on the increase; in 1998 the figure stood at USD 1.2 bil-
lion while in 2003 the transferred amounts reached as much as Usd 2.7 bil-
lion. this has made lebanon the seventh largest recipient of wage transfers 
in the world, close behind high-population countries such as india, the philip-
pines and Mexico. in 2003, the total transfers represented 15.2% of the leba-
non’s GDP, the eight highest proportion in the world. During the 1998–2001 
period the transfers amounted to Usd 1.6 billion, compared to a mere Usd 
250 million of direct investment.

143 seteney shami: emigration dynamics in Jordan, palestine and lebanon, paper presented to 
the IOM/UNPA Policy Workshop on Emigration Dynamics in the Arab World, 1996.

the lebanese to migration, which has not given rise to frustration or nostal-
gia. palestinian attitudes have been different, as in their case migration has 
been involuntary and not a matter of choice as in other countries. in Jordan, 
an ineffective economy and a lack of internal sources of skilled labour have 
become the main driving force of migration.

While migration to the gulf countries has been perceived as temporary, 
migration to Western countries has been seen as permanent. the main reasons 
for migration to saudi arabia have included wage differences, anticipated es-
calation of the civil war and higher quality of life. for many, saudi arabia 
was but a stopover on their way to the United states and Canada, which pro-
vided a source of money for living costs in the final destination country. Po-
tential emigrants thought that staying in the gulf would help them improve 
their circumstances for travelling on to other countries. for example, the Ca-
nadian government based its decision-making on the belief that these mi-
grants were screened by the saudi arabian government and found morally 
and politically acceptable. language skills, expertise and potential foreign di-
rect investment were also taken into account. this, however, changed in the 
post 9/11 period and much more caution has been exercised since.

immigrants have used every opportunity to get to their dream country. 
one of the tricks often used by migrants was planning a visit to the Usa on 
a tourist visa to coincide with the birth of a child. Children born in the Usa 
automatically acquired citizenship on turning 21 and their parents thus also 
became citizens. student and spouse visas have also been treated as “tick-
ets to paradise.”

family bonds and local emigrant networks have often played a key role 
in the migration of compatriots as well as providing an additional source of 
funding for them. this being said, migration has actually strengthened blood 
relations and solidarity – community and clan-based – due to mutual eco-
nomic and social need.

great expectations, however, can result in great disappointment, as dem-
onstrated after the gulf War. for security and political reasons, emigrants 
were displaced from the oil countries and became the recipients and not the 
providers of assistance to their families upon their return to their home coun-
tries. the migration process may change the demographic development of city 
boroughs, villages and entire regions over time, as other inhabitants typically 
want to follow those who have been successful as guest workers in the gCC 
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be not so much dependence on eurobonds as the value of lebanese securi-
ties would be increased.

to sum up, a functioning economy and a good investment-friendly en-
vironment are the key tools in attracting much-needed foreign investment. 
it seems, however, that the current security conditions in the neighbouring 
countries such as iraq and the occupied palestinian territories, and in leba-
non itself, will have a negative impact on the lebanese economy.

The total figure may have been even higher, as official sources, such as 
the IMF, did not account for unofficial forms of money transfer outside the 
banking sector. The money flows into the country in cash as well as in the 
hawala system. grobril therefore estimates the actual number as being dou-
ble the reported figure.144 similarly to other arab states, this money is most 
usually spent on consumer goods. nonetheless, quite a large portion of the 
money is invested into health care and education.

Another interesting figure is transfers from the Lebanese diaspora, in-
cluded in the gross national disposable income category. and it is because 
of these transfers that the gross income of lebanese residents is about 20% 
higher than the country’s gdp.

The inflow of money into Lebanon was also due to high interest rates, 
amounting to 3.4% at the end of 2003, i.e. over three times higher than world 
average interest rates, which stood at approximately 1%. lebanese deposits 
amounted to Usd 43.5 billion in 2003, i.e. about 2.6 times more than leb-
anon’s gdp. few countries can pride themselves on such a deposit-to-gdp 
ratio. Quite paradoxically, lebanon has had no effective transfer regulation 
strategy. attempts have been made to link the diaspora with the former home-
land, but this approach is marred by a lack of unity, which reflects the diver-
gent interests of the private sector. the lebanese government only agreed to 
exempting the transfers from tax, due to fears that the money would flow into 
the country through unofficial channels.

the second policy, according to ghorbil, was to increase the credibil-
ity and attractiveness of pension funds for lebanese guest workers abroad. 
there are roughly 300,000 lebanese in the gulf who have not yet chosen 
any form of pension insurance. it has become typical for well-off lebanese to 
choose american and european insurance funds. favourable taxation, how-
ever, might redirect this money to lebanese insurance companies.

issuing securities and bonds is another method of attracting money from 
these transfers. The issue of profitable, mid-term bonds for the money trans-
ferred would certainly be an interesting option in this respect. there would 

144 nassib grobril, lecture at saradar investment house, notre dame University, under the aus-
pices of the lebanese emigration research Center, the daily star, 23. 4. 2004, www.MENAFN.
COM, 27 May 2004, Middle East North Africa – Financial Network.
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4. International Migration and Changing 
Workforce Structure in the Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC) Countries

Migration in the persian gulf countries is different from other regions. first 
and foremost, it is related to relatively deep-seated economic and demographic 
developments. the structure of the population and workforce in the gulf coun-
tries has changed dramatically over the past few decades. the number of 
foreign workers has surged; indeed, in many GCC countries the majority of 
workers have been foreigners. international migration in the region has in-
cluded migrants of many different professions coming from over a hundred 
countries of the world. in 1999, the number of immigrants in the gCC coun-
tries reached 5 million in a total population of 27.5 million, accounting for 30–
40% of the region’s population.145 the most recent estimates from 2005 report 
8.045 million immigrants. Most of them were from india (3.2 million), pak-
istan (1.74 million), egypt (1.45 million), Yemen (1.03 million), bangladesh 
(0.82 million), sri lanka (0.75 million) and the philippines (0.73 million).

gCC countries, perhaps with the exception of Kuwait, have often pub-
lished anecdotal and misleading data on the population and emigrants, which 
was typical of the period up until the iraqi occupation of Kuwait. population 
census has been irregular and unsystematic. in some cases, the census results 
have differed from other official data. The domestic/foreign population ra-
tio has become a very sensitive issue due to the small number of inhabitants.

apparently, monitoring migration developments in the gCC countries is 
quite complicated, due to the fact that data is outdated and unrepresentative. 
The data is also often wilfully misrepresented or only summary figures rather 

145 Muḥammad Muḥammad Az-Zahra: Sukkān ittiḥād al-imārāt al-‘ārabīya al-muttaḥida, in: 
Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A., op. cit., p. 71.
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Many of them settled in the Usa, especially after World War ii. aden was 
the main centre and the starting point of the Yemeni migration. to this day, 
Yemen remains the only genuine country of origin in terms of arabian pen-
insula migration.

the gCC countries’ current population structure is characterised by a high 
percentage of immigrants, mostly for work. in many countries, these immi-
grants represent a majority of the population. omanis constituted 75.6% (1.79 
million) of the gCC total population in 2005. the rest are foreigners who are 
fewer than in other gulf countries. indians represent 26.8% of Muscat’s pop-
ulation and 16% of dhofar’s population. in 2002, there were 300,000 indians 
in oman in total, i.e. 13.4% of the total population. apart from indians, oman 
has been a destination for migrants from bangladesh (110,000 in 2002), pak-
istan (70,000 in 2002) and east and south-east asia (35% of immigrants). as 
for arab immigrants, most of them come from the gCC countries, sudan and 
egypt.146 the omanis represent 73% of the population, the highest percentage 
of all gCC countries. europeans working in the service sector, mainly in ed-
ucation and health care, stand at 0.5% of the total population.

the percentage of foreigners living in Qatar stood at 75% in 1995. of this 
figure, 80% were Muslims and 10% Christians, which the Qatari government 
considered culturally and politically dangerous.147 the country has been im-
plementing a policy of Qatarization of its workforce (taktīr) to increase the 
percentage of domestic workers.

in bahrain, the number of emigrants was higher than the number of im-
migrants between 1941 and 1965. this began to change with the onset of 
the oil boom in 1974. in 1991, the number of foreigners (temporary migrant 
labour) reached an incredible 93% of the country’s total population. since 
1985, bahrain has implemented a policy of reducing its dependence on for-
eign labour. Most immigrants come from asia (83% in 1991). of these, 12% 
are arabs and 3.2% europeans. Migration accounted for 48% of the popula-
tion growth between 1981–1991.148

146 Ash-Shamsī, Mithā’ Sālīm: Taqyīm as-siyāsāt al-hijra fī duwal Majlis at-ta‘āwun al-chalījī, 
ijtimā‘ at al-chubarā’ ḥawla al-hijrat ad-dawlīya wa at-tanmīya fī al-mintaqat al-‘ārabīya, Bay-
rūt 15.–17. 5. 2006, p. 56.
147 For a detailed analysis see Nāsir ‘Abd ar-Raḥmān, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A., op. cit., pp. 481–528.
148 Muḥammad Tawfīq: Sukkān Mamlakat al-Baḥrayn, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A., op. cit., pp. 136–138.

than itemised data get published. on account of this, anyone wanting to study 
migration must acquire data from various secondary sources.

History of Migration

in previous times, migration used to be fairly common on the arab penin-
sula. typically, it consisted of seasonal tribal migration, which was not sub-
ject to detailed analysis. oman has an extremely rich history of migration, 
which also became reflected in the ethnic and anthropological composition 
of its population. in the past, a great number of iranians and baluchistanis 
came to oman. in 1980, the baluchistanis represented about 7% of the total 
population, and their cultural influence was quite apparent in the al-Batina 
coastal lowland and in Muscat. the main baluchi centres, such as Makran 
and the gwadar port, ruled by the omani sultans until 1959, were the main 
pillars of baluchi migration. there used to be a lot of trading between oman 
and these centres.

a substantial number of people of african origin also live in Muscat, Ma-
trah and salalah. Most of these come from Zanzibar and east africa, which 
also used to be ruled by the omani sultans and linked by close trade relations. 
Many omani traders returned to these old centres in the 1980s to start new 
lives in their former homeland. a small iranian trading minority also settled in 
oman and has been more or less assimilated. there is a larger number of indi-
ans living in oman. they have formed an isolated community and do not mix 
with the arabs. Cities along the al-batina coastal lowland, such as sur, Muscat 
and Matrah, are the main centres of the indians in oman. in the past, the indi-
ans traded with the british east india Company. omanis also emigrated to for-
eign countries, representing one third of all immigrants to the gCC countries 
and constituted the largest pre-1965 immigrant communities in these states.

the second largest number of maritime emigrants were the Yemenis, who 
traded with south Mesopotamia and the north West arab peninsula (the 
nabatean empire) in the Middle ages, many of them settling there. as mer-
chants, the Yemenis travelled to, and settled in south east asia and east af-
rica. aided by the monsoon winds, they sailed to india and beyond to indone-
sia. from 1839 on, many Yemenis left for british, french and italian colonies, 
in particular sudan, somalia, ethiopia and djibouti, as well as to england. 
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gCC states. saudi arabia would like to maintain its prestigious position in 
the arab political system, and has therefore sought to implement pan-arab 
resolutions at various levels with the objective of preferential employment of 
arab workers. in 2000, 43% of the saudi arabian immigrant workforce con-
sisted of arabs, about 19% of whom were egyptians. about 56% came from 
asia and 1.8% from europe or america.151 in numerical terms, the dominant 
proportion in 2005 consisted of indians (1.4 million), followed by pakistan, 
Yemen and egypt with about one million guest workers each.

in summary, 20th century migration and migration associated with oil rents 
started in the 1940s, first in Kuwait and then in Bahrain. In a short time this 
type of migration spread over the entire gulf region. oman, which had pre-
viously been a migration source country, was the last gulf state to become 
a recipient country.

labour imports have been the single feasible option for boosting the eco-
nomic growth of some gulf countries, such as bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar and 
Uae, due to their excess capital and a shortfall of local labour in various pro-
fessions, as well as a general low proportion of domestic labour in the work-
force: 25% in oman and bahrain, 21% in saudi arabia, 18% in Kuwait, 17% 
in Uae and 19% in Qatar.152 Migration in the gulf states has not only been 
linked to the oil boom, but also politically or ideologically conditioned. gulf 
migration can be divided into three phases.

First Migration Phase

The first migration phase begun in the late 1940s and early 1950s, and con-
tinued into the early 1970s. this phase was characterised by a relatively slow 
but steady influx of migrants. In general, most migrants in the Gulf countries 
were of arab origin, although this did not apply to the same extent in all the 
countries. Most of the workers were Yemenis, egyptians, Jordanians and pal-

151 Muḥammad Aḥmad Ar-Ruwaythī: Sukkān al-Mamlakat al-‘arabīya as-sa‘ūdīya, Muḥam-
mad Aḥmad Ar-Ruwaythī (ed): Sukkān al-‘ālam al-‘arabī al-wāqi‘ wa al-mustaqbal, Maktabat 
al-‘Abīkān, al-juz’u al-awwal, Ar-Riyaḍ, 2003, pp. 168–181.
152 Looney, Robert E.: Factors Affecting Employment in the Arabian Gulf Region, 1975–1985. 
population bulletin of esCWa, 1991.

immigration to Kuwait soared in 1967 after the end of the June arab-is-
raeli war; the Kuwaiti government wanted to demonstrate solidarity with the 
frontline countries and those who had suffered through the occupation. Mi-
gration, however, reached enormous proportions as immigrants continued to 
pour in, including the children, parents and grandparents of workers. since 
1969 the flow of immigrants has been regulated. A radical reduction occurred 
in the number of foreigners after the iraqi occupation of Kuwait. in particular, 
citizens of the arab countries that supported the iraqi occupation, i.e. pales-
tinians and Jordanians, were expelled. in the 1990s, Kuwait gave preference 
to migrants from asian countries (Korea, the philippines and thailand)149 and 
favoured workers familiar with Western technology. at the present time, for-
eigners represent about two thirds of the population.

the United arab emirates (Uae) depended heavily on immigrant labour. 
in 1995, foreign labour represented 75.7% (about 850,000 people) of the to-
tal population, compared to only 54% in 1970. in 2005, this share dropped 
slightly to 71.4%. the demand for labour has been growing despite govern-
ment attempts to reduce the percentage of foreign workers. a total of 67% 
of guest workers in the Uae are of non-arab origin and 29% are arabs. in 
1970, the proportion of iranian immigrants (42%) still dominated the mi-
grant population. this percentage dwindled, however, and in 1985 reached 
a mere 10.7%. on the other hand, the number of pakistanis and bangladeshis 
(30.5%) as well as indians (23%) increased. the number of indians was very 
high indeed and totalled approximately one million in 2005. immigration 
from arab states was dominated by palestinians and Jordanians (8%), fol-
lowed by omanis (6.5%), egyptians (5%), lebanese and syrians (together 
4%) and Yemenis (2%). arab immigrants were employed mainly in the ser-
vice, health-care and education sectors.150

in 2000, immigrants had a 27% share in the total population of saudi ara-
bia; five years later this number dropped to 25.9%. The migration structure 
is characterised by a large number of Arabs, who constituted 30–55% of the 
population in the second half of the 20th century, the highest figure for all the 

149 Amal al-‘Adhabī As-Ṣabāḥ: Sukkān Dawlat Al-Kuvayt, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A., op. cit, pp. 
542–543.
150 For details see Muḥammad Muḥammad Az-Zahra: Sukkān Ittiḥād al-Imārāt al-‘ārabīya al-
muttaḥida, op. cit., pp. 72–77.
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the number of foreigners doubled and again doubled in the following five 
years. the total migrant population reached 4.5 million. in 1980, foreign la-
bour in the gulf countries increased by 262% compared to 1975 levels. in 
1980, foreign labour stood at 78% in Kuwait, 59% in saudi arabia and 90% 
in the Uae. the high oil rent enabled construction of new roads, schools, 
hospitals, ports, communication networks, banks, industrial plants and desali-
nation facilities in line with development plans. the growth of non-Cgg (do-
mestic and foreign) labour was in line with the second five-year plan (1975–
1980). it was meant to be much more dynamic than the growth of domestic 
labour, as development plans needed to be implemented very fast.153 accord-
ing to the Saudi Central Planning Organisation, meeting the goals of the five-
year plan required between 180,000 and 250,000 qualified and semi-quali-
fied guest workers.

the second phase was characterised by a changed ratio of the economi-
cally active population. the number of hired asians increased greatly in com-
parison with arab migrants in this period. in some countries, asian labour 
had already constituted a majority even before the start of this phase. the 
ethnic structure of the workforce in all of these countries changed, however, 
with the number of asian workers growing, even though total arab labour in 
the gCC labour market remained dominant in the 1970s, remaining at two 
thirds of the total workforce. this was mainly due to religious, cultural and 
linguistic pan-arab links rather than economic considerations. arab workers 
preferred jobs in which they had a comparative advantage due to their lan-
guage (i.e. teachers, lawyers, journalists, university professors, administra-
tive staff and building contractors). asian workers were getting highly qual-
ified jobs requiring a good command of English and technical skills. Some 
also worked in domestic services provided to the local population. the gCC 
countries were even competing with each other in attracting asian, european, 
american and arab labour.

saudi arabia sought workers from the Western countries and the Maghreb, 
the latter being in special demand, as the arabic-speaking Maghreb work-

153 The second five-year plan forecast the Saudi workforce growing from 1.2 to 1.5 million and 
foreign worker numbers increasing from 300,000 to 800,000. al-farsy, f.: Modernity and tra-
dition, the saudi equation, Knight Communication 2001, p. 222.

estinians. the relatively well-educated palestinians and Jordanians became 
a source of labour for the fast-developing social service sector – mostly ed-
ucation and health care. palestinians were accepted mainly for political rea-
sons, to show solidarity with their fight against the Israeli occupation. Egyp-
tians were also made to participate in the social service sector. together with 
the Yemenis, however, they worked mainly in construction.

there exist no exact numbers of the migrating population in saudi ara-
bia at the end of the first phase. Only a rough estimate of the numbers of mi-
grants in the gulf countries is possible. the Ministry of finance and the na-
tional Economy carried out a census in four major Saudi cities in 1962–1963, 
revealing that between 15% and 35% of their inhabitants were foreigners. 
About 30% of the total number of entrepreneurs (1–1.25 million in 1970) 
were foreigners. Modernization of the economies had begun in the gulf coun-
tries. however, only Qatar and Kuwait were able to make perfect use of their 
income for this modernization. almost all the gulf economies used oil reve-
nues in ways that required relatively high numbers of foreign workers to build 
economic and social infrastructure. by the mid-1960s, the percentage of for-
eigners rose to 53% of the total workforce in Kuwait and 25% in saudi ara-
bia. a sharp demographic growth was reported in almost all the gCC coun-
tries; this growth was related not only to natural processes, such as the birth 
rate, lower death rate and increased quality of life, but was also attributed to 
the advancing naturalization process.

in the 1960s and early 1970s, foreign workers migrated to the gulf along 
with their entire families. this, however, began to change in the late 1970s.

Second Migration Phase

the second phase began in the early 1970s, when oil prices and revenues 
soared, and ended in the early 1980s. the oil boom brought about massive 
economic growth. the gCC countries needed to build modern infrastructure 
within a short period of time, which required the influx of foreign labour for 
several reasons. the domestic workforce was relatively small and lacked the 
qualifications needed. Neither did the government provide any special incen-
tives for employing domestic workers in the modernization projects. Migra-
tion in this phase was very high. Within a period of five years (1970–1975) 
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Uae  45,000  251,500  620,550  620,550  85,351  688,349
total 1,365,980  1,394,690 4,478,642 5,157,227 2,084,301 5,355,169

Source: Birks and Sinclair estimates.

GCC: nationals and foreigners

state 1975 
nationals

1975
foreigners

1985 
nationals

1985
foreigners

1990 
nationals

1990
foreigners

bahrain  224,650  70,530  272,900  120,229  313,400  134,420
Kuwait  522,750  522,700  684,330 1,016,010  577,650 1,549,140
oman  550,000  N/A  856,581  390,973 1,023,500  370,892
Qatar  158,000  158,000  84,240  129,228  103,400  117,602
saudi 
arabia 4,592,540 1,562,400 4,549,550 4,549,550 7,646,000 4,437,165

Uae  200,000  455,940  966,600  966,600  490,692 1,146,624
total 6,247,940 2,769,570 7,414,201 7,172,590 10,154,642 7,755,843

Source: Birks Sinclair estimates.

it is a moot point whether the post-gulf War period can be considered 
a new phase of migration. the invasion of Kuwait and the ensuing events 
set in motion the greatest exodus so far. over 5.5 million people relocated, 
2 million of them on account of the invasion. thirty countries were affected 
by the negative impact of such an enormous population movement immedi-
ately after the war, though the intensity of this impact varied. egypt suffered 
most, with about one million migrants, along with Yemen and the palestin-
ian and Jordanian population. the civil war in iraq forced a large number of 
Kurds to flee, mostly to neighbouring Turkey and Iran (650,000). The Shi-
ites have found refuge in iran (750,000).155

Kuwait saw dramatic demographic changes at that time as several hundred 
thousand people had to leave the country during the occupation. they went to 
their homelands, fearing further escalation of the conflict. When the Kuwait 

155 Choucri, n.: demography, Migration and security in the Middle east, in: the Middle east 
in global Change. the politics and economics of interdependence versus fragmentation. ed. 
laura guarzzone, Macmillan press ltd., london, 1997, p. 104.

ers were often educated in the West.154 the rising unemployment levels in the 
Maghreb countries stimulated migration of workers to the more distant per-
sian gulf countries.

Third Migration Phase

the third phase of labour migration started in the mid-1980s, i.e. when oil 
prices and revenues started falling. in effect, there was much less migration 
pressure. there was a rapid demographic growth in both the overall popula-
tion of immigrants and immigrant labour, averaging 8% between 1980 and 
1985. the number of non-resident inhabitants rose to 6.6 million and the 
number of workers reached 4.4 million. in 1985, the workforce had increased 
by 150% compared to 1980.

The post-1985 figures demonstrate a continuing decrease in the net growth 
of immigrants. The annual influx of immigrants averaged 3.3% during the 
1985-1990 period, compared with 8% in 1980–1985. However, the number 
of migrant workers rose by 31% per annum between 1985 and 1994. in the 
late 1980s, the proportion of foreign labour in the gCC countries reached an 
incredible 72% of the total workforce. the importance of immigrant workers 
in the gCC countries is underlined by the demographic growth of the non-do-
mestic population, which was even higher between 1975 and 1990 than the 
record growth of the local population.

GCC: domestic and foreign labour

1975 
nationals

1975
foreigners

1985 
nationals

1985
foreigners

1990 
nationals

1990
foreigners

state
bahrain  46,810  22,000  69,593  85,450  83,510  93,020
Kuwait  98,270  212,740  123,560  543,970  129,180  798,350
oman  137,000  81,250  126,000  314,056  152,230  304,919
Qatar  12,500  53,800  16,249  70,511  19,810  65,431
saudi 
arabia 1,026,400  773,400 3,522,690 3,552,690 1,614,220 3,405,100

154 al-farsy, fouad: op. cit., p. 223.
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and experts have regarded it as time-bomb, which may eventually destabi-
lise the entire region, given the lack of jobs and sluggish economic growth.156

the number of students in the gCC states is much higher than the work-
ing population. In 2002, about five million people were studying in the most 
populous of the gCC countries, saudi arabia, eight times more than in 1970. 
As few as 10,000 (8%) of all students chose technical fields of study between 
1995 and 1999. the demand for educated labour with technical skills will 
presumably be growing.

each and every gCC member state expects demand for jobs to rocket, as 
the local workforce will have doubled by 2020. in saudi arabia alone, for 
example, this figure is set to rise from the current 3.3 million to over 8 mil-
lion. Countries with a low per capita income from oil (saudi arabia, oman, 
and bahrain) will have problems. Unemployment in these three countries 
continues to be relatively low, which can be explained by the high number 
of immigrant workers, but has been growing dynamically.157 only half of the 
100,000 young people new to the labour market annually find jobs. The sit-
uation is worst in bahrain.

Currently, jobs in the state sector are reserved for domestic workers. in 
Kuwait, for example, 93% of the total workforce (i.e. 200,000 people) have 
jobs in the state sector. in contrast, 98% of the total number of foreigners 
(900,000) work in the private sector. In 1993–1994 subsidies of their wages 
amounted to a total of 445 Kuwaiti dinars (KWd) per capita. at the begin-
ning of the 21st century a Kuwait worker received a KWd 120 state subsidy. 
the stalled economic growth in the gCC countries and enormous popula-
tion boom (with the growth rate at about 3.4% between 1980 and 2000) lim-
ited the governments’ capacity to offer jobs in the public sector. Most ex-
perts expect domestic unemployment rates to go up in the majority of these 
countries.158

156 for details see laipson, e.: the Middle east’s demographic transition: What does it Mean?, 
Journal of International Affairs, Fall 2002, Vol. 56, No. 1, pp. 176–187.
157 Many young people aged 18 to 30 are jobless (20% in Kuwait, 14% in oman, 14% in bah-
rain and 15% in saudi arabia). the economist, 23 March, 2002, p. 11.
158 The Arab Human Development Report 2002, UNDP – Regional Bureau for Arab States 
(rbas), n.Y. 2002, p. 92.

government returned, it expelled the remaining palestinians, whose numbers 
had increased to about 300,000 before the occupation. some immigrants from 
other states returned to Kuwait upon its liberation to help with recovery. Most 
of those who came back were single or childless asians. the total number of 
returnees, however, was lower than the total number of immigrants before the 
occupation. Kuwait’s post-invasion population dwindled by half.

the demographic change in other countries was less marked. some 
400,000 Yemenis and a smaller number of palestinians had to leave saudi 
arabia after the occupation. trends from the previous years continued: lesser 
demand for guest workers and the domination of asian immigrants. similarly 
to the pre-1973 period, political criteria were important for decisions on ac-
cepting foreign labour.

since the 1980s oil rents decreased dramatically following a plunge in 
global oil prices, which prompted both the public and private sector to start 
cutting labour costs. the situation was somewhat alleviated by the fact that 
most major projects had been completed or were close to completion. Main-
tenance and repair were more important than new projects.

GCC: domestic and foreign populations and workforce, 
1992 and 1995 (in thousands)

1992
nationals

1992
foreigners

1995
nationals

1995
foreigners

population 10,696 6,951 12,547 6,680
Workforce  2,121 5,144  2,378 5,232

Current Changes in the Structure of Domestic
and Non-domestic Labour

the latest developments and population trends in the gCC countries show that 
the population is growing younger, with a record 60% under 25 years of age. 
The 0–14 age bracket in the GCC countries constituted 40% of the total pop-
ulation in 1970, although in recent years this figure has been declining. The 
estimate for 2005 was 33.7%, while a figure of 28.8% is forecast for 2025. 
the only exceptions were the Uae and Qatar with large percentages of im-
migrants. this demographic development is typical of the entire arab world 
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this negative process.159 in order to prevent this, work contracts are concluded 
for fixed periods, i.e. to cover the duration of specific projects.

the regional and geopolitical impacts of such an employment policy are 
hard to estimate as some countries in the region have learned to live off oil 
rents. The 1999 figures showed a total number of 7.8 million imported work-
ers in the gCC countries, of which 3.5 million (i.e. about 45%) were of arab, 
and only 4.3 million of asian origin. egyptians and, to a smaller extent, pal-
estinians and sudanese dominated numbers of arab workers. indians, paki-
stanis and, to a lesser degree iranians dominated the second group. the av-
erage monthly wage, calculated on the basis of data from three countries of 
the region (oman, bahrain and Kuwait), was Usd 564. replacing 500,000 
foreign workers would mean an annual loss of about Usd 282 million if re-
mittances amounted to 70% of average wages. sending countries would lose 
approximately Usd 2 billion annually.160

in general, we can say that replacing asian labour would be much more 
difficult, given the type of jobs Asian migrant workers occupy (i.e. low-skill 
jobs, mainly in services and agriculture). replacing arab workers (teachers, 
clerical workers, translators, lawyers, managers and salesmen) with domes-
tic labour, however, might be much easier and faster. higher reform costs 
need to be taken into account as arab workers tend to be paid higher wages.

Current GCC population and labour statistics (in thousands)

Country
total 

population 
in 2002*

population 
growth 
between 

1960-2000 
(% p.a.)

population 
< 15 as % 

of total 
population

foreigners 
as % of total 
population

emigrants 
as % of total 

labour 

bahrain  650 3.6 28.8 40 64
Kuwait  2,300 4.9 33.5 64 81

159 al-farsy, f.: Modernity and tradition, the saudi equation, Knight Communication 2001, 
p. 223.
160 borgis, Maurice: national versus Migrant Workers in the gCC: Coping with Change, em-
ployment Creation social protection in the Middle east and north africa, edited handoussa, 
Heda; Tzannatos, Zafiris, American University in Cairo Press, Cairo, N.Y.–Cairo 2002,  
p. 118.

in order to prevent anticipated problems, the gCC countries have started 
a campaign aiming at replacing foreigners with domestic labour. the cur-
rent system of generous social benefits does not really encourage domestic 
labour to enter the job market. very low wages for foreign workers reduce 
company costs in the production cycle and improve the competitiveness of 
firms. Therefore, businesses are not interested in expensive domestic work-
ers, who are not willing to work for similar wages.

foreign workers accept low wages as they are usually completely un-
taxed, and some employers even provide free accommodation, paid holidays 
and sometimes even meals and tuition for children. Wages are therefore sub-
sidised in part by the public sector. gCC citizens work in the state sector or 
government institutions, which pay much higher wages than private employ-
ers. Most experts propose that the government should end or substantially 
cut immigrant wage subsidies, which would make companies realise the real 
value of labour and act in an economically rational way. the governments of 
the gCC countries have been trying to avoid restrictions and rely instead on 
moral appeals. these tactics, however, have not borne fruit. the government 
has had to face the dilemma of whether to apply such incentives to jobs that 
the locals do not want (e.g. cleaners, cooks, drivers, servants, doorkeepers 
and watchmen), while avoiding the demotivation of lower wages for highly 
qualified foreign labour, which cannot be replaced by local labour in the fore-
seeable future. Funds saved in this way could be used to finance essential ser-
vices (e.g. the police).

Most Gulf countries’ laws ban the import of some specific professions 
for which there is enough reserve labour in the local labour markets. an ad-
ditional problem is a shortage of recruitment agencies to enlist domestic la-
bour, since the existing agencies have been focused on importing unskilled 
labour from abroad. a well-functioning information network offering vacan-
cies has yet to be built.

saudi arabia’s approach to migration is not only social and economic, 
but is also concerned with its cultural and civilization aspects as well. for-
eign workers bring specific customs and lifestyles into the country, which are 
rather disruptive in terms of the islamic, social roots of the system. Muslim 
migration is also greeted with some hesitation, as it is believed to be part of 
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Saudi Arabia has witnessed several scandals in which the “owners” of Phil-
ippine female servants prevented these women from leaving the country (by 
withholding their documents) and sexually abused them, which was reported 
by global human rights organizations in the second half of the 1990s.

the Kuwaiti government introduced several measures to make foreign and 
domestic labour equal in terms of the wage policy, but homeowners vehe-
mently resisted this effort. the government was forced to yield to this pres-
sure and make an exception with regard to servants. in order to achieve the 
same effects, the Kuwaiti government started reducing the numbers of im-
migrants to prevent the outflow of funds transferred to other countries. Esti-
mates put the percentage of the gCC countries’ gdp irretrievably disappear-
ing abroad at 10%. Irrespective of the above deficiencies, the foreign labour 
business has remained profitable in the GCC countries and there is little in-
terest in a rapid change. Lucrative “sponsorship” deals or property rental was 
reserved for nationals only and foreigners were not allowed to do so. More-
over, some countries cannot do without foreign labour. saudi arabia, for ex-
ample, used to employ 500,000 foreign drivers because saudi women are 
not allowed to drive.

one category of the Kuwait population consists of neither nationals nor 
immigrants and foreigners. these people are called biduns, from the arabic 
term bidun jinsiya meaning “without nationality” or homeless, or derisively 
al-fuqū’, which means mushrooms, meaning that these people have no roots 
and thus no identity. the existence of these people was long overlooked and 
only began to be discussed in relation to the great demographic shifts com-
ing after the end of the gulf War.

the population of Kuwait included emigrants from neighbouring coun-
tries (iraq, iran, bahrain and saudi arabia). in 1959 Kuwait passed a law rec-
ognising two kinds of citizenship. The first category included citizens who 
had lived in Kuwait since 1920 and therefore had the right to vote and to be 
elected to the country’s parliament. the second category included citizens 
who had been in Kuwait since 1945 but who, unlike the first category, had no 
right to vote and be elected. registration into both groups ended in 1966, and 
those who did not manage to register – due to old age, illness or early loss of 
their parents – became biduns in spite of several generations of their families 
living in Kuwait. prior to the iraqi invasion, 250,000 of these dispossessed 
people lived in Kuwait, representing 13% of Kuwait’s total population (1.9 

oman  2,400 3.9 44.5 26 55**
Qatar  720 6.5 26.8 80 90**
saudi arabia 23,000 4.1 43.4 27 55**
Uae  3,300 8.8 26.7 82 90**

* forecast      ** estimate

Source: Dubai Inc. Gulf Investment Corporation; US State Dept; UNDP.

since 1990, the percentage of domestic workers has risen from 10% to 
20% in Omani private businesses. The “Saudization” programme seeks to 
increase domestic labour by 5% annually. the aim of the programme is to 
push foreign labour out of some sectors (e.g. finance). In 2001, the Saudi gov-
ernment published a decree banning foreign nationals from trading in gold, 
which is a very lucrative business. a percentage of the country’s young pop-
ulation continues to be supported by rich parents until such time as they find 
“decent” jobs, but children from less well-off families have been forced to 
take up jobs previously reserved for immigrants, such as taxi drivers, petrol 
station workers etc. the goals of the third development plan were more or 
less achieved and the fourth and fifth development plans counted on limiting 
foreign labour. the annual growth in the number of immigrants did in fact 
drop by 50% between 1985 and 1995, but in absolute numbers the number of 
immigrants rose from 2.9 million in 1975 to 7.1 million in 1995.

the state-pampered domestic labour found it hard to adapt to these new 
developments. Due to low work morale and the difficulty of dismissing in-
competent domestic workers, saudi arabian businesses have little interest in 
employing local labour, which is moreover is too expensive. foreigners from 
india or lebanon, for instance, have much lower wage demands.

foreign labour is lucrative not only for entrepreneurs and trading com-
panies but also for local households. estimates put the number of servants 
working under unfair and slave-like conditions in gCC households at about 
three million at the beginning of the 21st century. accommodation and food 
were usually deducted from their wages. these servants had no access to so-
cial benefits and no free time. Some of them were forced to do this demean-
ing work because of debts. their employees paid for their visas and work per-
mit “fees”. It has become a fashion and an indispensable part of life for Arab 
families in the Gulf states to “own” cheap servants who are quick to learn. 
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it is quite interesting to see that the gCC countries have been doing all 
they can to slow down the influx of labour, yet the measures adopted so far 
have been ineffective. the measures include:

• the requirement to obtain a work permit from the government before 
arriving in the country (except for the Jebel ali free zone).

• the requirement of a declaration of no objection issued by a sponsor 
(kafala), required from all employees.

• a system of exact quotas limiting recruitment in various professions.
• regularly issued and updated list of forbidden invitations inaccessible 

to foreign applicants.
• various fees (work permit fee, annual residence fee, insurance fee, 

training fee).
• nationalization of jobs, particularly in the oil industry and state-owned 

businesses.
• subsidizing domestic labour.
• industrial incentives (soft loans, import customs discounts, tariff pro-

tection), which differ substantially among the gCC countries.
• Restriction of change of employment for foreign labour – a change of 

job requires a special permit.
• Residency permits for workers’ families issued only to highly qualified 

employees and as an exception.161

as already mentioned, the vast gap between the domestic and foreign la-
bour is the most critical issue. domestic labour is expensive and not very 
productive. Working hours are longer and wages lower in the private sec-
tor, which is not attractive to domestic workers. it is easier for a private 
company to dismiss a foreign worker than a domestic one. the labour 
market is not based on demand and supply, but is regulated by the state 
and government. an interesting 1999 poll in saudi arabia revealed why 
it was better for the representatives of 232 Saudi firms to hire foreigners.  
Most of the respondents cited the following reasons: saudis lacking interest in 
this type of work (48.3%); low wages for non-Saudi guest workers (47.4%); 
Saudis being less experienced and less qualified (34.5%); available Saudis 

161 borgis, Maurice: op. cit., p. 100.

million). in 1992, the number of biduns dropped to a mere 138,000 as many 
had left the country due to the occupation, and the Kuwaiti government for-
bade them to return after the country was liberated. these people now live 
abroad, having no passports or support. Biduns were not issued any ids and 
could not therefore own any real estate, buy cars, open bank accounts or ac-
cess medical care in cheaper clinics subsidized by the government. With no 
ids, biduns could not be employed and unemployment was high in their 
communities. they worked either illegally, or relied on stealing or begging. 
a marriage between a Kuwaiti and a bidun could not be registered and was 
therefore null and void. Children could go only to very expensive private 
schools and could not enrol into universities. Biduns had no pension bene-
fit entitlement either. With only a few exceptions, biduns were forbidden to 
travel around the country or abroad. When convicted of more serious misde-
meanours, they were placed in a detention facility (madrasa Dalhat) for de-
portation candidates.

the segregation of biduns, mostly Muslims, was criticised within the 
country. one group of critics called for the easing out of these restrictions. 
these critics advocated citizenship for all people who had lived in Kuwait 
since 1965 (when the first statistics were published) and recommended inves-
tigating the nationality of the mothers of those who came after 1965.

the existence of a special bidun category of citizens was not specific to 
Kuwait only; to a lesser degree biduns could be found in other oil countries 
of the gulf as well. due to the lack of data, which was anxiously protected 
by the respective governments in order to avoid the criticism of international 
human rights organizations, it was impossible to monitor the fate of the bi-
duns. Biduns were proven to exist in bahrain, too, with about 30,000 of such 
people living there in the mid-1990s. similarly to Kuwait, the population of 
Bahrain was greatly affected by migration waves flowing into the country 
from the neighbouring states during various periods and these migrants had 
no need to obtain any documents.

in 1939, britain issued a Citizenship act, which stripped some citizens, 
the bahraini shiites in particular, of their citizenship rights. they received no 
certificate of citizenship and the passport act of 1963 prevented them from 
obtaining a passport. shiites who were, for some reason, unable to obtain 
documents by the date set by the authorities lost their citizenship and risked 
deportation: they too became biduns.
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country governments (and their ministries of labour and social affairs) that 
decide on the quotas and structure of foreign labour. Jobs entailing some form 
of contact with the public, such as that of teacher, public official or journal-
ist, will be under special scrutiny. some arab countries have already pub-
lished internal lists of professions that may be carried out by domestic work-
ers only. guest workers from other arab states will presumably be seeking 
less qualified jobs, but to a much lesser degree than, say, in the 1970s. The 
gCC states’ demand for labour will depend on economic growth, stability 
of the region and oil prices. economic prosperity will have a positive impact 
on the construction industry, which is a labour-intensive sector, and this will 
therefore increase the demand for foreign labour migration.

Geographic and percentage shares of foreign labour in Saudi Arabia
(1996–2000)

Country number % Country number %
india 1,228,652 19.7 egypt 1,195,189 19.1
pakistan  778,668 14.2 Yemen  424,398 7.8
philippines  450,967 7.2 sudan  242,508 3.9
bangladesh  448,282 7.1 syria  168,354 2.7
indonesia  249,458 4.0 Jordan  155,410 2.2
sri lanka  135,246 2.2 Kuwait  122,519 1.8
turkey  92,258 1.5 palestine  110,611 1.8
asian countries 3,381,531 56 lebanon  52,560 1.8
Usa  28,868 0.5 nomadic tribes  61,246 1.5
UK  28,868 0.5 somalia  24,585 0.4
eritrea  26,667 0.4 Arab countries – total 2,557,380
ethiopia  25,818 0.4
total: Usa, UK, africa  114,063
1969: total number 6,052,974 100
1970: total number  400,000  +
1980: total number 1,800,000 450
1996–2000: total 6,052,994 339

Source: Al-Wizārat ad-dāchilīya (Ministry of Interior, KSA), Al-‘Amāla  
al-wārida wa qaḍājā al-iḥlāl (as-sa‘ūdīya), rajab 1416–1997 m, Chuṭaṭ 
at-tanmīya al-chamsa 1–6.

lacking required qualifications (25.4%); Saudis being unavailable (14.2%).162

since the 1990s, the demand for jobs has gone up, but the education sys-
tem has not provided workers with modern qualifications, including com-
puter and language skills and a background in mathematics and other sci-
ences. this shortage was evident in almost every arab country. it comes as 
little surprise that under-educated and expensive workers are not in demand 
among private employers.

ousting the domestic labour from the state sector, which provides much 
more benefits to local labour than the private sector, will also be very difficult. 
for example, successive governments in saudi arabia have provided very at-
tractive jobs in the national economy without considering qualifications and 
school results. Graduates are always sure of finding jobs in the public sector 
one way or another. Wage scales in public administration, almost without ex-
ception, are not adjusted according to qualifications and school results. The 
state sector employs university graduates whose education has cost the state 
budget huge amounts of money. on the other hand, even though the private 
sector demand for foreign labour is very high, foreign workers are less qual-
ified compared to the local population. For example, the category of illiter-
ate people and people with basic literacy and numeracy skills comprised one 
quarter of all immigrants in bahrain (1991), one third in Kuwait (1996), one 
half in the Uae (1985) and 43.9% in saudi arabia (1992). a great number 
of immigrants had only basic education.163

the pressure of gCC governments to employ domestic labour rather 
than foreigners will continue in the future. this pressure will be strongest 
in the private sector, as the public sector does not employ many foreigners. 
arab guest workers will be most at risk, as the domestic workforce, unlike 
Asian workers, does not have sufficient technical and language skills. In the 
mid-1970s the league of arab states endorsed an agreement on co-ordinat-
ing arab migration, guaranteeing the preference of arab labour in the arab 
league member states’ labour markets. Moreover, in the mid-1980s, the Uae 
introduced the principle of a 30% proportion of arab workers in foreign la-
bour. these principles, however, were not implemented and it is still the host 

162 reasons for hiring non-saudis, Ministry of planning, private establishment survey, table 
16 March, 1999.
163 borgis, Maurice: op. cit., p. 22.
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ployment rate. the high demographic growth will only continue to exacer-
bate the situation in the future.

Iraq and Key Migration Developments

international migration had only a very limited effect on the country’s de-
mography. the number of emigrants rose in the 1960s and 1970s. in 1965, 
the number of iraqis abroad reached 0.6% but in 1977 it was already  
1.2%.164 even though the number of emigrants was not high, migration had 
a negative impact on the country’s development, as a high percentage of 
those who left were highly qualified workers and intellectuals. The govern-
ment sought to bring back emigrant professionals. act no. 154 of 1974 was 
passed to support this effort, allowing various support mechanisms and ma-
terial compensation for returning emigrants.

initially, immigration was quite low. in 1965, for example, there were 
78,221 immigrants, most of them men. later on, the numbers went up slightly. 
For Arab immigrants, entry into the country was made easier by a simplified 
visa procedure; for foreigners, the immigration procedures were more com-
plex. Nonetheless, in fulfilment of the development plans, the percentage of 
foreign workers never went above 10% of the total workforce.

The migration dynamics changed during the Iran-Iraq war (1980–1988), 
during which a great number of arab guest workers came to the country to re-
place iraqi recruits who had gone to war. Most of the guest workers came from 
Egypt (about 800,000), finding jobs mainly in agriculture and construction. 
a number of arab immigrants was also recruited by the iraqi army and were 
involved in the battles. after the war and the declaration of international sanc-
tions against iraq, the economic situation in the country deteriorated to such 
an extent that most foreign workers had to leave. the iraqi government lim-
ited money transfers to the workers’ countries of origin and employers stopped 
paying guest workers the wages they had promised. this dire situation was 
further exacerbated by steep inflation, which devaluated long-term savings.

Highly qualified Iraqis, especially technicians, started leaving the coun-
try as well. there are no statistics available on these, however. Most of them 

164 ‘Abbās Fāḍil as-Sa‘dī: Sukkān jumhūrīyat al-‘Irāq, in: Ar-Ruwaythī, M. A., op. cit., pp. 305–307.

Yemeni Migration

Yemen is a typical source country with a long history of migration. since the 
1950s the number of long-term Yemeni migrants leaving for the gulf coun-
tries, mainly saudi arabia, has risen quite substantially. the emigration dy-
namics accelerated after the Yemeni civil war ended in 1970. at the same 
time, long-term Yemeni emigrants returned to their homeland. as the secu-
rity situation improved, they were expecting better jobs. Most of these mi-
grants came from somalia, ethiopia, sudan, the UK, vietnam and djibouti. 
Repatriated immigrants brought specific skills from their long-term exile; 
however, they could not really use them as the government severely limited 
investments at that time. they made their living operating small shops in the 
city and a small number of them went to villages and became farmers.

between 1970 and the mid-1980s, when the oil prices started rising and 
major investments picked up in the gulf states, the Yemeni guest workers 
started leaving for the gulf states to take advantage of the oil boom. since 
1973, the demand for foreign labour has gone up in the gCC countries and 
a major part of the population was able to escape the difficult economic and 
social reality in their own country. in result of this, the number of skilled 
workers in Yemen started dwindling and immigrants from south-east asia 
started pouring in to plug the gaps.

a census revealed that the number of Yemenis who left the country for 
work rose to 1.478 million, most of whom were short-term immigrants in 
the gulf countries, particularly in saudi arabia. the majority of these immi-
grants came back to their homelands after the gulf War. in 1994, when there 
was another census, the number of Yemenis abroad had reached 750,000, 
of whom 454,000 were men and the remainder women. the main reasons 
for migration were population growth, high unemployment, employment of 
a large part of the population in non-productive industries and sectors, slow 
annual economic growth, stagnating agriculture and the lack of a productive 
industry that could absorb extra workers.

the structure of Yemeni migration was not particularly different from 
other arab source states. the typical emigrant was single and with no fam-
ily, usually a male between 15 and 35. the number of Yemeni emigrants in 
various host countries reflected the demand for labour. A strong “push” fac-
tor existed in Yemen, reflecting a crisis in agriculture and the overall unem-
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1980. in syria, a total of 120,000 Kurds were stripped of their citizenship 
in 1962 on the basis of a syrian government decree. recently, a deportation 
campaign has started in iran as well. a great portion of the Kurdish popula-
tion left iraq and iran in 1975, immediately after barzani’s uprising aimed at 
gaining autonomy was crushed. Most emigrants went to various european 
states as well as to the Usa, Canada and australia. in the 1980s, Kurdish in-
tellectuals were the most frequent emigrants. they headed mostly to the UK 
or sweden, with only a few of them going to france. another phase in the 
exodus of the Kurds came in 1988, when the iraqi government suppressed 
a Kurdish uprising using chemical weapons in halabja, Karadagh and ba-
dinan. about 180,000 Kurds were killed during the iraqi army’s operation 
anfal. a new wave of Kurdish emigrants swept the region after the gulf War 
(1991), moving on to iran, turkey and syria. tens of thousands of Kurds 
were leaving every year.

in turkey, about three million Kurds were ousted from their homes and 
pushed into the cities of West turkey. the turkish army destroyed about 
4,000 Kurdish villages.166 The population was fleeing because of constant 
battles between rival Kurdish factions – the Kurdistan Democratic Party, the 
patriotic Union of Kurdistan, the Kurdish islamists and the turkish Kurd-
istan Workers’ party (KadeK). the warring factions were guarding their 
own territory, preventing movement of the population around the territory 
of Kurdistan.

by far the largest numbers of Kurdish emigrants come from turkey, fol-
lowed by iraq, syria and other countries. the largest Kurdish community 
(350,000) has formed in germany, followed by the UK, france, netherlands, 
belgium, austria, sweden, denmark, norway, italy, greece, spain and fin-
land. the Kurdish situation, however, has improved to the extent that some 
european countries, such as the netherlands and sweden, have refused to ad-
mit future asylum seekers from iraqi Kurdistan.167 at the turn of the century, 
the migration of the Kurds to italy and greece went up. Much fewer Kurd-
ish migrants settled in eastern and Central europe. iraqi Kurds, along with 

166 for details see: van bruinessen, M. : Kurdish society, ethnicity, nationalism and refugee 
problems in philip g. Kreyenbroek and stefan sperl (eds) the Kurds: a Contemporary over-
view, Routledge, London–N.Y., 1992.
167 Chris Kutschera: Exodus, The Middle East, 2002/9, p. 56.

went to Jordan and Yemen but many went to other countries outside the Mid-
dle east as well.

the esCWa documents only stated that iraqi migration had a negative tra-
jectory between 1987 and 1997, i.e. that many more people were leaving iraq 
than arriving. this was true for all age groups and both sexes.165

internal migration was also very strong. iraqis from the countryside started 
migrating to big cities, particularly baghdad. in 1997 (during the sanction pe-
riod), a record 797,735 people, i.e. 21% of the total population of baghdad, 
moved to the country’s capital. iraq was therefore affected by both internal 
and international migration, but the majority of migrants (654,000 people or 
87%) moved from the villages to the capital.

Kurdish Migration

the presence of the Kurds outside the Middle east region can be considered 
a relatively recent phenomenon, compared to the traditionally migrating eth-
nic groups, such as the armenians, assyrians and lebanese. historically, 
Kurdish migration can be divided into three phases:

• prior to World War ii, Kurdish migration was limited and political or 
cultural activities of the migrants were rather exceptional;

• from World War ii to 1965, young people, mainly from iraq, were leav-
ing the Kurdish areas to study both in the East and in the West;

• after 1965, a great migration wave started, with the Kurds moving away 
from all parts of Kurdistan (including the Caucasus and lebanon) to 
other countries as guest workers, refugees, students or for family re-
union.

the number of Kurdish migrants went up from several hundred in the 
1960s to 700,000 in the late 1990s. Many of these migrants were deported 
by force to europe and other countries, especially after the anti-Kurdish cam-
paigns in iraq and turkey. some 150,000 Kurds left iraq for iran in 1971 and 

165 U.n. esCWa, demographic and related socio-economic data, sheets no 9, amman 1997, 
table 3, p. 28.
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after the end of the Cold War and the subsequent overall development of 
relations between states, we have also seen the globalization of migration. 
borders have become the locus of legal and illegal exchange, of regional 
cross-border activities. a network of informal relations between the migra-
tion source countries and host states has been set up. in the 1990s, migration 
started to be seen as an issue of internal security and in france, for exam-
ple, was also linked to issues of social cohesion, fears of internal instabil-
ity and chaos, threats to sovereignty by supranational networks, associations 
and other global religious, cultural, economic and political flows crossing na-
tional borders. The term “securitization of migration” was coined in this con-
text. this is related to the understanding of identity in the context of multi-
culturalism as a component of modern citizenship and of the separation of 
nationality and citizenship.

there have been several core models in europe: british multiculturalism 
with its uncontrolled ghettoization, the french integration model and the ger-
man pre-1999 ius sanguinis model based on the recognition of blood rela-
tions. extreme rightwing parties have proposed a discussion on social citi-
zenship based on the claim that immigrants and their large families have been 
draining the social system.

the fear of the eU countries of terrorism, which often comes from the 
countries of the Muslim south, appears to be the single most critical issue 
today. in the mid-1990s, following the terrorist attacks in france, a large net-
work of algerian islamic groups (gia and fis) was proven to exist in eu-
rope, operating especially within immigrant communities in france, ger-
many and the UK. After 9/11, a number of active or sleeping Al-Qaida 
cells were identified and destroyed in Europe. The organization was plan-
ning lethal attacks against the Usa from hamburg. the attacks on afghan-
istan and iraq set off an explosion of terrorism, particularly in iraq, which 
started to spread to the neighbouring regions. islamist attacks in two nato  

the afghans, use the Czech republic as a transit country on the way to the 
West. some of them end up as far away as in the northern baltic and scan-
dinavian states.

The social structure of the Kurdish migration fits in the general pattern: 
single young men, the unemployed and students as well as guest workers. 
immigrants do not form a homogeneous group, as the Kurds come from var-
ious countries with different cultural and political settings. they have differ-
ent social, economic, demographic and political roots. the cultural and po-
litical “headquarters” of the Kurdish diaspora in Europe was in the German 
city of Wiesbaden, where a national Union of Kurdish students in europe 
was formed, acting as a diplomatic representation of the Kurds in europe. 
Just like the Jews and armenians, the Kurds consider themselves the victims 
of a forced and violent displacement and seek political asylum in their host 
countries. the non-existence of an international status is a major problem for 
the Kurds living abroad as they have never established a state of their own.

the Kurds had no passports and the only chance for them to leave the 
country was to buy fake passports from smugglers. the Kurdish region was 
considered by young Kurds as totally lacking in prospects, so they saw flee-
ing their respective countries as the only option. Up until recently, migration 
was the prerogative of young men only. recently, however, many women 
have started migrating as well and seek refuge in turkey. they were often 
forced to emigrate because of the aggression of islamic activists, who made 
them wear islamic attire according to their regulations forced them into ar-
ranged marriages. political stability in iraq, which is not a foreseeable pros-
pect, may help to limit the Kurdish migration to the eU countries quite sub-
stantially, as attaining political asylum would become much more difficult 
under such circumstances.
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the concept of a broad partnership between countries on both shores of 
the Mediterranean sea, based on the barcelona declaration, hides a contra-
diction between a long-term, positive vision and short-term risks to be faced 
by the arab Mediterranean states, including bankruptcies of uncompetitive 
businesses, loss of customs tariff revenues, higher unemployment etc. Joint 
development, however, cannot be the mid-term alternative to labour migra-
tion, as some economists and politicians mistakenly believe, because the par-
adox is that greater development will provoke greater migration, given the 
change of sectoral priorities and restructuring processes. the number of mi-
gration candidates will probably grow. More positive changes are bound to 
come later in the future.

Mediterranean arab countries have been focusing more and more on global 
arab minorities in both their negotiations and their practical political and dip-
lomatic actions. one of the reasons for this are the xenophobic and racist at-
titudes to foreigners, especially those of the Muslim faith, and towards the 
arab ethnic group as a whole, which have become more widespread in the 
post-9/11 period. What is seen as important is, in particular, establishing the 
legal status of Muslims in these countries, guaranteeing social, economic and 
political rights and respecting the cultural autonomy of immigrant enclaves 
in the West. these requirements have been promoted with the help of na-
tion states, international institutions and, recently, through pan-arab initia-
tives. Immediately upon taking up the office of LAS General Secretary, Amr 
Moussa initiated consistent monitoring of the rights of arab minorities in the 
world, similar to the israeli monitoring of the Jews and anti-semitism.

the most frequent objections to the status of immigrants in Western eu-
rope include unequal job opportunities, exclusion from trade union member-
ship and protection and segregation in education and training. this is evident 
from the high unemployment of immigrants in comparison to local labour. 
the arab countries have emphasised social justice and equal opportunities 
in the barcelona process.

the restrictive policy against labour migration has also been criticized 
by arab countries ineffective. the Maghreb arabs have argued that the re-
strictions adopted by the eU (eeC) in 1974 and closure of borders have not 
been effective and have only made the situation worse. the fact that 60% of 
(mostly illegal) Maghreb immigrants came to the eU countries after these 
measures were introduced proves their point. also, it is argued that restric-

member states, turkey and spain, brought a shock that was followed by 
a media campaign against Muslim, arab immigrants. fear of terrorism has 
had a negative impact on the general european public opinion on Muslim 
immigration.

the campaign translated into new social and labour law restrictions 
against immigrants in some member states. immigrants and their families 
were stripped of some social guarantees after the schengen agreements had 
been adopted. It became much more difficult to obtain permits for family 
visitors and to immigrate to these states. asylum and visa policies were also 
tightened. the italian government wanted to adopt a strict law to criminalize 
illegal migration, which sparked off protests by both Western human rights 
activists and defenders of arab states alike. the arabs have criticised the eU 
anti-terrorism measures, which have limited migration. they claim that the 
fight against terrorism has become an excuse for restricting migration, which 
had been planned long in advance.

to avert the threat of illegal migration from the south, the eU had to adopt 
a migration policy that would not rely on restrictions only. Joint development 
was the policy of choice in the neighbouring countries (e.g. Maghreb). the 
1990s saw the internationalization and europeanization of asylum policy in 
the Mediterranean region (the Dublin Agreements); the same applied to mi-
gration policy (the 1999 tampere european Council), previously controlled 
by sovereign nation states only. introducing the sis and eurodac systems re-
inforced security in the asylum process.

The number of well-prepared, qualified Arab workers – male and female 
– and their percentage in the EU labour market have grown. Motivation has 
played a key role: all available research has shown that Maghreb migration 
was primarily motivated by the migrants’ quest for a higher standard of liv-
ing, greater comfort and higher wages.

Migration is a vital issue for arab countries, not only because of prof-
its from the transfer of hard currency wages from arab migrants working 
abroad, but also as a structural factor related to the current phase of global-
ization. arabs found it unacceptable that not enough attention was paid to this 
issue during the negotiation of association agreements between the eU and 
south Mediterranean countries, in spite of the eU being an ardent promoter 
of the rapid establishment of a free trade zone in the Mediterranean region, 
with free movement of capital, goods and, to some extent, also services.
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ference against racism in durban in september 2001 featured discussion of 
the rights of immigrants in their host countries. some principles announced 
in durban, however, have not been implemented.

labour mobility has traditionally been the primary means of integrating 
arab economies. a regional agreement on professional and technical services 
is key for the promotion of investments and transfer of technology and can be 
perceived as added value for other services. in order to improve labour mobil-
ity in an Arab free market, restrictions preventing the influx of professionals 
from other las member states will have to be abolished. general immigra-
tion policy co-ordination and simplification of visa and work permit proce-
dures for temporary movement of legal entities will be necessary.

In terms of trade and capital influx, the Middle East appears to be the least 
integrated region of the world, which is in stark contrast with the empty proc-
lamations about arab unity. the only exception to this is labour mobility, as 
migration flows within the region are very intensive and guest worker money 
transfers have now exceeded in value the regional trade in goods as well as 
the officially recorded capital influx. Migration has actually become the most 
successful component of arab integration. labour mobility has become an 
instrument for transfer of part of the wealth of oil-rich states to poor coun-
tries in the Arab world. Some Arab states have designed specific pro-migra-
tion policies, such as flexible demand-meeting measures, training courses, 
protection of migrants, contract negotiation counselling etc. the 1980 Char-
ter of national economic action even mentioned a binding principle of arab 
economic citizenship guaranteeing equal treatment of arab labour in all arab 
states. the arab labour organization endorsed a crucial document titled the 
declaration of principles, under which the arab states agreed on preferen-
tial employment and protection of arab workers. the long-term aim was to 
reinforce arab identity and arab citizenship. in this document, the signatory 
countries pledged to put an end to work migration to non-arab states. in re-
ality, however, host countries regulate labour demand according to their mo-
mentary economic, security and political criteria. Most gCC countries prefer 
asian and domestic labour to workers from other arab states.

The Middle East conflict, border disputes and ethnic frictions are the 
causes of forced population movements resulting in people becoming refu-
gees. after the gulf and iraqi wars (1991 and 2003 respectively), hundreds 
of thousands of iraqi refugees were forced to seek haven in neighbouring 

tions have changed the structure of migration because of forced family re-
union. there were more and more permanent immigrants seeking lasting 
solutions to their families’ social situations, rather than the temporary immi-
grants typical of the 1960s. the current arab foreign labour has started sever-
ing ties with their homeland, which was criticised by the source countries.

there is a number of arab institutions and research institutes today study-
ing in detail the legal status of emigrants/immigrants, guest workers in for-
eign countries and the application of international law. there are three ways 
of studying migration rights. The first group of laws consists of internal and 
international acts focusing on the organization of migration. each of the arab 
countries has its own law and institutions dealing with migration issues and 
implementing migration law. egypt and Morocco, in particular, have very 
elaborate systems in place. the second group of legislation consists of laws 
that penalise migration. these types of legal instruments were strongly crit-
icised by arab states for breaching human right laws on many accounts. 
these laws include readmission agreements concluded over the past few 
years under political pressure between the arab states and individual eU 
countries. agreements on the mutual extradition of persons suspected of ter-
rorism signed by italy and egypt, for instance, are of this nature. the third 
group of laws includes acts guaranteeing protection of all immigrants alike, 
whether legal or illegal. great attention is paid to international laws and pro-
visions for the protection of human, labour, social and humanitarian rights 
in relation to migration. there is a large body of international law and doc-
uments cited and referred to by arab lawyers and human rights advocates: 
the Universal declaration of human rights, the 1986 strasbourg declara-
tion, the international Covenant on economic and social rights, the inter-
national Convention on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimina-
tion, the Convention against torture, the geneva Convention relative to the 
protection of Civilian persons in time of War and the geneva Convention 
relative to the status of refugees, along with the relevant protocols. the 
1990 international Convention on the protection of the rights of all Migrant 
Workers and Members of their Families has been ratified by only ten states. 
there is a number of documents issued by international organizations, such 
as UniCef, UnesCo or ilo, addressing labour law issues in relation to 
immigrants. the documents of the vienna Conference on human rights and 
many other legal texts can also be used. the agenda of the third World Con-
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sure. since the early 1970s, orthodox views have slowly been losing ground 
and birth control has started to be admitted as being in the public interest.

the demographic growth of many countries of the world has changed, 
dropping to the critical level of 2.1 children per woman at the end of the cen-
tury. this development has in the end affected arab countries, too. in 2000, 
the average rate was 3.5 children per woman, which was high compared to 
the world average, but still a big step forward considering that in 1975, an 
average Arab family had 7–9 children. On average, Arab women today have 
only one third of the children their mothers had.

demographic growth varies among the countries, with the gulf states, 
palestine and iran retaining the top positions. this trend is most prominent 
in the Maghreb countries – including Libya – and in Lebanon. At 1.55, the 
birth rate in tunisia is no different from europe. the rate in lebanon, too, 
has dropped below the critical 2.1 mark. the libyan birth rate may have been 
influenced by long-term sanctions, while the Lebanese or Algerian birth rate 
could have been impacted by the long war. the reasons why global demo-
graphic development influences the Middle East only slowly are quire clear: 
oil-rent oriented economy, the Middle East conflict and (Islamic) cultural tra-
ditions. the oil-rentier economy reinforces and preserves patriarchal links in 
society, both in families and in the political system. this is often due to ex-
tremely generous social systems in gCC countries, promoting births through 
various subsidies.

nevertheless, the relatively favourable demographic changes in Maghreb 
and some other countries will not be reflected in mid-term developments. 
baby boomers from the 1980s (born between 1980 and 1985) have recently 
started entering the labour markets in arab countries. this is bound to trans-
late into high unemployment in the coming decade. the region suffers from 
the highest unemployment rate in the world with the current 15% at triple the 
world average. What does not bode well is the high number of young people 
and women among the unemployed, along with low labour productivity.

higher female employment and better education for women might there-
fore contribute to an enhancement of labour supply. this is largely region- 
and country-specific. Higher female education is directly related to lower 
birth rates. University-educated women in the Mena region had half as 
many children than women with no schooling between 1975 and 1995. in Jor-
dan, the difference is a factor of four. gCC countries report the lowest num-

countries (syria, Jordan, lebanon and saudi arabia). this was sometimes 
caused by the government of the country, while at other times harsh sanc-
tions were at fault. Quite surprisingly, no arab state from the Middle east ac-
ceded to the 1951 geneva Convention or its 1967 protocol. Most arab coun-
tries have created no appropriate internal mechanisms, such as asylum laws, 
allowing them to deal with displacement issues. in 1994, the las discussed 
its arab Convention on refugees, which extended refugee status to include 
persons affected by natural disasters. this convention, however, has yet to 
be ratified. The Arab Charter on Human Rights of 1994 could be a key doc-
ument in this respect. What stands out in terms of the application of refu-
gee and asylum laws are the differences between individual arab countries 
or between the UnhCr and arab states, which affect the changing direc-
tions of migration.

in the long term, globalization era liberal reforms have created an envi-
ronment fostering economic prosperity. in the short term, however, the same 
reforms have threatened to destabilise the social order. a highly uneven dis-
tribution of wealth (in Jordan, tunisia, Mauritania, Morocco and algeria) 
was a major problem. Migration was fuelled by uneven development in the 
Arab world. In 1998, the Arab diversified economies (Egypt, Jordan, Mo-
rocco, syria and tunisia) contributed a mere 2% of the overall gdp growth 
in arab countries, even though they represented 48% of the total population 
in the arab world. the oil-rich states of the gCC, on the other hand, contrib-
uted 29% of the gdp growth, while representing only 7% of the arab world 
population.

the Middle east and north africa (Mena) region reported the second 
largest population growth in the world (2.2%), along with the lowest work-
force age structure, as a result of lower child mortality and better medical 
care. this development began after World War ii, along with some other 
trends, such as urbanization, migration from villages to cities and decreas-
ing food self-reliance. forced abandonment of agricultural farmland and the 
flight to cities is leading to gradual degradation and desertification of agri-
cultural areas, which makes potential future solutions more expensive and 
hard to devise.

this situation started gradually changing in some countries in the 1990s. 
Birth control, long refused in the Islamic world as being in conflict with Is-
lamic ethics, was adopted as a rational demographic growth-reduction mea-
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million environmental refugees in the sahel and 4 to 11 million environmen-
tal refugees in the horn of africa in the mid-1990s, exerting pressure on the 
Maghreb and Egypt. However, it is impossible to provide a precise quantifi-
cation of environmental migration as no international organization collects, 
evaluates or publishes such data.

the 2003 arab human development report pointed out a very danger-
ous development: the outflow of many qualified Arab professionals. The re-
port characterised it as a haemorrhage. in this way, the West has been slow-
ing down the economic development of the region and adding to migration 
pressure. This brain drain essentially reverses the flow of development aid 
from developed countries to developing states. Host countries benefit from 
arab investments in the education and training of top arab professionals, 
who then leave the country to work in the West without any compensation 
whatsoever for the source country. some countries (e.g. syria) have a long-
term history of repressive measures against brain drain. other countries, such 
as Jordan, tolerate this undesirable movement of professionals as they can-
not provide enough jobs for such experts (e.g. egypt). at the moment, in-
centive plans with various degrees of sophistication are being discussed to 
attract the professionals back to their countries. luring the top profession-
als back to their homelands will require implementation of a human resource 
development project.

the character of Mediterranean migration has changed over the past ten 
years. if the 1960s and 1970s were characterised by single, young, unquali-
fied men migrating from the Islamic Mediterranean region, nowadays the mi-
gration flow is more diverse. Migrants have included unaccompanied women, 
children, pensioners, the middle class, artists, athletes, students, entrepre-
neurs and qualified professionals. These people do not seek permanent res-
idence but reside at several places at the same time, which makes the appli-
cation of visa regimes more difficult. This is due to the growing effect of the 
“pull factor” and the weakening effect of the “push factor.” The centrifu-
gal “push factor” has been limited to the political sphere, related, for exam-
ple, to campaigns of oppression of some minorities in Muslim countries (the 
Copts, Cabyls and Kurds). similarly, islamic attacks against secular alge-
rians forced european countries to recognise repression by non-state struc-
tures as a reason for granting political asylum. the above-mentioned “pull 
factor” has an economic and social character. Access to welfare is a key mi-

bers of working women (15%), whereas Maghreb is traditionally at the top 
of the list with one third of women in jobs.

the arab world has not paid enough attention to the slowly increasing 
share of the over-60 population, which is expected to grow over the next three 
decades, and has not established the services that this population needs. as 
a result of this, men over 60 must work until a very high age, blocking jobs 
for the young population.

there are 525 young people entering the productive age for every 100 peo-
ple leaving the productive stage of life in the Mena region, whereas the ra-
tio in the Us is 84:100. given the huge increase in both labour and the aver-
age unemployment rate in the region (15%), the number of jobs would have 
to grow by 50% by 2010 compared to the 1996 figures in order for the cur-
rent unemployment rate to remain unchanged. demographers expect further 
population growth in most Mena countries over the next 40 years but the 
dynamics will be slower. algeria, bahrain, egypt, Jordan, Morocco, tunisia 
and Yemen have all included demographic growth issues into their long-term 
economic strategic planning, which is a positive development.

While more than 50 years ago large cities could be found almost exclu-
sively in developed countries, the situation has changed. the young popula-
tion in overpopulated cities is the main source of foreign migration in most 
arab states.

Demographic growth is often discussed as a “push” factor for migration 
from the south Mediterranean countries to the eU. While this does certainly 
play a role, it is not the key factor. it is the growing gap between countries on 
the opposite shores of the Mediterranean sea that is the main reason for mi-
gration. the dichotomy between economic liberalism and authoritarian rule 
in the arab countries makes young people frustrated. Most arab states have 
major problems attracting major fdi outside the oil sector to create more jobs 
and boost their economic growth.

also, relatively little attention has been paid to “environmental migra-
tion”. Since the mid-1980s, interest in this type of migration has grown due 
to apparent climatic changes, droughts, floods, continuing deforestation and 
desertification, all of which act as push factors. Environmental issues may 
not have been the key reasons for intensification of migration, but they could 
have quite possibly played a role, although there was a lack of evidence to 
prove this. according to ioM and UnhCr, there were between 5 and 10 
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ified jobs. This trend is not proceeding as fast as it might, since Arab borders 
are more porous, intermediary agencies are being legalised in the place of 
their operation, and arab authorities are more lenient.

the rich gulf oil states associated in the gCC are implementing a policy 
of replacing Arab labour with equally qualified, apolitical and cheap labour 
from the indian subcontinent. the only problem is the language barrier in us-
ing arabic-language software and in day-to-day communication at the work-
place. the ousting of iranian workers from some gulf countries in the 1980s 
and 1990s has been quite an interesting development.

Another change happened on the East Europe (Russia) – Middle East 
axis. since the 1960s, large numbers of arab doctors and engineers stud-
ied or graduated in east european Communist countries, in particular the  
soviet Union. today, however, migration is moving more in the opposite di-
rection, with russian professionals going to arab states. this direction of 
migration has received relatively little attention in terms of monitoring and 
statistics.

european researchers focus mainly on the Maghreb region because of its 
location, demographic development and cultural and historical links with eu-
rope. Maghreb migrants head for the traditional host countries, such as ger-
many, france and belgium. in the past two decades, however, growing num-
bers of Maghreb arabs have settled in italy and spain, both of which have 
been source countries for emigration to other european states. the latest 
trend is migration in new directions to new destination countries outside eu-
rope. algerians, in particular, started to favour north america and australia 
in the 1990s. Continuously increasing sahelian and sub-saharan migration 
due to economic and environmental issues is a major problem for the arab, 
Maghreb countries. for these migrants, the Maghreb countries serve as des-
tination countries or as transit states on the way to europe. the pressure from 
eU states has recently been stepped up, with the eU having requested the 
Maghreb countries to better guard their borders in the south and to sign read-
mission agreements with african states.

there are differences between the Maghreb countries. algerian migrants 
mainly head for france, where many of their compatriots live and are help-
ing the newcomers. Moroccans tend to go to france and spain as well as 
to italy and the netherlands. the tunisians have traditionally settled in it-
aly, libya and france. Mauritanian migration is caused by severe weather 

gration incentive. Morocco is experiencing a deformed “migration culture” 
– although unemployment affects in particular low-skilled young workers, 
these people do not look for jobs in their homeland. the absolute majority of 
them seek their desired solution through migration.

illegal migration is the greatest problem of the present day. illegal migra-
tion is not dependent on the internal economic situation in arab states only, 
but also on the strictness of measures adopted against all types of migration 
in europe in particular, as well as on the ability of european economies to 
absorb excess labour. the highest illegal migration rates have been reported 
in European countries with the most developed “grey” or “black” econo-
mies. these are the south european countries, particularly italy, greece and, 
to a much lesser degree, spain and portugal. ease of obtaining residence and 
work permits or a strong arab Muslim community ready to help new illegal 
immigrants to settle also stimulate illegal migration. paradoxically, thanks to 
its structure, illegal migration is much better accepted in developed countries 
than the previous, legal migration of uneducated arabs.

Wage transfers became the single largest source of income for many arab 
states in the 1990s. in most cases, they played a greater role than foreign 
aid. some economies have developed extreme dependence on regional cap-
ital inflows. Wage transfers from Arab workers in the region have been cru-
cial for Jordan, egypt (following sadat’s rise to power), Morocco and, until 
1991, also for Yemen.

the Middle east experienced a surge in migration from east asia (Ma-
laysia, indonesia and the philippines), south asia (pakistan, india and sri 
lanka) as well as from east africa (ethiopia and somalia) in the 1990s. 
asian workers had the indisputable advantage of being apolitical and ex-
hibiting much less interest in their economic rights. apart from this, these 
workers came on the basis of short-term contracts. after these contracts ex-
pired and the specific projects were completed, they returned to their home-
lands without placing demands on the social system (housing, education or 
medical care) of the receiving country. these workers could not obtain res-
idence rights.

since 2003, there have been less guest workers coming from east asia 
as they have started to take advantage of the labour markets in their own re-
gion, such as in Japan, singapore or hong Kong, which are more attractive 
for them for many reasons, such as better labour law protection or more qual-
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The Czech Republic and Arab Migration

arab labour does not seek the Czech labour market since the demand for less 
qualified workers is met by Ukrainians and other immigrants from East Euro-
pean countries and the balkans. local wages, which are below the european 
average, are not attractive either. since the early 1990s, arab immigration to 
the Czech republic has been on a slight increase, with about a hundred peo-
ple coming each year, which is a very small number compared to the euro-
pean average.

before joining the eU, the Czech republic gradually had to make the asy-
lum and visa system stricter and introduce more stringent requirements for the 
legalization of temporary work visits. these requirements got even harsher 
following the 9/11 attacks. Given the illegal migration from South Mediterra-
nean countries and the Middle east, the Czech republic has the advantage of 
not having to guard an external schengen border neighbouring with the Med-
iterranean region.

in 2001 and 2007, the Czech parliament passed stricter amendments of the 
asylum acts, which simplified the asylum procedure but made it more diffi-
cult to be granted asylum. the Czech republic had already adopted more rig-
orous visa measures for immigrants from arab countries in the mid-1990s. 
since 1993, most arab states have been included in the special visa regime or 
tighter regime category (requiring a deposit) and visa-free movement was out 
of the question for them. this provision has had a negative impact on trade 
relations and has been criticised by arab states. in early 2007, there were 
3,892 foreigners from the Middle east, north africa and afghanistan in the 
Czech republic, out of whom 1,165 were women. Most of these foreigners 
came from algeria (526), israel (431), syria (394), tunis (349), libya (323) 
and egypt (273). there are only a few immigrants coming from the south 
but the long-term trend is for the numbers to rise. traditionally, most asy-
lum seekers have come from iraq and afghanistan, countries with a strong 
conflict potential. The Afghanis and Iraqis dominated long-term statistics of 
successful asylum seekers between 1993 and 2006. they also top the list of 
successful Czech citizenship applicants. egyptians have recently become the 
largest group of asylum seekers.

The chapter on migration, asylum and customs issues in the 2005–2007 
Czech national action plan to Combat terrorism warned that the risk of 

changes such as droughts or water shortage, or takes the form of seasonal no-
madic moves to the neighbouring states during the rainy season. Major Mau-
ritanian migrant communities can be found especially in saudi arabia (in 
Mecca in particular) and France. The GCC demand for qualified labour from 
the Maghreb countries has gone up over the last few years but only a small 
number of guest workers have taken advantage of this opportunity so far. 
interest may grow, however, as the 1980s generation of patriotic, arabized 
young people, with only a poor command of european languages and willing 
to emigrate, enter the algerian labour market. Morocco continues to have the 
highest migration potential out of all the Maghreb countries. following the 
lifting of sanctions against libya and increased oil revenues, we may see the 
opening of the libyan labour market to immigrants from the neighbouring  
countries.

there is a lot of discussion on whether the dependence of countries on ex-
porting labour is of any benefit to the sending and receiving countries. It has 
not been quite proven that guest workers would use at home the skills they 
acquire abroad, as this depends on what kind of jobs they take abroad and the 
work they do at home. in sudan, sending workers abroad has had a destruc-
tive impact on the country, as there are less and less qualified professionals in 
the country. in Jordan, egypt and also to some degree in Yemen, some posi-
tive developments can be noted in terms of the influx of investments and a re-
duction in domestic unemployment. Jordan has traditionally exported skilled 
labour and imported unqualified workers, which can be explained by the fact 
that the country’s private sector has not been able to provide jobs for quali-
fied workers. The key argument against this trend is that work migration has 
a hand in delaying necessary reforms in source countries that would facili-
tate labour-intensive economic growth. this often results in a loss of com-
petitiveness and stalled business dynamics.

Foreign immigration is not a source of social or political conflicts in the 
host countries (gCC states) as there are no trade unions or any other or-
ganised social movements in these countries. trade union headquarters in 
the eU resist the import of cheap labour and often even refuse to defend im-
migrants in labour law disputes. they also deny membership to these immi-
grants. the local labour in the gCC states (i.e. migration recipient countries) 
has been degenerating, with the locals seeking jobs only in the state sector, 
which offers good wages but is hardly competitive.
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a terrorist attacks against the country or the Czech republic’s interests abroad 
might be closely linked to the country’s foreign policy. illegal migration from 
Iraq between 2006 and 2007 posed a major risk in terms of potential infiltra-
tion of terrorists and extremists. Most of these immigrants had no documents 
or had forged eU documents. the 2006 annual report of the Czech police 
organised Crime Unit claimed that suspected terrorists used the Czech re-
public as a country of transit and obtained their visas here. the security in-
formation service (the Czech counter-intelligence) insisted that there are no 
indications that the Czech republic faces an imminent terrorist attack threat 
but did not rule out the possibility of the terrorist threat growing in the future 
in relation to the escalating conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

the european Union has been moving in the direction of a common asy-
lum procedure and a uniform status for those who are granted asylum, as ev-
ident from the 1999 tampere european Council conclusions. the use of the 
Schengen Information System, fingerprint database, close co-operation with 
europol or interpol and accession to the eU-wide arrest warrant are recogn-
ised as necessary to prevent migration from the south becoming a potential 
threat. Czech police units should start close co-operation with partners from 
source arab countries and transition balkan states, through which arab mi-
grants usually make their way to Central europe.

apart from adopting such restrictive measures, the Czech republic must 
also co-operate with, and assist the eU in creating a common migration pol-
icy relying mainly on the prevention of migration. this policy must focus in 
particular on political, economic, social and cultural aspects. the Czech re-
public should comply with the tampere Council conclusions and the euro-
Mediterranean valencia action plan by adopting a reasonable visa policy al-
lowing Arab students and professionals to attain or extend qualifications so 
that they can assist in the implementation of development plans in their coun-
tries. the european neighbourhood policy and the euro-Mediterranean part-
nership launched in Barcelona are aimed at providing the right trade, finan-
cial, social and investment strategies promoting steady growth in the region 
along with maximum employment, while preventing massive emigration due 
to unfavourable demographic developments. as an eU member state, the 
Czech republic will be helping to implement these policies and will share 
the responsibility for future developments in this area.
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